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Chapter 8.0 Electrical Potentials

Abelardo Ramirez

8.1 Introduction

Natural and spontaneous electrical potentials, known as self-potentials (SPs),

occur within the earth because of electrochemical or mechanical activity. Self-
potential anomalies have been observed in natural geothermal environments
where a significant flow of hot water and steam ofcurs, qualitatively similar to the
conditions expected in the near-field environment (NFE) of the potential nuclear-

waste repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada (Corwin and Hoover, 1979; Zohdy
et al., 1973; Anderson and Johnson, 1976). Because of their potential influence on
reaction processes, SPs may be significant in understanding how the NFE will

evolve geochemically. In addition, SPs may generate electrical currents that may
affect the performance of metallic waste containers. This chapter discusses some

particular mechanisms that generate SPs in rock-water systems and provides order-
of-magnitude estimates for the SPs that may be present in the NFEL

Other currents that may be present in the NFE are magnetotelluric and telluric

currents; however, these currents are believed to be the result of diurnal variations,

caused by solar emission, aurora, and other phenomena, In the earth's magnetic
field (Telford et al., 1976). These currents are probably less significant than those
caused by SPs and are outside the scope of this discussion.

8.2 Self-Potentials

Underground water is an important factor in iost occurrences of SPs. Telford et
al. (1976) found that SPs are associated with variations In rock properties at contact

interfaces where corrosion occurs as a result of thrmal and pressure gradients in
underground fluids (thermoelectric and streaming potentials), and with variations

in electrolytic concentrations of groundwater (electrochemical potential).
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8.1 Streaming Potential

When two phases are placed in contact, a difference In potential between them

generally develops. If one of the phases is a polar liquid, like water, its dipolar

molecules will tend to be oriented in a particular direction at the interface,

generating a potential difference. If there are ions or excess electrons In one or both

phases, the electrical charges will tend to distribute themselves nonuniformly at the

interface. The region between the two adjoining phases is always marked by a

separation of electrical charges so that near, or on the surface of, phase I there is an

excess charge of one sign, and the balancing charge is distributed somehow through

the adjoining surface regions of phase II (Hunter, 1981). This arrangement of charges

at the interface is referred to as the electrical double layer. When liquid moves

through a capillary or a porous medium under a pressure gradient, the excess

charges near the wall are carried along by the liquid, and their accumulation

downstream causes the buildup of an electrical field, which drives an electrical

current back (by ionic conduction through the liquid) against the direction of liquid

flow (Hunter, 1981). The measured potential difference across the capillary is called

the streaming potential.

Ishido et al. (1983) report that In rock-water systems the streaming potential

coefficient increases exponentially with decreasing hydraulic radii <10-6 m.

Klavetter and Peters (1987) show that for Topopah Spring tuff (the potential

repository horizon) the pore sizes range from 10 6 to 10-8 m with most of the pore

volume due to the 107 m fraction. This would suggest that the streaming potential

coefficient for Topopah Spring tuff will be relatively high due to its small pore sizes

(although to the best of our knowledge the coefficient has not been established for

welded tuff). Nourbehecht (1963) reports that the streaming potential coefficients for

a wide variety of rocks ranges from about 03 to 30 mV/atm.

Chapter 1 shows numerical modeling results that predict a region of condensate

accumulation with 100% saturation adjacent to the boiling region. Pressure

gradients within this region of high saturation can cause liquid to flow very slowly

within the porous medium. There will be streaming potential associated with the
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liquid flow. The magnitude of the streaming potential cannot be estimated because

the streaming potential coefficient for unsaturated welded tuff is not known at this

time.

8.272 Thermoelectric Potential

Temperature gradients give rise to thermoelectric potentials in rock-water

systems (Telford et al., 1976). Nourbehecht (1963) reports that the thermoelectric

coefficient for rock can be as high as I mV/ 0C with average values of about 0.2 to

OA mV/OC. As reported in Chapter 1, these numerical modeling results show that

drift wall temperatures as high as 2000C may be present in the repository and a

temperature near 960C within the condensate region. If we assume an average

thermoelectric coefficient of 03 mV/0 C and a temperature difference of 1001C, the

calculated thermoelectric potential is 30 mV. Chapter 1 calculations show that the

temperature gradient decreases as time after emplacement increases, which implies

that the thermoelectric potential would also decrease as time after emplacement

increases.

8.2.3 Electrochemical Potential

Electrochemical potentials arise when diffusion of Ions occurs. This potential is

attributed to two causes: (1) the difference in mobilities of various ions in solutions

of different concentration (diffusion potential), and (2) the potential that develops

when two electrodes are immersed in the same solution but at two different

concentrations (Nernst potential). For example, when the concentrations are in the

ratio of 5:1, the potential that develops Is ±50 mV (Telford et al., 1976).

In regions where interconnected fluids exist across the potential field, ionic

diffusion and reaction relationships will be influenced by the potential field. This

effect needs to be evaluated in future work.

8.3 Summary

We have briefly described the mechanisms that are likely to be operating in the

NFE, generating natural electrical potentials and currents. The electric potential
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fields caused by groundwater flow, and by temperature and ionic concentration

gradients will coexist in the NFE. Due to the combined effects of these fields, the

resulting electric potential gradients may affect the geochemical evolution of the

NFE (although this has not been evaluated to the best of our knowledge) and

possibly, the performance of waste container materials. Very little information is

available with which to estimate SP generation within the NFE. We have raised the

possibility that SPs may be significant in the NFE and, thus, should be investigated

further. In addition, SPs may be useful as a diagnostic measurement of the near-field

hydrothermal environment.
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Chapter 9.0 Field Thermal Tests

W. Lin and A. Ramirez

9.1 Introduction

Understanding the movement of moisture, including liquid water, steam, and

vapor, in the near-field environment CNFE) of the potential nuclear-waste

repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada is one of the goals of waste-package

environment hydrologic investigations. This section discusses field tests to enhance

our understanding of how thermal loading, resulting from waste package

emplacement, will affect the hydrologic properties and processes of the NFE.

One of the main concerns in the NFE of a nuclear-waste repository is the

quantity and quality of the water that may be present to contact the waste and waste

packages (near field) and in the rock mass surrounding the repository since water

can cause property changes in the altered zone. Processes that may affect the quantity

and quality of the water are coupled thermal-mechanical-hydrological-chemical

(TMHC) processes. The TMHC processes may involve the in situ pore water in the

Topopah Spring tuff, water present in fractures, and/or condensate that result(s)

from water mobilized by heat, as well as any introduced water (either naturally or

artificially) after the emplacement of the wastes. Field and laboratory tests are

conducted to: enhance our understanding of the coupled TMHC processes and to

measure physical properties. This chapter discusses the field tests.

The rationales of conducting field thermal tests are to extend from laboratory

tests on relatively small samples (up to 1-m, maximum), to testing of rock masses

that include fractures and inhomogeneity as representative to Yucca Mountain as

possible, and under test conditions as dose as possible to in situ repository

conditions. The logic of testing, i.e., increasing sample size from small to large,

increasing the complexity of sample characteristics from intact to include multiple

fractures and heterogeneity, and relaxing test boundary conditions from simple

controlled to uncontrolled, is to evaluate the temporal and spatial scale effects, to
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increase our understanding of the test results in steps, and to enhance our

confidence in modeling the tests and the coupled TMHC processes to be expected in

a repository. The purposes of field thermal tests are to test the coupled TMHC

processes in a rock mass which is big enough to include heterogeneity, so that the

test results can be used to verify model predictions and to identify important

physical processes that must be included in the conceptual models. The objectives,

goals, and rationales of the field tests are described in section 8.3.4.2.4. Study Plan

for Engineered Barrier System Field Tests (Lin, 1995). Based on the findings and logic

of that report, several field thermal tests are planned to serve different purposes

(described here). The G-Tunnel test was conducted in 1988-1989, in Grouse Canyon

tuff in G-Tunnel, Nevada Test Site, to improve our understanding of the thermal-

hydrological processes in an underground environment and to prototype

instruments and test methodologies. The Large Block Test (LBT) was designed to

provide testing of the coupled TMHC processes in Topopah Spring tuff under

controlled boundary conditions so that the results can be more directly compared

with model calculations. Also, the LBT will provide three-dimensional (3-D)

coverage of the test region with instruments. In addition, the LBT can provide a

unique opportunity for investigating infiltration in a heated rock mass. The ESE

Thermal Test (ESFIT) will be the first in situ thermal test in the potential repository

horizon in Yucca Mountain. The results of the ESMT will be used for viability

analyses and license application of the repository. Although it is still in the

conceptual state, the plan, if instituted, is to use the Large Scale Long Duration Test

(LSLDT) to heat up a region with multiple emplacement drifts for several years so

that all possible coupled TMHC processes can be tested (see section 9.5 for more

details). Also planned are the Confirmation Observations of the performance of a

repository. The confirmation monitoring is the only test in the true temporal and

spatial scales of a repository, therefore is very critical (see section 9.6).

Basically, field thermal tests involve heating a rock mass with electrical resistor

heaters and monitoring the spatial distributions and temporal variations of

temperature, moisture content, concentration of certain chemical elements, and

stress and displacements in the rock mass. Temperatures will be measured by using
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either resistance temperature devices (RTD) or thermocouples, dependent on the

temperature range to be measured and accuracy required. Moisture contents will be

measured in the following means: point measurement of relative humidity will be

conducted using Humicaps. Line measurement of moisture content will be done

using neutron logging. Two- and three-dimensional tomographs of the moisture

content will be inferred from electrical resistivity tomographs (ERT). Chemical

sensors will be used to monitor concentration of spme chemical elements, such as

pH, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, Ca, C1, etc. Both mechanical and optical

multiple borehole extensometers (MPBXs) will be used to measure displacements.

Scoping model calculations will be used to design the tests, and then model

calculations with exact test configurations will be used to monitor their progress and

for post-test data analyses. Chapter 1.9 presents some of the results of the model

calculations. Post-test examination of the rocks are usually planned to verify some

of the indirect observations by instruments during the test with direct observations.

The G-Tunnel test is the only field thermal test that has been completed. The results

from the G-Tunnel test are summarized in section 9.2. Recently, model analyses of
w

the G-Tunnel test results were performed (See Chapter 1.9 for the results of those

analyses). The LBT has been planned, constructed, and characterized, but

instruments have not been installed. Only the pre-test characterization results of the

LBT are presented here. See section 9A for the test design and plans for the ESFIT.

9.2 G-Tunnel Tests (A. Ramirez)

This discussion includes the key results and supporting data from the G-Tunnel

tests in which we studied the hydrothermal perturbation of welded tuff near a

horizontally oriented heater. As part of the G-Tunnel tests, we measured several

parameters as a function of location and time so that we could examine the effects of

heating and cooling during a thermal pulse that lasted -195 days.

A schematic of the hydrologic environment expected to develop around a heater

during thermal loading is shown in Fig. 9-1 [see Yow (1985), for additional details on

the expected environmental conditions]. This figure depicts the primary
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mechanisms of heat and fluid flow for an idealized example of a horizontal heater

that is intersected by a near vertical fracture. The actual heater borehole was

intersected by more than a dozen fractures. The rock mass consisted of matrix blocks

that were bounded by fractures and the borehole wall (for blocks immediately

adjacent to the heater). Under ambient conditions, the matrix blocks are partially

saturated, and the fractures and borehole are essentially dry. The heater heats the

borehole surface primarily via thermal radiation. As heat is conducted through the

fractured rock mass, vaporization begins on the outer surfaces of the matrix blocks

closest to the borehole and then proceeds in toward the center of each block. Where

temperatures are in excess of saturation conditions, vigorous boiling occurs. For

water vapor to flow out of the matrix blocks, gas-phase pressures must increase from

the surface of the matrix block to its interior, resulting in the elevation of the boiling

temperature with distance into the matrix block. Water vapor that enters the

fractures is subsequently driven by gas pressure gradients (induding buoyancy

effects) within the fracture network. In general, vapor flow in the fractures is

directed away from the center of the boiling, either radially outward or inward

toward the heater hole. Vapor flow in the fractures persists until condensation

conditions are encountered. Condensed water in the fractures that is not

immediately imbibed by the matrix flows under gravity and capillary forces in the

fractures either (1) back toward the boiling zone where it reboils, or (2) out into the

condensation zone where it is eventually completely imbibed by the matrix.

9.2.1 Parameters Measured

The following parameters were measured to characterize the behavior of the

rock mass within a few meters of the heater before, during, and after the thermal

cycle. This discussion includes the results for a subset of the measured parameters

and presents interpretations pertaining to the evolution of the NFE around a

simulated waste package [for full details refer to Ramirez et al. (1991), including

those reports listed in the "References" and "Bibliography of Related Reports"

section].
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9.2.1.1 Rock Mass Temperatures. Rock mass temperatures were used in

reconstructing the thermal response of the rock and in evaluating the performance

of the test equipment.

9.2.12 Rock Mass Gas Pressure and Atmospheric Pressure. Rock mass gas

pressure and atmospheric pressure were used in reconstructing the flow regime of

the air and water vapor in the rock mass.

92.13 Borehole Measurements of the Relative Dielectric Constant and Thermal

Neutron Counts. Cross borehole measurements of the relative dielectric constant of

the rock and single borehole measurements of thermal neutron counts were used to

infer the spatial and temporal changes in the moisture content of the rock mass.

9.2.L4 Air Humidity. Air humidity measurements in the rock mass were used

to calculate the pore pressure gradients that drive the movement of liquid water

within the rock mass. Changes in the moisture content and pore pressure

information were used to reconstruct the flow regime of liquid water in the rock

mass. The spatial variations in moisture content were used to infer the flow paths of

the liquid water and to define regions that are losing or gaining water as a function

of time.

9.2.1.5 Air Permeability. The air permeability measurements were used to detect

changes in the permeability of the rock surrounding the heater emplacement

borehole. These measurements were made along the heater borehole after all of the

boreholes were drilled and sealed. The measurements were repeated after the

heating sequence was completed and after the heater was removed from the

borehole.

9.2.1.6 Fracture Locations and Orientations. FWacture locations and orientations

were measured in all boreholes by means of a borescope and/or by borehole

television surveys performed before the heater was energized. The measurements

were repeated along the heater emplacement borehole after heating was completed,

and these data were used to:

Determine the effects of heating on the stability of the emplacement borehole

walls.
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* Interpret the changes in fracture permeability caused by the heating and

-fto" cooling cycle.

* Analyze the flow regime of vapor and liquid- water in the rock mass as inferred

from other measurements.

9.2.1.7 Condensed Volume of Steam. The measurements of the condensed

volume of steam invading the heater borehole were used to estimate the amount of

gas phase humidity that flows toward the heater borehole.

9.2 Test Description

Sandia National Laboratories constructed the GTUF, which consists of drifts

driven in welded tuff under Rainier Mesa, NTS, for the YMP (Fig. 9-2). The G-

Tunnel tests were conducted in the rock mass between the small-diameter heater

alcove and the rock mechanics incline.

The test included an accelerated thermal cycle to examine the effects of the

heating and cooling sides of a thermal pulse. Figure 9-3 shows the test's power

schedule. The initial thermal loading for the 3-m (9.8-ft) heater was -3.3 kW (1.1

kW/m of heater length). To increase the disturbed volume of rock within the

relatively short time available for prototype testing and to create sufficiently

high rock temperatures to drive two-phase fluid flow, we set the initial thermal load

per unit length of emplacement borehole higher than the loading expected for a

typical spent fuel container (0.4-0.7kW/m).

The duration of the heating was based on the test criteria of heating the rock

mass until the boiling point isotherm moved -0.6-0.7 m (2.0-2.3 ft) radially from

the heater borehole wall. Another test criteria involved achieving emplacement

heater borehole temperatures similar to those expected for the repository (2350C).

The spatial extent of the heating affected a volume of rock large enough to include

several fractures.

Figures 9-4 and 9-5 show the borehole layout and the measurement stations for

the various instruments used. The test location within C-Tunnel is bounded by the

small diameter heater alcove and the rock mechanics incline, as shown in Fig. 9-4.

The heater borehole is inclined slightly upward (elevation increases from the collar
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to the end of the borehole) from the rock mechanics incline. The diameter of the

heater borehole is 30.5 cm (12 in.).

Twelve of the boreholes were used to monitor the rock response; all of these

were nearly horizontal and were inclined slightly downward. The majority of the

boreholes were orthogonal to the emplacement hole axis, which provided better

coverage of the spatial variations in rock responses that occur parallel to the radius

of the emplacement borehole. This arrangement allowed measurements in the

direction of expected maximum thermal and hydrologic gradients. Three boreholes

were drilled parallel to the heater borehole axis to monitor rock response beyond the

ends of the heater.

9.23 Changes in Rock Mass Moisture Content

A thorough understanding of local hydrology over the package lifetime is central

to understanding waste package performance. Geophysical techniques were used to

monitor changes in rock moisture content during the test. The techniques chosen

included neutron logging in single boreholes and high-frequency electromagnetic

measurements performed between boreholes. In this section, we interpret only the

neutron log results; for the electromagnetic measurement results, see Daily et al.

(1989).

The neutron logging probe contains a source of high-energy neutrons and a

detector for slow (thermal) neutrons. When water is present in the rock, the

hydrogen in the water slows the neutrons for detection. Seven boreholes (NE-1

through NE-7) were sampled before the heater was turned on; the measurements

were repeated frequently after the heater was energized to monitor temporal and

spatial changes in moisture content. A paraffin shield included with the probe was

sampled at the beginning and end of each logging day to verify that the tool was

functioning properly.

For each borehole, we calculated the differences between the "before" and "after"

measurements ("after" heating minus "before" heating) to produce a difference log.

We chose to use differences rather than absolute values of moisture content because
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the effects of the borehole liners and the grout within the survey boreholes are still

unknown.

A spatial filter was applied to each difference log to smooth the spikes in the trace

caused by the random fluctuations in the number of neutrons generated by the

radioactive source in the probe. The precision for the filtered data is estimated to be

±0.003 g/cm3 . This precision estimate means that for any one point on a difference

trace that equals or exceeds ±O.003 g/cm3 , there is a 95% probability that the

difference is caused by true changes in the measurement and a 5% probability that it

is caused by random fluctuations in the neutron output of the radioactive source.

Boreholes NE-2A, NE-6, and NE-7 are three coplanar boreholes located above

and below the center of the heater as shown in Fig. 9-5. The data collected along

these boreholes were combined and plotted as a function of radial distance to the

center point of the heater assembly. The changes shown were calculated relative to

preheating moisture measurements. Figures 9-6, 9-7, and 9-8 consist of two plots

each that show the same data at two different scales so that the smaller changes

occurring at the more distant locations can be examined.

Figures 9-6 and 9-7 show radial profiles of changes in moisture content during

the drying and rewetting phases of the test. These figures also show the difference

traces calculated from day 70 data (the heater was energized on day 0) and for day 301

(the last data set was collected 106 days after the heater was de-energized). The data

in Fig. 9-6 were collected midway through the maximum power phase of the test. As

expected, the rock closest to the heater (the shortest distance) lost substantial

amounts of moisture. However, the rock near borehole NE-2A dried at a faster rate

than the rock near NE-6. Fracture maps of the test region suggest that a higher

concentration of fractures mapped along NE-2A may be one cause for this faster rate

of drying. Also note that rock located between 1.75- and 2.25-m radii showed a small

increase in moisture content as a result of the condensation of steam generated in

hotter regions closer to the heater.

Between days 70 and 127 (data are not shown) the NE-2A profile showed very

little additional drying when compared to Fig. 9-6, whereas the NE-6 profile showed

significant additional drying. Both profiles are closely matched with the caveat that
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the width of the drying region appeared to be slightly wider near NE-2A. The closely

matched profiles suggest that the rock near NE-2A and NE-6 was almost completely

dry because very little additional drying occurred near NE-2A during the 57 days of

continued heater operation at maximum power. The radius of the dry zone

achieved was -0.7 m; this is consistent with the test objective of achieving boiling

conditions within a 0.6-0.7-m radius.

The radial profile of changes in moisture content for day 301 are shown in

Fig. 9-8. These data were collected during the postheating phase of the test, 106 days

after the heater was de-energized. The data show relatively little change in the rock

near the heater during the power rampdown and postheating phase of the test It

also shows that the rock above the heater (borehole NE-6) rewet more quickly than

the rock below the heater (borehole NE-2A) for distances less than or equal to 0.5 m.

This suggests that the gravity-driven flow plays a role in the rewetting process.

We gained further insights into the rewetting process by calculating changes in

moisture content relative to the last day of full power heating. Figure 9-9 presents

changes in moisture in borehole NE-2A, where "after" minus "before" changes are

calculated relative to day 127 (i.e., the "'before" data correspond to day 127, which was

the day before the last day of maximum power heating). The data were obtained

during the power rampdown and postheating phases of the test when the rock was

cooling and rewetting. Also shown are fractures mapped along the boreholes. Note

that the rock regions that show the greatest rewetting are clustered around the

fractures in NE-2A. The high correlation between fracture locations and rewetting

suggests tat fractures play a dominant role in the rewetting process. One

mechanism for rewetting along fractures may be capillary condensation of air

humidity in the fractures because humid air (found in the wetter portions of the

rock mass) can travel with relative ease along the fractures. Another mechanism

that may be playing a role in the rewetting process is water dripping along fractures;

Fig. 9-8 shows evidence consistent with this argument in that the rewetting front

has penetrated more quickly above the heater (borehole NE-6) than below the heater

(NE-2A).
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9.2.4 Temperature Measurements

Temperature measurements were made to characterize the thermal response of

the medium around the heater. There were a total of 112 thermocouples used in

this test. All of these thermocouples were chromel-alumel (Type K) with an

accuracy of ±1IC (1.81F). Ten thermocouples were installed within the heated

portion of the heater borehole to monitor container and borehole wall

temperatures. The other 102 thermocouples were located in boreholes TC-1, TC-2,

P-1, P-2, and P-3.

Figure 9-10 shows the temperatures measured in all boreholes during the last day

of the maximum power phase (day 128). The temperatures are plotted as a function

of the natural log of radial distance to observe the linearity or nonlinearity of the

temperature profiles. Note that with the exception of the P-3 profile, all profiles are

fairly linear. This indicates that the thermal conduction is the predominant heat

transfer mechanism for the regions sampled. There are a few temperature values (in

both P-2 and P-3) that deviate from a straight line for values of the radial distance

<1 m (natural log <0). At these locations, fractures were mapped in close proximity

(within a few centimeters) of the thermocouple locations. This close proximity

suggests that the depressed temperature values within the boiling region are caused

by fractures. At least two explanations can be postulated:

1. The fractures create more permeable flow paths for vapor to escape the system.

As water is converted to vapor and allowed to escape, energy is removed from these

locations. This energy is therefore not available to elevate the rock temperatures.

2. The fractures also create flow paths along which drilling water moves

downward. Borehole P-3 is lower in elevation than P-2. The matrix adjacent to these

fractures might have imbibed some of the drill water, thereby increasing the initial

saturation near the fractures. This elevated saturation would also tend to depress

the local temperature for the same reason as stated above in explanation 1.

The temperatures along borehole TC-2 are generally cooler than those in other

boreholes at the same radial distance. The temperatures in P-2 are the highest

among the five boreholes. Boreholes TC-1, P-1, and P-3 registered about the same

temperatures. These differences in temperature are probably due to the
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heterogeneous thermal properties of the rock mass. The almost linear portion of

these curves at larger radial distances indicates that conduction is probably the main

heat transfer mechanism. Also, the TC-2 profile shows a more shallow slope, which

implies that the thermal conductivity of the rock around TC-2 is higher than at

other locations.

A comparison of the P-2 and P-3 temperature profiles in Fig. 9-10 shows that the

temperatures in P-3 are consistently lower than those in P-2. This is probably due to

the higher temperatures measured at the top of the container. Air circulation within

the heater container (i.e., hotter air rising to the top of the container) may have

caused the asymmetry in temperatures.

Figure 9-11 shows the temperatures for thermocouples 86 through 89 as a

function of time. These thermocouples are located below and to the side of the

heater (Fig. 9-12). Thermocouples 86 and 87 show typical profiles of temperatures

within the boiling region. The temperature increased quickly at the beginning of

heating, then became almost linear with time. At these later times, the temperature-

time plot has no obvious change of slope. A change in slope would indicate a

change in the thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the rock. At later heating

times, changes in slope may be attributed to the latent heat capacity of the water as

the water boils or condenses in the rock mass.

Thermocouples 88 and 89 in Fig. 9-11 show very atypical temperature profiles.

Note that the maximum temperature for both profiles is -971C. Also the profiles

remained near the maximum temperature for 70 or more days even though the rest

of the rock mass continued to increase in temperature during this period

(maximum power phase). In addition, the slope on the left side of the flattened

portions of these two profiles rapidly increased before the flattening occurred. This

indicates that additional energy was being deposited at these locations. We postulate

that condensed water with near-boiling temperature moved into this region from

regions above the heater as illustrated by the conceptual model shown in Fig. 9-13.

We recognize the possibility that this type of temperature signature is due to a heat

pipe effect, but we consider this unlikely because of the rapid increase in slope

observed prior to the flattening.
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9.7.5 Changes in Air Permeability

Air permeability testing was conducted along sections of the heater emplacement

borehole before heating and at the end of the power rampdown phase of the test.

The objectives of this test were to characterize the in situ permeability of the

fractured tuff around the heater borehole and to determine the effect of a heating

and cooling cycle on rock mass permeability. A number of permeability

measurements were made along packed-off sections of the borehole before the rock

mass was heated and again after all heating was completed.

We used steady-state air-injection to measure the permeability. Inflatable packers

were placed in preselected sections of the borehole to isolate these sections for

testing. Preheating and postheating permeability values are compared in Fig. 9-14.

Equivalent porous medium permeabilities along the heater borehole are also

compared with mapped fracture locations. The permeabilities shown here were

measured at a nominal pressure of 34 kPa (5 psi). The permeability of a 36-cm-long

(14.2-in.-long) test zone varies from a minimum of 0.04 darcy (D) to a maximum of

150 D. The higher permeability value corresponds to a highly fractured zone, a few

inches thick, at a depth of about 7.7 m (25.3 ft) from the collar.

A comparison of the preheating and postheating profiles in Fig. 9-14 shows that

portions of the measured region had increases in gas permeability as a result of the

heating cycle. Note that the greatest percentage change occurred near the center of

the heater element location. This is also the portion of the borehole with the fewest

fractures mapped. We postulate that the increase in permeability is due to an

increase in the number of small fractures (microcracks) intercepting the heater

borehole. Television surveys of the borehole showed no change in the visible

fractures relative to the preheating survey. This implies that any new fractures were

small enough to escape detection. Given that the lowest permeabilities were

measured in the region of greatest change, increases in microfractures would have a

relatively greater effect here than in regions with a higher preheating permeability.

Note that the increased permeability is low when compared with the natural

heterogeneity in air permeability along the borehole.
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92.6 Steam Invading the Heater Emplacement Borehole

The thermal loading exerted by the heater dries the partially saturated rock

surrounding the emplacement borehole. Vapor pressure gradients drive steam into

pressure sinks such as the borehole and fractures (see Fig. 9-1). Steam may also

move along the fractures toward the borehole or move outward and condense

where the temperatures are sufficiently cool. The moisture entering the heater

emplacement borehole was collected to provide a measure of the resistance to vapor

transport toward the heater relative to the resistance to transport away from the

heater as a function of time.

The moisture migrating into the heater emplacement borehole was collected

using a high-temperature inflatable packer fitted to a 51-mm (2-in.) i.d. aluminum

pipe. The packer sealed the borehole 50 cm (19.7 in.) outward (i.e., toward the collar)

from the heater and allowed the steam to flow through the aluminum center pipe,

condense, and flow to the borehole collar and into a collection device (the isolated

section remained unpressurized at all times). The heater emplacement borehole had

a slope of 50 downward to the collar to facilitate the collection of the condensed

moisture.

Figure 9-15 presents the results from an analysis of the water collection rates

during the test. Also shown for comparison is the partial pressure of water within

15 cm of the intake for the steam collection system, the partial pressure values are

calculated based on relative humidity and air temperature measurements. These

data show that an insignificant volume of water was collected within the first two

weeks of the experiment. Thereafter, the rate of water collection reached a

maximum of -0.05 1/day, which is less than the value of -0.5 1/day predicted by the

scoping calculation. The reasons for this discrepancy are unclear at present. One

possible explanation is that the packer temperature at the intake point for the system

is below the dew point. This might have caused some vapor to condense, pond, and

possibly drain into fractures, instead of entering the center pipe at the packer.

Temperatures at some points on the packer suggest that packer surfaces could have

acted as condensation points. Another possible reason for the discrepancy is that the
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scoping calculations assume an infinitely long heater. This assumption would result

in a substantial overestimate of the steam produced.

The water collection rate (Fig. 9-15) peaked at about day 50 and then decreased

between day 50 and 90. We did not expect this decrease and have not yet explained it.

Note that the partial pressure of water in the air remained approximately constant

between days 50 and 128. All other conditions being equal, we expected the moisture

collection rate to remain constant if the partial pressure of the air in the heater

borehole remained constant. The partial pressure of water started to decrease as

expected on day 128 when the power rampdown phase began.

Another unexplained aspect of the moisture collection rate is the abrupt water

collection rate decrease at about day 90. This signature may be an indication of

problems with the sensor; however, post-test calibration of the sensor did not

indicate that the sensor was flawed.

9.2.7 Summary

The G-Tunnel tests provided valuable experience that will improve our ability to

conduct the EBSFr planned for the ESF in Yucca Mountain. The results from the

G-Tunnel tests indicate that many environmental conditions expected to develop

around a heater in welded tuff are as described in Fig. 9-1. The test also showed us

which of the applied measurement techniques performed adequately under realistic

environmental conditions and which ones may need to be modified or replaced.

The G-Tunnel tests confirmed elements of the conceptual model of predicted

environmental conditions. Test results confirm that a dry zone develops around the

heater borehole (refer to the conceptual model in Fig. 9-13) and that the degree of

drying increases with proxinmity to the heater. A "halo" of increased saturation

develops adjacent to the dry region and migrates away from the heater as rock

temperatures increase. Some of the fractures intercepting the heater borehole

increase the penetration of hot-dry conditions into the rock mass. A buildup of pore

gas pressure develops in rock regions where vigorous evaporation is occurring.

During the portions of the test when the heater power was gradually reduced and

eventually turned off, the dry region around the heater cooled off and slowly
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regained water (refer to the conceptual model in Fig. 9-16). Rewetting of the dry

region occurred first in the rock above the heater and in the rock adjacent to

fractures.

To explain the differences in the drying and rewetting behavior above and below

the heater, we developed conceptual models that are based on the results described

here and on our numerical modeling study. In general, we found that water vapor

generated in a matrix block moves toward the dosest fracture face (or toward the

surface of the heater borehole if the block is adjacent to the borehole). Upon entering

the fracture, water vapor tends to move radially outward through the fracture

system until encountering condensation conditions. The heater borehole moisture

collection system and the condensation on the heater packer cause some of the

vapor in the fractures to move radially inward toward the heater hole. Water that

condenses above the heater drains downward through the fractures. Much of this

downward flow intersects the boiling zone and is reboiled, thereby slowing the

upward progress of the boiling front. We observed that some of the downward

flowing condensate reboiled at the lower flank of the heater, thereby stabilizing the

boiling front at that location. Water that condenses below the heater drains away

from the boiling zone.

Since the matrix imbibition rate is slow relative to the condensate generation

and drainage rates, most of the downward-draining condensate located below the

heater left the system before it could be subsequently reboiled. We also observed that

the boiling zone effectively acted as an "umbrella" shielding the rock below the

heater from the downward drainage of condensate generated above the heater.

Rewetting of the rock above the heater and to one side of the heater was partially the

result of condensate drainage in fractures. Throughout the fractured rock mass,

rewetting also occurred via binary diffusion of water vapor (driven by relative

humidity gradients) and via Darcy flow (driven by pressure gradients). As this water

vapor reached drier rock, it condensed along the fracture faces (by capillary

condensation) and was imbibed by the matrix.

Measurements of air permeability made along the heater borehole prior to

heating show that the fracture system exhibits a strong heterogeneity in fracture
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permeability. Measurements made after the heater was turned off show that there

was an increase in air permeability as large as an order of magnitude for the rock

that reached the highest temperatures.

The test also yielded some surprises in terms of environmental conditions. The

temperature above the heater container was -300C (540F) higher than below the

container. This condition might be a consequence of hotter air accumulating at the

top of the container; it may also be related to the higher moisture content below the

heater borehole. The amount of steam that invaded the heater borehole is much

less than that predicted by the scoping calculations. The reasons for this discrepancy

are not clearly understood, but they might be a result of an inadequate system used

to collect and condense the steam or an indication of invalid assumptions used in

the scoping calculations.

Recently, J. Nitao used a discrete fracture model (DFM) to re-analyze the results

of the G-Tunnel test. The DFM was able to predict the observed thermal

hydrological processes during the G-Tunnel test. The re-analyses show that gravity

drain and buoyant gas-phase convection are likely reasons why condensate buildup

in the matrix was not observed in the test. Preferential drying below and wetting

above the heater lends some support for the possibility that buoyant convection in

the fractures is a factor driving moisture movement. Temperature predictions by all

models were good, substantiating that heat transfer in the rock was primarily by

thermal conduction. Because of the short duration and small spatial scale of the test,

the local condensate drainage flux during the G-Tunnel test was probably much

higher than that to be expected for a repository beyond the first few hundred years.

The results of the analyses are presented in Chapter 1.

9.3 Large Block Test

The objectives, goals, and plans of the Large Block Test (LBT) are described in Lin

(1993 ,1994). Detailed engineering plans for conducting the LBT were also completed.

Originally, as described in Lin (1993), the objectives of the LBT were to conduct tests

of the coupled TMHC processes in a 3 x 3 x 4.5 m block of Topopah Spring tuff with
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constant stress and adiabatic boundary conditions on the vertical sides. Particularly

the LBT was designed to test thermally driven dryout and condensation, condensate

refluxing, and the related mechanical and chemical responses of the block. The goals

were to heat the large block from five heaters in a horizontal plane at about 2.75 m

from the block top, with guard heaters on the sides and constant temperature

controls at the top, to maintain a one-dimensional (1-D) thermal gradient in the

block. The maximum temperature at the heater horizon would be about 140-C, and

the temperature at the top would be about 600C. A constant stress on the surfaces of

the block would be maintained at about 4 MPa. The steady state of the temperatures

would be maintained for about four to five months, then the heaters would be

turned off to start a natural cooling process. The fore-mentioned instruments would

be installed in boreholes in the block and on the block surfaces to have 3-D

measurements of the parameters. Scoping model calculations have been performed

to facilitate the test design (Lee, 1995ab). Based on the scoping model calculations,

we expected to observe a dryout region of about 2 m wide near the heater plane, a

condensate zone of about 1 m thick at both above and below the dryout zone.

Due to budget constraints, we eliminated the load-retaining steel frame to

maintain a constant stress of 4 Mpa and replaced it with a strap system to maintain

the integrity of the block during the test. Also, we gave up the plan to have the in

situ monitoring of chemical species. We will depend on the post-test examinations

of the evidences of rock-water interaction on the fracture surfaces to evaluate the

chemical part of the coupled TMHC processes. Another modification of the original

test scope was that the active controls for an adiabatic boundary condition on the

sides of the block (the guard heaters) was replaced by passive thermal controls, using

insulation materials. This modification of the boundary control did not have much

affect on the intended test. Thermal conduction calculations indicate that using

insulation materials on the sides can keep the temperature distribution in most

parts of the block very similar to a 1-D case. The temperature in a region of a few

centimeters in thickness from the surface of the block will have significant lateral

gradient. However, more sophisticated model calculations will be required when

the data are analyzed to take the lateral heat flux into consideration. Currently, the
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block has been isolated and all boreholes for installing instruments have been

drilled. Figure 9-17 shows the boreholes in the large block. Some small blocks of the

same rock type have been collected from regions adjacent to the large block for

testing hydrological properties and thermal-hydrological processes in the laboratory.

Some of the laboratory test results have been reported in Chapter 2. But the block

has been mothballed until further notice from the Yucca Mountain Site

Characterization Project.

All of the pre-test characterization of the large block has been completed. These

include the bulk air permeability of the block determined by using single borehole

injection before isolating the block, neutron logging to determine the initial

moisture content in the block, matrix water permeability and connected porosity of

cores collected during the drilling of the boreholes, the fracture distributions on the

five surfaces of the block and on the surface prior to cutting the block, and video

imaging in every borehole. The results of the pre-test characterization will be

presented later in this section. The water permeability of one of LBT cores as a

function of temperature is reported in Chapter 2.

Figure 9-18 shows the bulk air permeability of the block as a function of depth.

The permeability was determined by single borehole injection before the block was

isolated. The permeability varies from about 10-16 m2 to more than 7 x 10-12 M2.

Intersection of fractures with the injecting borehole was the deterministic factor of

the permeability variation. Because the block is highly fractured (shown later in this

section), the bulk air permeability of the entire block may be more homogeneous.

Some of cores collected during the drilling were used to determine the connected

porosity of the matrix. Figure 9-19 shows the matrix porosity as a function of depth.

The porosity varies from about 10% to about 13.5%. The porosity of the TSw2 unit of

the Topopah Spring tuff in Yucca Mountain is 121 ± 3.6% (Reference Information

Base, YMP/93-02, Rev. 0). The matrix porosity was used to determine the water

saturation from the neutron logs. Figure 9-20 shows the moisture content of the

block determined by neutron logging in some of the vertical holes before and after

the cutting of the block boundaries. The water saturation of the block is between 60
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and 80%. This level of water saturation will provide enough moisture for creating

an observable dryout zone and a condensate zone. Cutting of the block boundaries

with water did not change the moisture content of the block interior.

Fractures on the five surfaces of the block were mapped carefully. Because the

surfaces were cut smooth, it was possible to conduct very detailed fracture mapping.

But it was difficult to determine dip on the top surface and strike and true dip of

most of the fractures on the vertical surfaces. Figures 9-21 through 9-25 show the

fractures on top, north, west, south, and east sides of the block, respectively. These

fracture maps were combined into a 3-D physical model, which was used to project

the fractures in the block to locate the instrument holes. These fracture maps and

video images in each borehole will be used to infer fractures within the block, using

fracture projecting software, such as Earth Vision.

Prior to cutting the block, the deaned off ground surface was mapped in detail.

After it was cut, this area became the top of the block and was subsequently mapped

(see Fig. 9-21), but this data was not analyzed at the time of this report. Because the

pre-cut surface was excavated, rather than cut smooth, dip measurements were

made of many of the fracture surfaces. Block characterization indicates that the

fracture system is similar to that observed underground in the ESF Access Drift.

Figure 9-26 shows comparison plots of the fractures mapped on the top of the LBT

prior to block cutting and that in the ESF. Comparison of the data from the ESF

[Fig. 9-26(b)] and the LBT [Fig. 9-26(a)] shows that fractures in the LBT are similar to

those observed in the ESF in the TSw2 unit (Barr et al., 1996) with the exception that

the low-angle fractures mapped in the ESF are not represented in the LBT mapped

features. This difference is because the data set is from the horizontal surface and

therefore low-angle sets would not be observed. Low-angle fractures were observed

on the sides of the LBT; however, that data set has not been analyzed and will be

reported in subsequent revisions of the NFER.

It may also be apparent that the strike of the fracture set is more northerly in the

LBT data set. This may be a result of several things. (1) It is quite likely that there is

orientation bias in the data from the ESF, specifically the main drift is nearly north-

south and therefore would not show northerly striking features that often (Yow and
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Wilder, 1983). (2) There may have been rotation of the near surface block that forms

the Fran Ridge. or (3) There may be a declination setting difference in the compasses

used for these different mapping exercises. Based on past experience, it is judged that

the orientation bias is very likely, although it is impossible to know if that is the

only reason for the difference in strike. Once data is available from the ESF alcoves

that are oriented east-west, the significance of orientation bias can be evaluated and

perhaps a composite fracture stereoplot could be produced by normalization

techniques as discussed in Wilder and Yow, 1984. If compass setting errors are the

reason for the difference, subsequent analyses should resolve this since there is a set

of measurements that were conducted based on surveyed block corners.

Regardless of the minor differences, from the standpoint of fracture sets, the LBT

rock seems to be a good representation of the fracture system that has been observed

in the ESF. The fractures are dominately in one vertical set that has north to

northwesterly strikes.

A comparison of fracture spacing may be somewhat misleading since the same

criteria on fracture length was not applied. However, the fracture system observed

in the LBT, as inspection of Fig. 9-27 indicates, is similar to that reported from the

ESF. There is about 0.75 fracture/ft (excluding short fractures so that the comparison

with ESF is more appropriate) along any of the east-west grid lines and nearly

0.5 fracture/ft along the north-south grid lines (more comparable to the drift

orientation). Fracture densities in the ESF are around 3-4 fractures/m, which is

equivalent to 1 fracture/ft seen on the LBT map. Although the fracture density

mapped on the excavated surface was about half that observed in the ESF, the

number of fractures observed once the top was cut (Fig. 9-21) was comparable.

The orientation bias discussed here is also indicated in the fracture spacing data

from the LBT, since there are about 50% more fractures seen in the east-west

transects than in the north-south transects. Thus there would be rather different

fracture distributions in the north-south line surveys (essentially equivalent to the

ESF drift) than in the multi-directional survey obtained by the mapping of a flat

surface in the LBT. Further studies of this bias will be conducted in the future but

were not available at the time of this report.
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On the basis of the fracture comparisons, it appears that the fracture system

exhibited in the LBT is comparable to that observed underground. Based on the

permeability measurements, the fracture system permeability is comparable. Also as

mentioned, the moisture content is comparable to what is understood for the

saturation conditions within the ESF, and the porosity of the rock matrix is also

comparable. No assessment of the geochemical or mineralogical characteristics is

available at this time. However, there is every indication that tests performed on the

LBT could test the process models in an appropriate rock mass.

9.4 ESF Thermal Tests

The ESF Thermal Tests (ESFTJs) will be conducted in Alcove 5 off the ESF Main

Drift. Alcove 5 is located at about the 2.827 km station of the ESF Main Drift. Figure

9-28 shows the plan view of the ESFTIT facility. ESFIT consists of two tests: the

Single Heater Test and the Drift Scale Test. ESFIT is in the construction state,

therefore only the plans and the test designs are reported here. Detailed objectives,

design, and planning of the ESFIT can be found in Test Design, Plans, and Layout

for the First ESF Thermal Test, Rev.1, 1996, prepared by Civilian Radioactive Waste

Management System Management and Operating Contractor.

9.4.1 Single Heater Test

As shown in Figure 9-28, the Single Heater Test (SHI) will be conducted on one

side of the Observation Drift, at about 41 m from the ESF Main Drift. The main

objectives of the SHT are to obtain rock mass thermal and mechanical properties at

ambient and elevated temperatures, to evaluate rock bolt anchorage response to the

heated conditions, and to observe thermal-hydrological-chemical changes in the

rock mass due to the heating. Because the heated volume of the rock mass in the

SHT is small (the test block covers an area of about 84 m 2), the thermal-hydrological-

chemical observation will be mostly for developing in situ test experience. Figure 9-

29 shows the layout of the SHT. The test region is the block between the Observation

Drift, Thermomechanical Alcove, and Thermomechanical Alcove Extension. The
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construction and drilling are completed and the instruments are being installed in

the holes. The heater is scheduled to be turned on by the end of August 1996.

The 5-m-long heater will be placed in a hole (7 m long), which is drilled into the

test block from the Thermomechanical Alcove. The boreholes include: (as shown in

the lower portion of Fig. 9-29) four ERT holes, four neutron/RTD holes (for neutron

logging and temperature measurements), two chemical holes, two hydrological

holes, and two optical extensometer holes. Chemical sensors and fluid extracting

devices will be mounted on Science Engineering Associates Membrane In-situ

Sampling Technology (SEAMIST) in the chemical holes for monitoring chemical

processes. Hurnicaps and gas pressure transducers will be mounted in packers in the

hydrological holes for measuring relative humidity, temperature, and gas pressures.

The rest of the boreholes are for mechanical, rock bolts, and temperature

measurements. The power output of the heater will be about 4 kW. The rock mass

will be heated by a constant power of about 4 kW for about eight months; then the

heater will be turned off. Monitoring of thermal mechanical responses,

temperature, moisture content, chemical concentration, etc., will be started before

the heater is energized, and will continue through the heating phase and the

cooling phase.

Pre-test pneumatic tests to characterize the rock mass were completed, finding

the air permeability of the test region to be very heterogeneous. The air permeability

varies by more than two orders of magnitude. Generally speaking, the region

between the heater and the Observation Drift has lower permeability than the

region on the other side of the heater, i.e., between the heater and the

Thermomechanical Alcove Extension. Also, the inner portion of the block, i.e., the

region near the bottom of the heater hole, seems to have greater permeability than

the outer portion of the block. Apparent fracturing in a borehole has no strong

correlation with the permeability in that hole.

9A42 Drift Scale Test

The Drift Scale Test is the second in situ thermal test of the ESFIT. Again, the

objectives of the Drift Scale Test are described in Test Design, Plan, and Layout for
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the First ESF Thermal Tests, as mentioned in section 9.4. The main purpose of the

-4%001 Drift Scale Test (DST) is to test the coupled IMHC processes in an in situ

environment. There will be some thermal mecharical tests for the repository design

and construction. The heated area and the heated period will be large and long

enough for us to observe the coupled TMHC processes that are relevant to a

repository. Figure 9-30 shows the schematic layout of the DST. Figure 9-30(a) shows

the plan view of the DST; Figure 9-30(b) shows one of the cross sections of Fig.

9-30(a).

Heaters will be placed in the heater drift and wing heater holes (as illustrated by

holes 74 to 123 and 207 to 210). The heater drift will be about 5 m in diameter. The

wing heater holes will be about 10 cm in diameter and will be spaced about 1.8 m

along the axis of the heater drift. The heaters in the heater drift will be MPC size

canisters with heating elements mounted in them so that the temperature on the

canister surfaces will be uniform. The linear power density of the heater canister

will be about 1 kW/m. Rod heater elements will be placed in the wing heater holes.

The power density of the wing heaters will be about 125 w/m2 among the inner half

of the wing heaters, 175 w/m2 for the outer half of the wing heaters. The heater drift

will be about 55 m in length; the tip-to-tip span of the wing heaters will be about 28

m. The heated area of the DST will be about 1540 M2, which will be big enough for

observing large-scale thermal-hydrological processes, such as heat pipe, buoyant

phase convection (see Chapter 1.9 for details).

Boreholes for instruments will be drilled radially from the heater drift, from the

observation drift to the heater drift, and longitudinally along the heater drift. The

goal is to obtain a 3-D coverage of the test region. In addition to the types of

boreholes mentioned in section 9A.1, Rapid Estimation of K and Alpha (REKA)

probes will be installed in boreholes to perform in situ measurement of the thermal

conductivity and diffusivity of the rock mass. The heaters will be heated at constant

power for at least three years, which, depending on the responses of the rock mass,

may be extended to four years, and a controlled cool-down period will follow the

_.
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three- or four-year heating period. Similar to the SHT, monitoring of the responses

of the rock mass will cover the pre-heat, heating, and cool-down periods.

Construction of the main (east-west) portion of the Observation drift has been

completed. The other part of the Observation drift, and the Heater drift will be

constructed during FY 1997. Drilling of the boreholes will be started soon, and the

heaters are scheduled to be turned on in late FY 1997.

9.5 Large-Scale Long Duration Test

A large-scale long duration test (LSLDT) was incorporated into the field test

planning because of the challenges of scale, both temporal and spatial, that must be

considered in any testing which is both accelerated in time and therefore in

gradients and in limited geometric size. This test was sized geometrically and

duration was determined based on numerical analyses. This test is described in the

Study Plan for Engineered Barrier System Field Tests, as cited in section 9.1;

however, current budget planning does not commit to the LSLDT. But, it is

discussed here since it is an essential part of the planned testing. If used, this test

would have multiple heater drifts with observation drifts located both above and

below the heated drifts, as shown in Fig. 9-31. Although at least three heater drifts

would be used, five would better address issues such as condensate ponding. The

heater drifts would be heated for at least four years, and subsequently extended,

depending on the responses of the rock mass at the end of the fourth year. The

heating period would be followed by a controlled cool-down period of at least one

year and a natural cool-down period, which would be dictated by the cooling of the

rock mass.

It is possible that the LSLDT may be merged or combined with the Confirmation

Test. The configuration of the LSLDT would be the closest simulation of a repository

that can possibly be achieved. Instrumentation for the LSLDT would be similar to

that in the DST, with whatever improvement that we can learn from the DST. The

distribution of the instruments in the LSLDT would provide a true 3-D coverage of

the test region, would be much better than the DST.
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9.6 Confirmation Monitoring

Confirmation monitoring of the repository's performance will be conducted in

parts of the repository that are constructed and where early emplacement of the

waste has been accomplished. Instrumentation for the confirmation monitoring

will be similar to that in the DST and the propsed LSLDT. Basically, monitoring will

include temperature, moisture content, mechanical responses, and chemical

responses of the rock mass around the emplacement drifts. The heat source will be

the radioactive decay heat from the nuclear wastes. One of the criteria for designing

the methodology and instrumentation for the confirmation monitoring is the long

duration of the test, which can be tens or even hundreds of years. Lessons learned

from the DST and the proposed LSLDT will be used to select measurement

methodologies and instruments that can provide reliable long-term monitoring.
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Figure 9-1.. SchematIC of a vertical crosskeCtiOn of a probable hydrologic scenario in partially
saturated welded tuff subjected to a thermal load.
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Figure 9-5. Side view of the as-built borehole layout as viewed from the rock mechanics incline. The
various line patterns identify the type of measurement made in each borehole.
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Figure 9-7. Changes in moisture content plotted against radial distance for the next to last day of
maximum power heating. A subset of the curves in (a) are shown enlarged in (b). Changes are calculated
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Figure 9-11. Evolution of selected temperatures in the P-3 boreiole as a function of time. Therinocouples
88 and 89 show a flattening of the profiles between days 50 and 150 that may be due to the movement of
condensed water in this region.
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Figure 9-12. Cross-section near the heater rnidplane, showing thermocouple locations relative to the
heater. Data for thermocouples 86 to 89 are shown in Fig. 9-11.
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Figure 9-16. Proposed conceptual model of the mechanisms that dominate the dry region rewetting
process during cooldown of the rock mass. A transect along a matrix block intersected by a fracture is
shown.
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Figure 9-17. tInstruament boreholes drilled mn the large block for LBT.
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Figure 9-18. Air permeability of the large block as a function of depth measured from a single borehole air
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Figure 9-22. Fractures on the north face of the large block. The distance marks are in feet.
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Figure 9-23. Fractures on the west face of the large block. The distance marks are in feet.
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Figure 9-24. Fractures on the south face of the large block. The distance marks are in feet.
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Figure 9-25. Fractures on the east face of the large block. The distance marks are in feet.
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Figure 9-26a. Strike and dip of the fractures on top of the larger block, before the top was cut smooth.
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Figure 9-26b. Strike and dip plot of the fractures in the ESF main drift taken from Barr et al 1996.
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Chapter 10.0 Altered Zone Environment

Introduction

The Preliminary Near-Held Environment Prt (PNFR focused attention on the environmental
conditions that Impact directly on the waste package container materials and on the waste form. That
report pointed out that the environmental conditions for the waste packages and waste form would be
very much a function of interactions between the environment and the waste, particularly the heat
generated by the waste emplacement. As a result of the work that supported the PNFER, it was
recognized that those same processes or interactions could potentially cause significant or fundamental
property changes that could extend for considerable distances into the rock msls or natural systemrL
However, the processes that dominated the system in the Altered Zone (AZ) were not necessarily the
same as the ones that dominated either the Near-Field Environment (NFE) or even the Far-Field
Environment (FFE). Therefore, a zone termed the Altered Zone was defined wherein fundamental
changes to hydrologic, mineralogical, or chemical conditions may take place within the natural system,
but where these conditions do not interact directly with the waste packages (rather interact with the NFE)
and where changes are more significant than in the FFE where ambient conditions tend to prevail.

The environmental conditions that impact upon waste packages and radionuclides will be strongly
perturbed by the heat of decay from the waste for many hundreds or thousands of years. Because of the
strong thermal gradients that will exist for the first 1000 yr, the near-field or waste package environment
will be dominated by kinetic effects. After the thermal pulse is transferred further into the rock mass, the
rapidity of movement of the thermal isotherms slows down and equilibrium conditions begin to have
more of an impact. Thus, to some degree the distinction between AZ and NFE is one of which processes
dominate.

For any given emplacement scenario, the rate at which temperature changes occur depends, in
general, on the distance from the heat source: the further the distance, the slower the heating rate. As just
mentioned, this temperature behavior provides the basis for defining or distinguishing the NFE from the
AZ. In the near-field region, hydrological processes will be dominated by water vaporization, water
movement by means of gas-phase transport, and condensation in those outer regions of the NFE where
temperatures are below the boiling poinL Geochendcal processes will be dorminated by evaporation and
boiling, mineral dehydration, and solid-vapor interactions. The system will be a very dynamic one in
which the dryout regions will increase in size and therefore incorporate what had been zones of
condensation. Because of the dynamics, coupling between hydrology and geochemistry may not be well
developed (water removed before geochemical reactions changes the system in significant or
fundamental ways).

In the altered zone, hydrologic processes will be dominated by an increase In water availability and
increased saturation, associated with vapor condensation. There. will be general elevation of temperatures
several tens of degrees centigrade. The geochemical processes will be dominated by fluid-rock
interactions and reactive transport The altered zone will tend to be less dynamic than the NFE in that the
residence times for water will be much longer, the dryout zone will not incorporate the condensation
zones until long periods of time, if at all. Within the altered zone, these interactions will result in
significant coupling between hydrological and geochemnical processes, such that fluid pathways and
geochemical conditions will evolve in a synergistic way.

Although the geochem-dcal processes ( eg., recrystallizations, hydration or dehydration of mineral
phases, or both; dissolution and precipitation; rock-water interaction involving water In pores and
fractures; cation exchange, sorption, etc.) in both regions are the same, their impact on rock properties
will be different, due to contrasts in heating and cooling rates, and in the abundance and temperature of
liquid water. These differences will be expressed as differences in the magnitude and nature of chemical
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and mineralogical changes, and the duration of specific processes. As a result, the repository performance
will be affected differently in the two regions as a result of water-mineral interactions. For purposes of
this report, theNear-Field Environment (NFE) will be considered to be those regions'thatacheive
temperatures well above the boiling point, and the Altered Zone (AZ) will be considered to be those
regions that maintain temperatures low enough to allow liquid water to exist in pores and fractures. This
distinction has the advantage of focusing attention on the dominant processes that may effect
performance in different regions of the repository (e.g., evaporation of water and mineral dehydration in
the NFE, and rock-water interaction and the kinetics of dissolution and precipitation in the AZ). RefLer to
Chapter 3 for results to date of activities investigating processes in the NFE

10.1 Mountain-Scale Unsaturated Zone (UZ) Thermal-Hydrology

The geochenical environment of the near-field, the EBS, and the altered zone will affect any liquid
water that may contact the WPs, the waste-form, and any radionuclides released into the near-field and
transported in the altered zone. The composition of the liquid phase will depend on the isothermal and
nonisothermal flow processes and reaction histoxy experienced by packets of mobile fluid along their
respective flow paths. These packets of mobile fluid will not just be affected by coupled thermal-
hydrological-geomedhanlcal-geochemncal (T-H-M-) processes in the near field and EBS, but will also be
influenced as they flow through the altered zone, which can extend more than hundreds of meters away
from the repository. Intermediate flow processes, such as condensate refluxing and evaporation, can
concentrate different dissolved components. Condensate may dissolve minerals from fracture walls as it
drains down fractures and then precipitate those (or other) minerals as it evaporates. These changes may
significantly increase or decrease fracture apertures along various intervals, thereby altering the bulk
permeability distribution. Solubility and dissolution of minerals depend on temperature changes, among
other things. The geochemistry of water from surface infiltration contacting WPs will vary depending on
whether it drains quickly down fractures or migrates slowly in the matrix, and on whether it was affected
by refluxing or buoyant gas-phase convection. It may also depend on the pathways followed by the water
and on the temperature gradient along those pathways.

Changes in RH, liquid saturation, temperature, and the liquid-phase flow field can change
hydrological properties in the unsaturated zone (UZ) such as fracture and matrix permeability, through
precipitation, dissolution, or mineral alteration. Adsorptive properties of various units may be affected by
temperature, liquid saturation, and compositional changes. The spatial and temporal extent of decay-
heat-driven changes in temperature, liquid saturation, and RH in the UZ are described in Section 10.1.
The temporal extent of these changes In the near field are also described in Section 1.105 of Chapter 1.

The zone of two-phase refluxing overlying the boiling zone (called the heat-ipe zone) is of particular
interest bemuse the liquid saturation and relative humidity RH remain high in this zone, increasing the
likelihood of aqueous reactions and aqueous-transport processes occurring. Refluxing can also generate a
very high liquid-phase flux in fractures, which can result in significant dissolution and precipitation of
minerals along the fracture walls. The heat-pipe zone is typically manifested by temperatures that are
very dose to the nominal boiling point of water (96C:) and a liquid saturation that is very dose to 10D%.
Vertical temperature and liquid saturation profiles are given in section 1.10.1 to indicate where heat-pipes
and related coupled T-H-M-C processes may be occurring.

Changes in temperature and the mixing of groundwater (driven by decay-heat-driven, buoyant,
liquid-phase convection) could alter hydrological and adsorptive properties in the saturated zone and
could thereby affect radionuclide transport in the saturated zone (SZ) [Buscheck and Nitao, 1993b1. The
spatial and temporal extent of decay-heat-driven changes in temperature and in the liquid-phase flow
field in the SZ are descibed in Section 102.

Fluid flow in the UZ at Yucca Mountain involves liquid- and gas-phase flow through the fractures
and through the rock matrix. Under ambient conditions, the gas phase contains about 985% air and 1.5%
water vapor. An important feature of the UZ at Yucca Mountain is Its high fracture density. Moreover,
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the Topopah Spring tuff a'Sw2), which occurs at the potential repository depth, is one of the most
densely fractured hydrostratigraphic units. This is significant because, without fractures, the rock
throughout most of the UZ (including the repository horizon) would be extremely inpermeable. In
general, repository heat moves moisture by (1) vaporization, (2) driving water vapor from high to low
gas-phase pressure, (3) condensation, and (4) gravity- or capillary-driven flow of condensate. Without
fractures, the rock would be too impermeable to allow significant vaporization and movement of water
vapor. The flow of condensate would also be very slow. A system of connected fractures facilitates
significant decay-heat-driven fluid flow as well as natural infiltration. Enhanced gas-phase diffusion of
water vapor may significantly contribute to vaporization in unfractured (relatively Impermeable) rock.

Modeling and analytical studies of high-level radioactive waste Isolation have demonstrated the
potential importance of nonequilibrium flow processes between the fractures and the matrix (Buscheck et
al., 1991; Nltao et al., 1993]. Except for regions with a perched water table or during transient recharge
episodes, capillary forces cause most fractures to be drained of liquid water. Matrix permeability is
extremely low for most of the hydrostratigraphic units in the UZ (including the TCw, TSw1, TSw2, Tfw3,
and CHnv units), so mountain-scale, liquid-phase flow and (where applicable) radionudlide transport
will primarily occur in fractures rather than in the matrix. In units with intermediate matrix permeability
(including the PTh and CHnv), matrix flow may also contribute to mountain-scale liquid-phase flow and
transport. Liquid-phase flow in fractures may arise from three origins:

1. Ambient infiltration and percolation of rainfall and snowmelt.
2. Condensate generated under boiling conditions.
3. Condensate generated under sub-boiling conditions.

The first source arises from the ambient system; the second and third are generated by radioactive decay
heat, primarily from SNF. Decay-heat-driven, buoyant vapor flow, occurring either on a sub-repository
scale or on a mountain scale (Figs. 10.1 .la and b), may play an important role in generating the second
and third sources of liquid water. Decay-heat-driven binary diffusion of water vapor and air (called
vapor diffusion) may also play important roles in condensate generation [Buscheck and Nitao, 1994a1. A
heterogeneous distribution of bulk permeability kb can influence vapor and condensate flow under both
boiling and sub-boiling conditions. Of particular concern are kb distributions that promote the focusing of
condensate flow, which could cause water to drip onto WPs [Fig. 10.1.1c) even if average behavior would
indicate otherwise IBuscheck and Nitao, 1994a1.

Decay heat also drives buoyant, liquid-phase convection in the SZ (Fig. 10.1.1b). Analyses of this type
of flow indicate that it is licely to be the dominant means of driving radionuclide transport in the
saturated zone (SZ) for tens of thousands of years IBuscheck and Nitao, 1993b; Buscheck and Ntao,
1994a]. A kb distribution that facilitates deep convective mixing of radionuclides in the SZ would be more
likely to meet a dose-based standard than a stagnant water table.

Table 10.1.1 summarizes the time and length scales involved in how repository heat influences the
three major sources of fracture flow. Mountain-scale effects depend on the overall heating conditions for
the entire repository. Several studies [Buscheck and Nitao, 1992; Buscheck and Nitao, 1993b; Buscheck
and Nitao, 1994a1 have shown that the most useful macroscopic thermal loading parameter quantifying
the time-integrated heat content of the waste in the repository is the areal mass loading (AML, expressed
in metric tons of uranium per acre, MITU/acre). Mountain-scale effects depend primarily on the AML of
the entire repository, and they are insensitive to the details of WP emplacement, such as WP size and
spacing, and spent nuclear fuel (SNF) age. These effects also depend on the distribution of thermal and
hydrological properties throughout the UZ

Sub-repository-scale (also called drift-scale) effects depend on the local heating conditions around
WPs. Important factors indlude (1) the number of spent nuclear fuel assemblies per WP, (2) the axial
spacing between WPs, (3) the lateral spacing between emplacement drifts, and (4) SNF age. In general,
the number of fuel assemblies per WP is directly related to the WiV size. Large WPs that contain a large
number of assemblies, generally have a higher thennal output. Younger fuel has a higher thermal output
than older fuel for some period of time. The local areal mass loading (LAML) depends on the WP size
and spacing. For a given LAML, drift-scale effects are very different, depending on whether widely
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spaced, large WPs or tightly spaced, small WPs are used. These effects also depend on the near-field
distribution of thermal and hydrological properties within a few tens of meters of the WPs.

Figure 10.1.2 show the effect of decay heat on the flow of water vapor and condensate in the vicinity
of an emplacement drift Heat flow away from the WPs occurs as heat conduction, the convection of
latent and sensible heat, and thermal radiation. Because of the large bulk permeability of fracture
networks, gas-phase pressures in the fractures remain very dose to atmospheric, even during boiling.
Consequently, as temperatures reach the nominal boiling point (-96-C, boiling first occurs along
fractures (Fig. 10.1 2) and proceeds Into the matrix blocks. Accordingly, dry-out due to boiling is more
suppressed in sparsely fractured regions (with large matrix blocks) and less suppressed in intensely
fractured regions (with small matrix blocks). As boiling continues, water vapor displaces air away from
the WPs and may replace It completely for sufficiently high AMLs.

Most of the water vapor reaching the fracture network Is eventually driven away from the
emplacement drift by higher gas-phase pressures in the boiling zone to where cooler temperatures cause
it to condense along fracture walls (Fig. 10.1.2). Buoyant, gas-phase convection can cause more of the
vapor flow to be driven upward to where it condenses above the dry-out zone. In general, regardless of
where the condensate is generated, there are three things that can happen to it

(1) It can drain away from the boiling zone.
(2) It can drain back toward the boiling zone.

(3) It can be imbibed by the matrix.
Because the small matrix permeability limits the rate at which the matrix can imbibe the condensate by
capillary suction, it can drain for considerable distances down fractures before being completely imbibed.
Below the boiling zone, condensate drainage Is away from the boiling zone (Fig. 101.2), enhancing the
dry-out rate. Above the boiling zone, condensate tends to drain back toward the boiling zone, where it
reboils, thereby retarding the net rate of dry-out.

The return flow of condensate back toward the heat source causes refluxing which Is the counter-
current flow of water vapor and condensate. It is Important to itote that refluxing does not require boiling
conditions IBuscheck and Nitao, 1994a). Heat-driven, buoyant gas-phase flow can drive refluxing under
sub-boiling conditions. Under boiling conditions, refluxing results in a heat transfer mechanism (driven
by the convection of latent heat) called the heat-pipe effect. Given adequately high mass flux rates of
water vapor and condensate, heat pipes are capable of sustaining a given heat flux with a much flatter
temperature gradient than Is associated with heat conduction. Consequently, heat pipes are manifested
by a flat temperature profile, with temperatures dose to the nominal boiling point. Pruess and others
11984, 19901 were the first to model the heat-pipe effect in the context of thernal-hydrological
performance at Yucca Mountain. Depending on the AML, these effects can occur at the sub-repository
scale or on a mountain scale Crable 10.1.1).

Figure 10.13 shows the various decay-heat-driven processes and ambient site conditions that may
significantly affect the moisture balance in the UZ. The moisture balance in the UZ (and, in particular, in
the region above the repository) may play a very important role in the performance of the EBS, the
natural barriers, and the total system. In general, decay heat will result in regions of dryout and
condensate buildup in the UZ. Modeling studies IBuscheck and Nitao, 1993a; Buscheck and Nitao, 1993b;
Busche&c and Nitao, 1994a; Buscheck et a., 19941 have indicated that decay-heat-driven changes in the
saturation distribution can persist for more than 100,000 yr, even for low AMLs that never drive
temperatures dose to the boiling point. These effects, along with temperature changes, can alter the
hydrological, geochemical, and geomechanical properties that influence fluid flow and radionuclide
transport. Decay heat might drive enough water vapor out of the top of the mountain to significantly
reduce the 1JZ moisture content for tens of thousands of years. Conversely, mountain-scale, buoyant gas-
phase convection might drive enough water vapor up from the SZ (into the UZ) to increase the UZ
moisture content for tens of thousands of years [Buscheck and Nitao, 1994a; Buscheck et al., 19941.

The important site-scale features that may significantly affect decay-heat-driven, mountain-scale,
thermal-hydrological flow include:
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Paintbrush vitic nonwelded tuff Wtn) This unit probably plays an Important role in (1) attenuating
(in space and time) episodic nonequilibruim fracture flow and (2) reducing the ambient
percolation flux in the host rock (the Thw2 unit). Imbibition in the PTh serves to dampen the
influence of episodic infiltration and thereby provide more time for exftration and lateral flow
to influence the moisture balance in the PTn; all of which tend to reduce the percolation flux in
the TSw2. Because It has a much lower kb than the densely welded tuff units that lie above it (the
TCw unit) and below it (the TSwl unit), the Prn signifitantly influences mountain-scale gas-
phase flow under both ambient and decay-heat-disturbed conditions. Analyses of mountain-scale
buoyant gas-phase convection [Buscheck and Nitao, 1994a; see also Chapter 10.0 of this reporti
indicate that it will probably significantly linit (or cap)'the upper spatial extent of large-scale gas-
phase convection cells in the UZ. This could significantly affect the magnitude of moisture
redistribution in the UZ by this mechanism.

Basal vitrophyre of the Topopah Spring tuff (TSw3): This unit (sornetimes colloquially called the
"tin basement") appears to be assodated with regions df perched water, which may be the result
of restricted fracture flow arising from day fillings. If fracture and bulk permeabilty kb are
signicantly reduced in the TSw3, this would have a significant effect on condensate drainage and
on mountain-scale buoyant gas-phase convection. A reduced kb could significantly limit the
lower spatial extent of large-scale gas-phase convection cells in the UZ. This could significantly
affect the magnitude of moisture redistribution In the tJZ by this mechanism.

Calico Hills nonwelded tuf (CH): Both the zeolitic (CHnz) and vitric (CHnv) portions of this unit
probably have a significantly lower kb than the overlying TSw sequence. If kb is not reduced in the
TSw3, kb values in the CHnv and CHnz are probably sriall enough to significantly limit the lower
spatial extent of large-scale gas-phase convection cells in the UZ. This could significantly affect
the magnitude of moisture redistribution in the UZ by this mechanism.
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10.1.1 Models and Assumptions

10.1.1.1 V-TOUGH and NUFT Thermal-Hydrological Flow Codes. Al thermal-hydrological
calculations were carried out using the V-TOUGH (iectorized Zransport pf unsaturated Groundwater
and Sjeat) code [Nitao, 1989] and NUFT iAonisotherrnal l1nsaturated-Saturated Elow and Iransport)
code INitao, 1993]. V-TOUGH is Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's enhanced version of the
TOUGH code, which is a member of the Mulkom family of multiphase, multicomponent codes
developed at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory IPruess, 19871. Both V-TOUGH and NUFT are
multidimensional numerical simulators capable of modeling the coupled transport of water, vapor, air,
and heat in fractured porous media. In addition to coupled multiphase heat and fluid flow, NUFIF can
handle multicomponent aqueous- and nonaqueous-phase species transport NUFT Is a highly efficient
and robust integrated finite difference code that describes the flow of multiple phases and transport of
multiple components In porous media under isothermal or nonisothermal conditions INitao, 19931. NUFT
solves the (onlinear) partial differential equations for the balance of component mass and energy. NUFT
has an extensive suite of linear equation solvers that allows efficient solution of practical three-
dimensional problems that have tens of thousands of elements, large contrasts in element size, and sharp
nonlinearities in the governing equations. For this work NLFT was configured to solve the flow and
transport of air, water, and energy. V-TOUGH has been qualified for use in qualitiy affecting work.
NUFT has been benchmarked against the V-TOUGH code for a wide range of problems related to decay-
heat-altered nonisothermal flow and transport at Yucca Mountain; for all of the cases compared, NUBT
and V-TOUGH predicted essentially identical results.

For both V-TOUGH and NUFT, the flow of fluid phases is governed by the multiphase version of
Darcy's law, the diffusion of air and water vapor by Fick's law, and thermal conduction by Fourier's law.
Air, water vapor, and heat are transported by fluid advection in two phases, aqueous and gaseous. Local
thermodynanic equilibrium is assumed between solid and fluid phases. Water property values are
calculated from steam tables. The code calculates the vaporization and condensation of water, and the
resulting absorption or release of latent heat, based on local themodynamnc equilibrium.

10.1.1.2 Equivalent Continuum ModeL Because of the impracticality of discretely accounting for all
of the fractures at Yucca Mountain, it is often found to be necessary to account for fractures using the
equivalent continuum model (ECM). The assumption of capillary-pressure and termal equilibrium
between fractures and matrix allows the fracture and matrix properties to be pore-volume-averaged into
an equivalent medium. One of the objectives of lab-scale and field-scale thermal tests is to determine the
validity of assumptions and approximations used in our models, including the ECM approximation. For
purposes for which the existing ECM-based analyses have been used, the ECM approximation has been
considered adequate. The bulk porosity fb, bulk saturation Sb, and bulk hydraulic conductivity 4 of the
equivalent medium are given by the relations

Sfif + SM(l'- M)¢m
= Sif + (1- 00M (2)

K b f=K +K((I - ) , (3)
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where the subscripts m and f refer to the matrix and fractures, respectively. Because of the low Km in the
UZ, the value of Kb is almost completely determined by Kf anm Oj for most fracture spacings and
permeabilities.

10.L13 Thermal-Hydrological rroperties. AU major hydrostratigraphic units in the UZ at Yucca
Mountain are indluded in the models. The hydrostratigraphic profile employed here has been used in
several modeling studies [Buscheck et aL, 1993; Buscheck and Nitao, 1992, 1993a, 1993b, 1993c, 1994a,
1994b; Buscheck et al., 19941. The wet and dry thermal conductivity, Ktd data were obtained from the
Reference Information Base [DOE, 19901. We assume the steady-state liquid saturation profile obtained
for a net infiltration flux (also called percolation flux) of 0 mm/yr, yielding a repository horizon
saturation of 68% [Buscheck et al., 19911. Other studies [Buscheck and Nitao, 1992; Buscheck and Nitao,
1993a; Buscheck and Nitao, 1993c1 also considered the steady-state saturation profile obtained for
percolation fluxes of 0.045 and 0.132 mm/yr, resulting in repository saturations of 85 and 95%,
respectively. For the reference case, we used the matrix hydrological properties given in the Reference
Information Base 119901 and Jlavetter and Peters [1986). We alio considered the impact of more recent
matrix hydrological property data reported by Pruess and Tsang [19941, which are based on
measurements by Flint and others [19831.

The reference case assumed a bulk permeability, kb, of 2.8 x 1i13 m2 (280 millidarcy), which is
equivalent to three 100.rm fractures per meter. The sensitivity of buoyant, gas-phase convection, boiling
and dryout behavior to ha was examined by considering the following values of kb, 1 9 microdarcy (no
fractures), 10 ni-crodarcy (three 3-pm fractures per meter), 100 microdarcy (three 7-pm fractures per
meter), 1 millidarcy (three 15-pm fractures per meter), 10 mnllidarcy (three 33-pm fractures per meter), 1
darcy (three 153-pm fractures per meter), 5 darcy (three 262-jun fractures per meter), 10 darcy (three 330-
pn fractures per meter), 20 darcy (three 416-pm fractures per rrniter), 40 darcy (one 781-pm fracture per
meter), 84 darcy (one 1000-pm fracture per meter), 168 darcy (one 1260-pm fracture per meter), 414 darcy
(one 1700-pm fracture per meter), and 840 darcy (one 2150-im fracture per mneter).

10.1.1A4 IdtIal and Boundary Conditions. The vertical temperature distribution, T, in the models is
initialized to correspond to the nominal geothermal gradient in the region. For the reference case, the
repository is assumed to be at a depth of 343.1 m. The initial temperature and saturation at the repository
horizon in the UZ model are 23.3C and 68%, respectively. The atmosphere at the ground surface is
represented by a constant-property boundary, with T and gas-phase pressure fixed at 130C and 0.86 atm,
respectively. The relative humidity RH at the ground surface is also fixed at a value that represents
thermodynamic equilibrium with respect to the initial saturation conditions at the top of the TCw unit.
Therefore, under initial (ambient) saturation and temperature conditions, there is no mass flux of water
vapor between the atmosphere and upper TCw. In some previous work [e g., Buscheck and Nitao, 19921,
it was assumed that because of the large fracture permeability, buoyant convective mixing in the
saturated zone (SZ) results in it acting as a heat sink. The large kb and storativity of the SZ were also
assumed to result in the water table being at a fixed depth (z - 568.1 in). For the drift-scale calculations
reported here, we also assume that the water table has a fixed depth (z = 568.1 m) and a constant
temperature (31C); this causes the water table to act as a heat sink. Because ts model does not explicitly
model hydrothermal flow in the SZ, it is called the "UZ' model. In comparing the UZ model with the UZ-
SZ model, which is described below, we found that, for the first 1000 yr, repository temperatures are
insensitive to the treatment of heat flow at the water table [Buscheck and Nitao, 1993; Buscheck and
Nltao, 1993c1.

We conduct most of our calculations with a UZ-SZ model (which indludes hydrothermal flow in the
upper 1000 m of the SZ). The vertical domain of our models is a key aspect to consider when conducting
mountain-scale calculations. Calculations that use a fixed-depth constant-temperature boundary at the
water table substantially underpredict mountain-scale temperature rise as well as the overall magnitude
of decay-heat-altered T-H effects in the UZ (see Section 10.2.1). Therefore, to adequately model the
temporal and spatial extent of decay-heat-altered T-H behavior, it is essential that the lower boundary of
a mountain-scale T-H model does not function as a heat sink. Moreover, it is not possible to analyze the
effects of decay heat on SZ flow and transport unless the model domain include the SZ- Conductive and
convective heat flow, induding buoyancy flow, are modeled in the SZ. Because the RIB [DOE, 19901 lacks
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thermal property and hydrological data below the PPw unit (the lowermost hydrostratigraphic unit In
our UZ model),' we-assumed that the PPw data were applicable to the upper 1000 m of the SZ (down to
the lower boundary of the UZ-SZ model). The lower boundary of the UZ-SZ model has a constant
temperature of 535°C and a fixed pressure corresponding to the hydrostatic pressure and temperature
profile of the upper 100Nm of the SZ.

For the reference-overburden case, the repository Is assumed to be at a depth of 343.1 m. In Section
10.1A, we also consider a "minimum-overburden" case (with an overburden thickness of 200 m) and a
"maxdmum-overburden" case (with an overburden thickness of 420 m). For the reference-overburden
case, the initial temperature and saturation at the repository horizon In the UZ-SZ model are 235°C and
68%, respectively.

For most of the calculations in Sections 10.1 and 102, we assume a Youngest Fuel First Spent Nuclear
Fuel (SNF) receipt scenario with a 10-yr cut-off for the youngest fuel, referred to as YFF(10), and account
for the emplacement of BWR waste packages MWPs), containing 40 assemblies per WP, and PWR WPs,
containing 21 assemblies per WP. The waste receipt schedule was supplied by John King [19931 of the
WAST organization. areal mass loadings (AMLs) of 24.2,35.9, 853, 70,83.4, 100,1105, and 1501)
MTU/acre were considered in our calculations.

10.1..5 Mountain-Scale and Sub-Repository-Scale Models. For an AML of 492 MTU/acre, we
assumed that the heated area of the repository is 1747 acres. Note that this AML was once the reference
thermal load in the SiteCharacterizationPlan-Conceptual Design Report [SNI. 19871, which is called the
SCP-CDR. For 10yr-old SNF, this AML results In an aeal power density (APD) of 57 kW/acre. For a 1747-
acre repository, the mountain-scale model represents the repository as a 3-ktn-diameter, 4.-m-thick,
disk-shaped heat source with a uniformly distributed thermal load. Repository areas of 559,1118, and
3162 acres were also modeled for AMLs of 154.7, 77.3, and 27.1 MTU/acre, respectively. The model,
which is similar to models used by Pruess and Tsang 119931, utilizes an axisymmetic coordinate system
centered at the repository center. This model is useful for calculating temperature and saturation
behavior (averaged from one emplacement drift to the next) as a function of location relative to the center
(or edge) of the repository area. The assumption was also made that the thermal loading of the repository
can be represented by the heat generation curve of pressurized water reactor (PWR) SNF of an average
age. Calculations were made for APDs ranging from 10 to 114 kW/acre and SNF ages of 10, 20, and 30 yr
with a bumup of 33,000 MWd/MTU.

Because it areally averages the thermal load, the mountain-scale model cannot represent differences
in temperature and saturation behavior within (1) the pillars (i.e., the rock separating neighboring
emplacement drifts), (2) the emplacement drifts, or (3) the waste packages (WPs) themselves. The drift-
scale model used in this section Is a two-dimensional cross-sectional model that explicitly represents the
details of the WPs and emplacement drifts in the plane orthogonal to the drift axes. This model is useful
in representing details of thermal-hydrological behavior at the drift (or sub-repository) scale. In
particular, we are interested in how drift-scale, buoyant, gas-phase convection (which is driven by
temperature differences between the drifts and pillars) affects vapor and condensate flow and thermal
performance. To take advantage of symmetry, the drift-scale model assumes an Infinite repository with
uniformly spaced emplacement drifts. The assumption of an infinite repository area is applicable to the
interior of the repository, which is not affected by cooling at the edge. This region includes most of the
repository area during (at least) the first 1000 yr.

The drift-scale model assumes the 38A-m center-to-center spacing between emplacement drifts that is
found in the SCP-CDR [SNL, 19871. The model represents a symmetry element from the symmetry plane
down the center of the WP to the symmetry plane in the pillar between neighboring drifts. The thermal
load is axdally averaged along the axis of the drift. The WP has a cross section of 1.6 x 1.6 m and is located
in the center of an emplacement drift that is 4.8 m high by 6.0 in wide. The drifts are assumed to remain
open; therefore, heat flow from the WP surface to the drift wall occurs as thenral radiation, convection,
and conduction. The drift-scale model can represent heterogeneity that occurs at the scale of the drifts.
For some of our calculations, a 1.6-m-wide, high-kb zone is oriented vertically, intersecting either the
midline of the emplacement drift or the midline of the pillar separating the drifts. The kb of this zone can
be several orders of magnitude larger than kh throughout the rest of the model (the nominal-k zone). The
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center-to-center spacing between the high-k zones Is 38A m (the same as the center-b-center drift
spacing).

Heterogeneity that occurs at a larger scale Is represented by a third model, which we call the cross-
sectional uniform heat flow (CSUHF) model. Lke the drift-scale model, the CSUHF model assumes an
ifinite repository, thereby enabling It to take advantage of symmetry. The CSUHF model represents an
infinite series of vertical, uniformly spaced, 1.0-rn-wide, high-u zones. We considered highkb zone
spacings of 100 and 1000 m. For the igh-kb zones, we considered 10, 84,414, and 840 darcy. For the
nominal-kb zones, we considered 1.9 and 100 mincrodarcy; 1, 10,100, and 280 xtllidarcy and 10 darcy.
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Figure 10.1.1. Model calculations of repository-heat-driven
vapor and condensate flow. Buoyant vapor flow, occurring
on either the (a) sub-repository scale, or (b) mountain scale,
drives moisture from below the repository to above, where it
condenses. Condensate drains down fractures back toward
the repository and/or is imbibed by the matrix, possibly
causing a saturation buildup above the repository. Water
removed below the repository may be replenished by water
Imbibed from the saturated zone. Repository heat also drives
buoyant, liquid-phase convection in the saturated zone
(c) Zones of sharply contrasting bulk permeability. kb, result
in gas-phase pressure differentials that drive vapor flow into
the high-kh zone, where it condenses and drains, possibly
causing persistent two-phase refluxing conditions in the
vicinity of the waste package (WP).
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Figure 1O.L2. Schematic of hydrothermal flow near the emplacement drift.
Rock dry-out occurs as boiling drives water vapor out of the rock matrix. Upon
reaching the fracture network, vapor is driven away from the boiling zone to
where cooler temperatures cause it to condense along fracture walls. Because
the small matrix permeability limits the rate of matrix imbibition, condensate
drainage persists for considerable distances down fractures.
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-r- 10.1.2 Influence of Fracture Permeability Distribution

1012.1 Temperature and Liquid Saturation Distribution. The vertical temperature and saturation
profiles are given for three different radial distances r from the repository center (Figs. 10.1.2.1.1-
10.12.1.5) for six different AMI-s (242,35.9,553, 70, 83A, and 110.5 MTU/acre). The first value of r (r
0 in) conrsponds to the center of the repository. The second value of r corresponds to the radial position
that encloses 50% of the repository. This position is the "median" location in the repository that Is
representative of 'average" conditions because half of the WPs are inside this radial position and half are
outside this position. The third value of r corresponds to the radial position that encloses 95% of the
repository and is a good representation of conditions at the repository edge (or perimeter) because only
5% of the WPs lie outside of this position.

Figure 10.1.2.1.1 shows the vertical temperature and saturation profiles for the 83.4-MTU/acre cam at
various times after emplacement Notice that the thermal and dryout behavior are very similar for the 0
and 50% radial positions of the repository for the first thousand years, and edge-cooling effects influence
at least the outer 5% of the repository during this period; the percentage of the repository that is
influenced by edge-cooling effects increases with time. The flattening of the temperature profile at the
nominal boiling temperature Tb (-960C), corresponds to the two-phase flow refluxing zone (called the
heat-pipe zone), which result from the countercurrent flow of water vapor away from the repository and
condensate drainage back to the repository. These effects are described in more detail in other reports
IBuscheck and Nitao, 1993a, 1993b, 1993c, Pruess and Tsang, 1993]. This zone is of particular interest
because the liquid saturation and relative humidity RH remain high in this zone, increasing the likelihood
of aqueous reactions and aqueous-transport processes occurring. Refludng also generates a very high
liquid-phase flux in fractures (see Section 1.10.6 in Chapter 1), which can result in significant dissolution
and precipitation of minerals along the fracture walls.

Dryout due to boiling results in a 150- to 200-m-thick dryout zone for the inner 50% of the repository.
The low liquid saturation in the dryout zone decreases the likelihood of aqueous reactions and aqueous-
transport processes altering the flow and transport properties in this zone. Edge-cooling effects
substantially reduce the vertical extent of dryout in the outer region of the repository. Temperatures In
the outer edge of the repository only rise to 98 0C, while at the center of the repository, Tpeak = 146°C
Temperatures for the entire repository have declined to below Tb within 5000 yr; however, a zone of less-
than-ambient saturations persist after that (Figs. 10.12.1 .1g and h). The outer 5% of the repository rewets
back to ambient saturation within 10,000 yr (l012.1.1g), while the repository center remains below
ambient saturation for more than 30,000 yr (Fig. 10.1 2.1.1h).

Figure 1012.12 shows the vertical temperature profiles for the 35.9- and 24.2-MTU/acre cases. The
mountain-scale model does not predict temperatures aboveTb, indicating that averaged temperature
conditions throughout the repository remain below boiling. However, as discussed later, local
temperatures around the emplacement drift may be weU above boiling for WPs containing a large
number of SNF assemblies. Because of the absence of boiling conditions in the mountain-scale model, and
because 280 mlnlidarcy is below the threshold where mountain-scale, buoyant, gas-phase convection
results in significant moisture movement, the 242- and 35.9-MTU/acre cases show only a minor change
in saturation relative to ambient conditions. Therefore, we did not provide the vertical satrration profiles
for these two cases.

Figure 10.1.2.13 shows the vertical temperature and saturation profiles for the 55.3-MTU/acre case.
The thermal and dryout behavior are similar to that of the 83.4-MTU/acre case except that the vertical
extent of boiling and dryout effects is much less. Moreover, the duration of boiling and sub-ambient
liquid saturation conditions Is much less for the 553-MTU/acre-case than for the 83A-MTU/acre case.
Liquid saturation for the inner half of the repository has rewettedi to ambient conditions within 30,000 yr
(Fig. 10.1 2.1.3h); at the edge, liquid saturation has rewetted to ambient liquid saturation within 10,000
(Fig. 10.1.2.1.3g). There are two important observations to make about the heat-pipe zone for the 55.3-
MTU/acre case: (1) the duration of refluxing conditions (i.e., high liquid-phase flux and high liquid
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saturation) is nearly the same as in the higher AML cases and (2) the heat-pipe zone remains close to the
repository. Both of these conditions Increase the likelihood (relative to the higher AML cases) that
significant decay-heat-driven alteration of flow and transport properties will occur in the vicinity of the
repository. This observation also applies to the edge of a high-AML repository because edge-
cooling/rewetting/shedding effects may prevent the heat-pipe zone at the repository edge from being
displaced far away from the repository horizon.

Figure 10.12.1.4 shows the vertical temperature and saturation profiles for the 70-MTU/acre case.
The thermal and dryout behavior are similar to that of the 83A-MITU/acre case except that the vertical
extent of boiling and dryout effects is halved. Moreover, the duration of boiling and sub-ambient liquid
saturation conditions Is somewhat less for the 70-MTU/acre case than for the 83A-MTU/acre case
(Buscheck and Nitao, 19941. Liquid saturation for the inner half of the repository has not rewetted to
ambient conditions at 30,000 yr (Fig. 10.1 2.1 Ah); at the edge, liquid saturation has rewetted to ambient
liquid saturation within 10,000 yr (Fig. 10.12.1.4).

Figure 10.1.2.15 shows the vertical temperature and saturation profiles for the 110.5-MTUfacre case.
The thermal and dryout performance are very similar for the 0 and 50% radial positions of the repository
for the first thousand years and edge-cooling effects influence at least the outer 5% of the repository. The
heat-pipe zone (the zone of near-boiling temperatures above the repository) has a greater length and gets
75 m closer to the ground surface than in the 83A-MTU/acre case (compare Figs. 10.1.2.1.1 and 10.1.2.15).
Dryout due to boiling results In a 200- to 300-n-thick dryout zone for the inner 50% of the repository.
Edge-cooling effects substantially reduce the vertical extent of dryout in the outer region of the
repository. Temperatures at the outer edge of the repository drop below boiling at about 2000 yr, while
the center remains above Tb for more than 7000 yr. Temperatures for the entire repository have declined
to below Tb within 7000 y, however, a large zone of less-than-ambient saturations persists long after that
(Figs. 10.1 2.1 .5g and h). The outer 5% of the repository rewets back to ambient saturation within 30,000
yr, while the center remains below ambient saturation for more than 100,000 yr.

The spatial and temporal extent of boiling and dryout effecti are substantially greater for the 1105-
M`U/acre case than for the 83A-MTU/acre case. Likewise, the spatial and temporal extent of these
effects are much greater for the 83A-MTU/acre case than for the 70-MTU/acre case. Therefore, for
relatively high AMLs, mountain-scale T-H behavior depends strongly on AML. Moreover, the heat-pipe
zone is displaced further away from the repository horizon for the 1105-MTIU/acre case than for the 83.4-
MTU/acre case. Edge-cooling/rewetting/shedding effects will probably have less of an impact on the
edge of a 1105-MTU/acre repository than for the edge of a 83A-MTU/acre repository. Wide drift spacing
will encourage more drift-scale condensate shedding (I e., condensate shedding that occurs in the rock
pillar between drifts), which will decrease the amount of condensate that can be displaced to the edge of
the repository (see Section 1.10.6); this would lessen the contribution of edge-shedding to the liquid-phase
flux at the edge of the repository, thereby lessening the impact on heat pipes at the repository edge.

10.1.2.2 Boiling-Driven and Buoyancy-Driven Vapor and Heat Flow. If the bulk permeability, ki, of
the fractured rock mass is large enough, repository heat can lead to the development of large-scale,
buoyant convection cells transporting water vapor from regions below the repository to regions above.
These cells also have the potential to redistribute heat within the mountain and reduce temperatures in
the repository as well as in the altered zone. We conducted a mathematical analysis and a numerical
modeling study [Buscheck and Nitao, 19941 to determine the conditions under which these effects may be
significant.

Mountain-scale, buoyant, gas-phase convection occurs within fracture networks having a
connectivity with length scale comparable to the UZ thickness and repository width (Fig. 10.1.lb). For the
modeling study we used the mountain-scale, UZ-SZ model, and considered a wide range of kb values and
AMLs, including 27.1,492 (the reference SCP-CDR thermal load), and 154.7 MTU/acre. We analyzed
these effects for (1) a homogeneous and isotropic kb distribution, and (2) a layered, heterogeneous kb
distribution. Because the matrix permeability is so small for moit of the UZ, differences In 1b, reflect
differences in fracture permeability. We begin with a discussion of the mathematical analysis.

As repository heat propagates into the rock, a column of warmer, less-dense gas develops that
encompasses the repository area (see Fig. 10.1.1b). The result is that gas-phase pressures, espedally those
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at the lowest portion of the column, are lowered relative to those at the same depth in the cooler, denser
column of gas outside the repository footprint. Consequently, gas from outside the repository footprint is
drawn into the region below the repository and flows upward through the repository, in a fashion similar
to the updraft in a chimney. Buoyant, gas-phase convection celfs develop as the warmer, less-dense
column of gas within the repository footprint is displaced by the cooler, denser gas from outside the
repository footprint. As the initially cooler gas is heated, its relative humidity is lowered, causing it to
evaporate water from the rock matrix below the repository. This warm moist air is convected upward to
where It cools above the repository, generating condensate that drains down fractures back toward the.
repository and/or is imbibed by the matrix, causing a saturation buildup above the repository. Because
water removed below the repository may be replenished by water imbibed from the SZ, this process can
result in a net buildup of liquid water in the UZ. For large enough kb, mountain-scale, buoyant, vapor
flow can dominate moisture movement on the order of 100,000 yr (see Table 101.1).

Under sub-boiling conditions, this phenomenon always occurs and is significant unless the kb is very
small. Under boiling conditions, steam generation causes a gas pressure buildup that can dominate the
buoyancy forces, thereby suppressing large-scale buoyant convection cells. For either large kt,, or as
boiling diminishes, the gas pressure buildup may not be sufficient to suppress buoyancy, and convection
cells form. As these cells develop, they can transport steam (or moist air) from below the repository to the
condensation zone above.

For buoyant convection cells to dominate over the boiling-generated, gas-phase pressure buildup, b
must be larger than a threshold bulk permeability for moisture mnovement. kb > kGo", where kI' is given
by

yd = 2H Lb Twn (4)
- hfgPs L A7Tv Pgmbg (4

where

qH Is the instantaneous area] heat load (W/rm2),
his is latent heat of vaporization /kg,

As is steam density (kg/in 3),
plumb Is mean gas-phase density under ambient conditions (kg/m3),
Lb is thickness of the boiling zone around the repository (m),

L is thickness of the thermally perturbed zone (m),

Tamb is the mean ambient unsaturated zone temperature (K),
ATav is the mean vertical change in temperature from ambient (K),
fig is gas-phase viscosity (kg/m-s), and
g is gravity acceleration (m/s2 ).
Large-scale, buoyant convection cells will reduce repository temperatures when gas-phase convective

heat flow through the repository domain is significant compared to the areally averaged heat load. This
condition occurs when k1b is sufficiently large, that is, kb >kt, where the threshold bulk permeabilityf for
thermal effects, k, is given by

th = qH Tamb At
k hgpS ATav PS,amb8 (5)

Here, hJ is specific enthalpy of the gas phase (1/kg), and p, is the gas-phase density (kg//m3 ). Because
qH is a function of time, the threshold permeabilities are functions of time. Effective values of qH,
averaged over time, should be applied In making estimates of kgrd and A:.

The critical bulk perneabilities, kBorand Ar, are proportional to the repository heat load, qH, and
inversely proportional to the average increase in temperature, ATv,. The latter tern depends on qH and Is
approximately proportional to qH under sub-boiling conditions so that increasing q4 only wealdy affects
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kg . Therefore, under sub-boiling conditions, the likelihood of buoyant, gas-phase convection impacting
repository temperatures is relatively insensitive to AML. Note that kAl is not applicable to sub-boiling
conditions. Under above-boiling conditions, the term ATaP depends weakly on qH because most of the
energy goes toward latent heat of boiling. Therefore, under boiling conditions, the critical bulk
pemeabilities, k¢> and Ar, are approxdmately proportional to qH. Because higher AMLs increase the
critical bulk permeabilities for both moisture and heat flow, the likelihood of buoyant, gas-phase
convection cells dominating moisture and heat flow is reduced.

Because pzf8q- pj, the following approximate relationship holds:

kbyd k t (6)

and, therefore,

kt' <e 't 7

Values of kj that are large enough for large-scale, buoyant convection to affect repository
temperatures will also be large enough to affect the large-scale movement of water vapor produced by
boiling. Conversely, if kb is small enough for the large-scale movement of water vapor to be negligible,
then large-scale, buoyant convection cells will not be significant enough to reduce repository
temperatures. Although this method of analysis is approximate , it gives a good order-of-magnitude
estimate of critical bulk permeabilities that have been verified by numerical simulations.

As an example, we consider a repository with qH = 14.1 W/m 2, which is equivalent to an APD of 57
kW/acre. We use Tamb - 300PK and ATv = 500K. Values for pa* hg, and hfgwere taken at conditions for
saturated water vapor at a temperature of 950 C.The values for the lengths were L = 400 m and Lb = 20 m.
We then obtain kb 3 0.7 darcy, and A: = 14 darcy.

Buscheck and Nitao [1993b] found that mountain-scale, buoyant, gas-phase convection does not
influence temperatures at the repository center until after they peaks Depending on the AML and kb, the
cooling effect of mountain-scale, buoyant, gas-phase convection can substantially reduce the duration of
the boiling period, tbp, in the repository. Depending on the proximity to the outer edge of the repository,
edge-cooling effects can also substantially reduce tb, The details of how edge-cooling effects Influence Up
throughout the repository are described later in this section [Buscheck et al., 19941.

Influence of Buoyant Gas-Phase Convection on the Duration of Boiling Conditions
in the Repository Rock

Figure 10.12±1 shows the area-weighted boiling period duration, tbp, as a function of kb for the 492-
and 154.7-MTU/acre cases. Because tbp is the boiling period duration averaged over the entire repository
area, and the mountain-scale model assumes a uniform AML, tap effectively represents conditions in the
repository rock at an average location in the repository. For kb < k¢, ibp is insensitive to kb. For an AML
of 154.7 MTU/acre, k!' is about 5 darcy, while for 49.2 MTU/acre, It is about I darcy. For kb > k, tbp
decreases with increasing kb. The cooling effect of mountain-scale, buoyant, gas-phase convection
increases with proximity to the edge of the repository.

Relative to the 1-millidarcy case, increasing kb to I darcy only reduces $tp by 2A% for an AML of
154.7 MTU/acre, while for 49.2 MTU/acre, it is reduced by 19.7% (Fig. 10.122.1). Increasing ho to 5 darcy
reduces t:p by 11A% for an AML of 154.7 MTU/acre, while for 492 MTU/acre, the reduction is 48.9%.
Consistent with Equation (5), boiling behavior for the 492-MTU/acre repository was found to be more
sensitive to mountain-scale, buoyant, gas-phase convection than for the 154.7-MTU/acre repository. The
boiling-generated, gas-phase pressure buildup increases with AML, and it opposes the tendency for
thermal buoyancy for some period of time IBuscheck and Nitao, 1993b1.
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Figures 10.1.2.22a-c show the duration of the boiling period, thp as a function of repository location
for the 110.5-, 83A-, and 55.3MTU/acre cases and all of the values of kb considered. The influence of edge
cooling is evident Mountain-scale, buoyant, gas-phase convection begins to significantly reduce
repository temperatures for kb > I darcy. For kb S I darcy, tbp is insensitive to kb. Notice that the
sensitivity of thp to kb increases with decreasing AML.

Figure 10.1.22.2d shows the area-weighted boiling period duration, tbp, for various ki values as a
function of AML. For the 280-rn1idarcy cases, t is 5450,3390, and 1420 yr for AMLs of 110.5, 83A, and
553 MTU/acre, respectively. The cooling effect tat mountain-scale, buoyant, gas-phase convection has
on tbp increases with decreasing AML. Accordingly, the 1105-MTU/acre case is least sensitive to this
effect.

Influence of Buoyant Gas-Phase Convection on Mountain-Scale Moisture Redistribution
We compared the net buildup of liquid water above the repository, AV], for a wide range of AML and

values of kh analyzed by Buscheck and others 119941 (Fig. 10.12.23). For the high-kb, high-AML cases (10,
40, and 84 darcy; 83.4 and 110.5 MTU/acre), a veer peakl In AVI occurs at 500 to 800 yr (Figs.
10.1.2.2.3c-e), coinciding with the maidmum extent of boiling conditions. After the Initial peak, AVI
declines for the Whg-kb, hIgh-AML cases, with a trough occuruing at 3000 yr, coinciding with the
maximum vertical extent of dry-out. For 110.5 MTU/acre, AVI declines to below zero (Figs. 10.1.2.2.3d
and e). For 83A MTU/acre, the trough is less pronounced as AVl stays well above zero (Figs. 10.1 .2.23c-
e). After the trough occurs in the 83.4- and 105-MTU/acre cases, the increase in AVI resumes until a
second peak in AVloccurs at around 20,000 to 30,000 yr. For the 553-MTU/acre case, there is no trough,
and the increase in AVIis uninterrupted (Figs. 10.1 2.23a-e). For 10, 40, and 84 darcy, the 553-, 83A-, and
110.5-MTU/acre cases undergo the same initial rate of increase in AV, until 500 yr, when the 110.5-
MTU/acre case reaches its initial peak, and 800 yr, when the 83.4-MTU/acre case reaches its initial peak
(Figs. 10.1 22.3c-e). This initial peak is related to the Interaction of the heat-pipe effect and mountain-
scale, buoyant, gas-phase convection.

It can be seen that AVl is always greater in the 553- and 83.4-MT7J/acre cases than in the 110-
MTU/acre case. We plot the maximum AVj(called AV` ) for all of the AMLs and values of kb
considered (Fig. 10.1.2.23f). For 55.3 MTU/acre, AVn is 1.5,1.3,2.4,2.6, and 2.5 times greater than in
the 1 05-MTL/acre case for 280 millidarcy and 1, 10, 40, and 84 darcy, respectively. For 83A MTU/acre,
AV'2x is 15,1.7, 1A, 1A, and 1.5 times greater than in the 110t-MTU/acre case for 280 miflidarcy and 1,
10, 40, and 84 darcy, respectively. To the first order, for intermediate to high AMIs, AV ' is
proportional to the repository area if kb is large enough (kb > 1-10 millidarcy) for unthrottled advective
dryout to dominate (see Section 1.85).

If the large-scale connected kb is small enough, mountain-scale, buoyant, gas-phase convection does
not result in a liquid water buildup above the repository. For intermediate kb gcb < 110 darcy), for which
buoyant gas-phase convection does not dominate vapor flow, the cumulative effects of vapor flow and
condensate buildup depend on the magnitude of boiling effects. Because low AMLs generate less boiling-
driven diyout, there is less net liquid water buildup than the high AMLs, which generate more boiing-
driven dryout. Because buoyant gas-phase convection governs dlyout effects for high enough kR, Q4 > 40
darcy), AV" X s proportional to the repository area. Although buoyancy forces are less per unit area (of
repository) for a low-AML repository than for a hlgh-AML repository, these forces are integrated over the
larger area of the low-AML repository, which results in the roughly the same overall magnitude of
buoyancy-driven dryout and condensate buildup effects.

We also compared the net buildup of liquid water above the repository, AVl, for all of the AMLs and
values of kb considered by Buscheck and Nitao 119941. For an AML of 27.1 MTU/acre and kb < 280
millidarcy, mountain-scale, buoyant, gas-phase convection results In a very small net change to the liquid
saturation distribution (Fig. 10.1.22Ab); however, significant refluxing occurs, with buoyant vapor flow
being balanced by condensate drainage and imbibition. For kb > 280 millldarcy, condensate drainage and
imbibition cannot keep up with buoyant vapor flow, and regions of net dryout below the repository and
condensate buildup above develop and persist for tens of thousands of years. With the ECM, we cannot
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determine whether the resulting condersate flux results in nonequilibrium fracture flow down to the
repository horizon (and possibly down to the water table). However, the potential for nonequilibrium
condensate drainage exists even for situations that do not result in a net redistribution of liquid
saturation. In situ thermal tests that are of sufficient size and duration are needed to determine the
potential for mountain-scale, buoyant, vapor flow to drive nonequilibirum condensate drainage in the
vicinity of WPs IBuschedc et al., 1993a; Buscheck et al., 1993b; Buscheck and Nitao, 19951.

For an AML of 27.1 MTlJ/acre, MVI increases gradually until it peaks, and declines even more
gradually (Fig. 10.1.2.2a). A substantial MVI persists well beyond 100,000 yr for the high-+ cases. The
peak MVI occurs at 20,000, 20,000, 30,000,40,000, and 40,000 yr for the 168-, 84-, 40-, 20-, and lO-darcy
cases, respectively (Figs. 10.1.2.2.4a and b). For the 280-millidarcy case (Fig. 10.122Ab), the peak occurs
beyond 100,000 yr. For kb 2 10 darcy, the maxdmumrAVj(called AV ) increases nearly linealy with kb.
Because it cannot represent nonequlibrium fracture-matrix flow, the ECM probably underpredicts the
condensate drainage flux and, consequently, may overpredict AV,. However, AVl is a useful indicator of
the overall magnitude of condensate drainage and buildup effects. The slope of the AVI vs t curve is
indicative of the overall rate of condensate generation that arises from mountain-scale, buoyant, vapor
flow. For high AMLs, it is indicative of the competition between vapor flow driven by the gas-pressure
buildup due to boiling and vapor flow driven by thermal buoyancy.

For an AML of 492 MTU/acre, AV1increases gradually until it peaks, and declines even more
gradually (Fig. 10.122Ac). A substantial WItpersists well beyond 100,000 yr for the high-lb cases. The
peak FVI occurs at 20,000, 15,000,15100,10,000, 6600, 500, and 1300 yr for the 168-, 84-, 40-, 20-,10-, -,
and 1-darcy cases, respectively (Figs. 10.1.2.2Ac and d). For the 280- and 10-millidarcy cases, the AVI peak
occurs at 1000 yr (Fig. 10.1.2.2Ad). For AMLs of 27.1 and 49.2 MTU/acre, AVI is never less than zero.

For an AML of 154.7 MTU/acre, the high-kb cases (kb > 5 darcy) show two peaks in the AVpurve,
with an early peak occurring at 300 to 500 yr and a late peak occurring beyond 20,000 yr (Fig. 10.1 .2.2Ae).
For the 1-darcy case, the early and late peaks occur at 900 and 20,000 yr, respectively (Fig. 10.1 2.240. The
early peak approximately coincides with the maximum vertical extent of boiling conditions and is related
to the interaction of the heat-pipe effect and mountain-scale, buoyant, gas-phase convection. After the
initial peak, AVI quickly declines for the high-h cases, with a trough occurring at 3000 yr, coinciding with
the maximum vertical extent of dryout. For the 40, 84-, and 168-darcy cases, AV declines to below zero.
After the trough occurs, AVI resumes a gradual increase until a late peak occurs. This peak occurs at
60,000, 50,OO, 50,000, and 25,000 yr for the 168-, 84-, 40-, and 5-darcy cases, respectively. For 10 nIsllidarcy
< kb < 1 darcy, there is no early peak in EVI, and a late peak occurs at 20,000 yr (Fig. 10.12.240. For kb S
10 nillidarcy, after a brief early period with very small positive values, AV1 Is always negative (Fig.
10.12.2.4f0. Therefore, if the large-scale connected kb is small enough, mountain-scale, buoyant, gas-phase
convection does not result in a liquid water buildup above the repository for the 154.7-MTU/ acre case.

Figure 10.1225 shows the AVlAs as a function of kh for AMLs of 27.1, 49.2, and 154.7 MTU/acre.
Notice that the shape of this curve varies significantly among the various AML cases. For an AML of
154.7 MTU/acre, the slope of the curve is nearly constant, with AV increasing gradually with kb. The
dependence of AVRl on kb is very nonlinear for AMLs of 27.1 and 492 MIU/acre. For small kb, the
slope is very shallow. For an AML of 492 MTU/acre, the slope increases abruptly at kb = 1 darcy, while
for 27.1 MTU/acre, it increases abruptly at 10 darcy.

Over the range of 1 millidarcy to 168 darcy, the following observations can be made from Fig.
10.1.2.25. Where the impact of mountain-scale, buoyant, gas-phase convection is greatest, low-to-
intermediate AMLs result in the largest AV =. For Intermediate kb (280 millidarcy to I darcy), where the
impact of mountain-scale, buoyant, gas-phase convection is relatively moderate, AV X for the various
AML cases generally varies by less than a factor of 2.

It is likely that the kb distribution at Yucca Mountain will be highly variable. Some of that variability
will be random, while some may be correlated with discrete hydrological features such as fault zones or
hydrostratigraphic units like the nonwelded vitric tuff units (PTn and CHnv). If the kb distribution spans
a significant fraction of the range shown in Fig. 10.1.225 (Induding regions in which kb > 10 darcy), then
mountain-scale hydrothermal behavior will be more variable for low-tointermediate AMLs than for high
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AMLs. If the kb distribution only spans the lower end of thekb range (kb < I darcy), then mountain-scale
hydrothermal behavior will be less variable for all AMLs.

Because the ECM cannot represent nonequilibrium fracture-matrix flow, it underpredicts the
condensate drainage flux and, consequently, overpredicts AVI. However, AVI is a useful indicator (or
surrogate) of the overall magnitude of condensate drainage flux and saturation buildup effects. The slope
of the AVI vs t curve is indicative of the overall rate of condensate generation that arises from mountain-
scale, buoyant vapor flow. For high AMLs, it is indicative of the competition between vapor flow driven
by the gas-pressure buildup due to boiling, and vapor flow driven by thermal buoyancy.

The purpose of these mountain-scale calculations is to illustrate the general sensitivity of large-scale
T-H behavior to a wide range of conditions through the use of macroscopic parameters such as t bp AVI,
and AV 1. Moreover, these parameters are indicative of the magnitude of liquid-phase flux (particularly
occurring in fractures) that may give rise to aqueous reactions and aqueous-transport processes that can
alter the flow and transport properties in fractures. Any attempt to make specific inferences of this
behavior on WP performance and radionuclide transport would require a far more detailed look at the
spatial distribution of the decay-heat-driven changes to temperatures, liquid saturations, and vapor and
liquid fluxes (as is done in Section 1.10.5 of Chapter 1) than can be addressed with the mountain-scale
models alone.

1o.12.3 Influence of Layered Heterogeneous Bulk Permeabilit3r Distribution on Buoyancy-Driven
Vapor and Heat Flow. We also considered cases in which the kb distribution varies vertically, which
results in a layered heterogeneous kb distribution. This is applicable in light of recent data analysis
IBodvarsson et al., 19961 which indicates considerable layering of bo. In particular, it appears that kb may
be far smaller in the nonwelded vitric units WM and CHnv) and the nonwelded zeolitized unit (CHloti)
than in the welded units (TCw, TSwl, TSw2, and TSw3). For AMLs of 27.1 and 154.7 MTU/acre, we
considered four kb distributions:

(1) kb = 84 darcy everywhere.
(2) kb = 320 millidarcy in the PTa; otherwise, kb = 84 darcy.
(3) kIb = 280 millidarcy in the CHn; otierwise, 4 = 84 darcy.
(4) kb = 320 nilidarcy in the PTn and 280 millidarcy In the CHn; otherwise, kb = 84 darcy.
Figure 10.1.23.1 shows the net buildup of liquid water above the repository, AVt, for these four cases.

For the 27.1-MTU/acre repository, a reduced kh in the PTn reduces AVIby half (Fig. 10.1.2.3.1a). For the
uniform-nb case, mountain-scale, buoyant, gas-phase convection behaves as though it is in an "open"
system with respect to the ground surface. In this open system, the gas-phase velocity vectors are
orthogonal to the ground surface in the vicinity of the ground surface. Buoyant vapor flow results in a
substantial increase in liquid saturation from the repository horizon all the way to the ground surface.
When kb in the PTn is reduced, this unit functions as a gas-phase flow barrier or 'vapor cap."
Consequently, the direction of gas-phase flow below the Pfn/lSw1 contact becomes tangential to this
contact rather than crossing it. The PTh effectively isolates the buoyant, gas-phase, convection cells from
the ground surface, thereby causing the convective system to be 'dosed" with respect to the ground
surface. The resulting decrease in the gas-phase flow velocities causes an overall reduction in AVl (Fig.
10.12.3.1a).

For the 154.7-MTU/acre repository, a reduced kb in the PTnahas a much different effect on AVI(ftg.
10.1 2.3.1b). As in the 27.1-MTU/acre case, the reduced kb in the PFn causes the buoyant convective
system to be closed with respect to the ground surface, reducing the magnitude of gas-phase flow. The
resulting decrease in the gas-phase flow velocities reduces the irotial peak in AVIby 40% (Fig. 10.12.3.1b).
Recall that for the high+b cases (Fig. 10.1 223de and 10.1.2.2Ae), we observed an initial peak in AV at
about 300 to 500 yr, followed by a steep decline (and trough) in the AVlcurve. The steep decline arises
from buoyant convection driving water vapor to the ground surface. Figure 10.1 2.3.1b dearly indicates
that an open convective system driven by a high-AML repository results in a substantial loss of water
vapor to the atmosphere. However, an open convective system driven by a low-AML repository does not
result in such a loss. The key difference is that boiling in the high-AML case drives most of the moisture
buildup to the upper 100 m of the unsaturated zone (UZ), while for the low-AML case, the moisture
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buildup is spread over the upper 340 m of the UZ Proximity of the moisture buildup to the ground
surface, and larger gas-phase velocities, facilitate the loss of moisture to the atmosphere for the igh-AML
case. When the PIh acts as a vapor cap, the loss of moisture to bhe atmosphere is Impeded, trapping
much of the moisture convected to the upper UZ. Consequently, the trough in the AVI curve is less
pronounced, and the following increase In AVsls steeper (Fig. 10.123.1b).

For the 154.7-MTU/acre repository, the reduced ks, in the PTn causes the second peak in theAVI
curve to occur much earlier (15,000 yr) tanm in the uniform-kb case (50,000 yr). The earlier occurrence of
the second peak is caused by the gas-phase diffusive loss of moisture to the atmosphere. Note that the
value assumed for the effective diffusion factor, Eff (I - 02), may be low compared to experimental
values measured by soil physicists (see Section 10.132). A larger value of effwould result in a larger
diffusive loss of moisture to the atmosphere and an overall reduction in /VW1

For the 27.1-MTU/acre repository, a reduced kh in the CHn reduces AVIby half, which is almost
identical to the effect that a reduced-kb Pln has on AVI(Fig. 10.123.1a). The reduction ink, in the CHn
impedes buoyant flow through it, effectively decoupling it from the mountain-scale, buoyant convective
system. The resulting reduction in the vertical extent of the buoyant convective system has the effect of
reducing the gas-phase velocities and the quantity of water that can be vaporized and convected from
below the repository to above, where it condenses. Reducing kb In both the PTIn and CHn reduces AVlby
another factor of 2 relative to the case with the reduced kb in the PTh (Fig. 10.1.23.1a).

For the 154.7-MTU/acre repository, a reduced kb in the CHn reduces AVI by nearly half (Fig.
10.12.3.1b), which is similar to the effect shown for the 27.1-MTU/acre repository (Fig. 10.123.1a).
Reducing kb in both the PTh and CHn reduces aW1 by nearly half relative to the case with the reducedkj
in the Pin (Fig. 10.12.3.1a). Figure 10.1.23.2 shows the impact that a reduced kb in the PFn and CHln has
on the boiling period duration, tbp The reduction in gas-phase velocities decreases the overall convective
cooling effect, thereby increasing tbp particularly at the outer repository area.

10.1.2.4 Sub-Repository-Scale, BoIling-Driven and Buoyancy-Driven Vapor and Heat Flow.
Sub-repository-scale (or drift-scale), buoyant, gas-phase convection occurs within fracture networks
having a connectivity with length-scale comparable to the distance between the hot and cold regions of
the repository (see Fig. lO.1.la). Buoyant, gas-phase convection cels develop as the wanner, less-dense
coluMn of gas within the footprint of the waste packages (WPs) is displaced by the cooler, denser column
of gas in the adjacent areas. As the initially cooler gas is heated up, its relative humidity is lowered,
causing it to evaporate water from the rock matrix below hot regions of the repository. This warm moist
air is convected upward to where it cools above the WPs. This generates condensate that drains down
fractures back toward the repository and/or is imbibed by the matrix, causing a saturation buildup above
the WPs. High AMLs result in a large zone of above-boiling temperatures, which suppresses the effects of
sub-repository-scale, buoyant vapor flow [Buscheck and Nitao, 19931. Sub-repository-scle, buoyant, gas-
phase convection continues as long as significant temperature differences persist within the repository. It
can dominate moisture movement for up to 1000 yr for the drift spacing described in the SCP-CDR I SNL,

9871.
More recently, there has been considerable momentum toward the use of larger WPs contains more

fuel assemblies, and therefore have a higher thermal output per WP. Lag drift spacing, which is
consistent with the use of larger WPs, will result in temperature differences within the repository
persisting longer. Consequently, the effects of sub-repository-scale, buoyant vapor flow (if important)
will also be more persistent, possibly lasting thousands of years lBuscheck et al., 19941.

Buscheck and others 11994) analyzed sub-repository-scale performance for large WPs containing
either 21 PWR or 40 BWR spent nuclear fuel (SNF) assemblies with a center-o-center WP spacing of 12 n.
These calculations also apply to a 12-PWR/21-BWR SNF emplacement scenario with a center-to-center
WP spacing of 6.86 n. An important observation from that study concerns the substantial difference
between thermal-hydrological performance predicted by mountain-scale models and that predicted by
drift-scale models. For an AML of 24.2 MTU/acre, the repository-scale model predicts a peak
temperature, Tpeak, of 650C, while the drift-scale model predicts Tpeak of up to 1720C on the WP surface
and 144°C in the rock adjacent the drift. While the repository-scale model predicts no boiling period, the
drift-scale model predicts a boiling period duration, tp, of 180 to 200 yr in the rock and 300 to 350 yr on
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the WP surface. Sinilarly, the repository-scale model predicts no boiling period for an AML of 35.9
MTU/acre, while the drift-scale model predicts tAp of 960 to lOlOyrin the rock and 1110 to 1160yr on the
WP surface.

Another important observation about sub-repository-scale perforrmnce is that Tpejk varies modestly
for AMLs ranging from 242 to 553 MMIJ/acre (Buscheck et al. 19941. Because it occurs so early (12 to 25
yr), Tpeak is insensitive to whether the distance to the adjacent emplacement drift is 43A m or 99.0 m. For
the hfgh-AML cases, the drift spacing is small enough to cause T to be sensitive to drift spacing.
Consequently, T,,.ais significantly greater for the 1105-MTU/acre case than for the 83A-MTU/acre case
IBuscheck et al 1'994J.

The boiling-period durationt Is insensitive to sub-repository-scale, buoyant, gas-phase convection
for both the low- and igh-AML cases (242,35.9, and 110.5 MTU/acre). For intermediate-AML cases
(55.3 and 83A MIT/acre), t1 p is modestly sensitive. For high AMLs, the extent of dryout is insensitive to
sub-repository-scale, buoyant, gas-phase convection. For low AMLs, the extent of moisture movement
(ies, dryout and condensate buildup) is very dependent on the magnitude of sub-repository-scale,
buoyant, gas-phase convection.

Some have equated the term -sub-boiling repository" with a repository system for which the
hydrological impact of heat is insignificant. Some also define a "sub-boiling repository" to be one in
which the average repository temperature is below the boiling point. Our analyses show that boiling
conditions can persist around an emplacement drift even if the average repository temperature is well
below boiling. Moreover, if buoyant, gas-phase convection is found to be significant, it can drive
substantial vapor and condensate fluxes (over a very extensive region of the UZ) whether or not boiling
ever occurs. Buoyancy-driven T-H effects can extend from the water table all the way to the ground
surface, possibly resulting in coupled T-H-C processes that alter the flow and transport properties over a
comparable region. On the other hand, if buoyant, gas-phase convection is found to be insignificant, a
boiling period of sufficiently limited duration may be shown to generate condensate fluxes that result in
coupled T-H-C processes that alter flow and transort properties over a much smaller region. The
absence of local boiling conditions is not, in itself, an adequate indicator of whether repository heat drives
significant vapor and condensate flow. Average repository teipperatures are an even poorer indicator of
whether decay-heat-driven alteration of flow and transport properties have a negligible effect on the
performance of a low-AML repository. Diagnosing whether sub-boiling conditions can be equated with
the absence of significant decay-heat-driven effects will require in situ thennal tests that are of sufficient
size and duration IBuscheck etal., 1993a, 1993b; Buscheck and Nitao, 1995].

10.1.275 Heterogeneity-Enhanced Heat-Pipe Behavior. Refluxing, or the heat-pipe effect, is
important to consider because it can affect coupled T-H-M-C processes (that may alter flow and transport
properties) In two ways. First, refluxing maintains local temperatures near the boiling point, making it
more difficult to dry the rock out. Consequently, the liquid saturation and relative humidity RHremnain
high, increasing the likelihood of aqueous reactions and aqueous-transport processes occurring. Second,
refluxing can generate a very high liquid-phase flux in fractures, which can results in significant
dissolution and precipitation of minerals along the fracture walls.

To investigate the Impact of heterogeneity on the focusing of vapor flow and condensate drainage
(and how that focusing affects the development of heat pipes In the near field and altered zone), we used
a cross-sectional drift-scale model and a cross-sectional uniform heat flow (CSUHF) model [Buscheck and
Nitao, 19941. Both models are used to investigate the effect of lateral variability of kb. In particular, we
consider the situation in which kb in vertically contiguous high-kb zones is much larger than kb
throughout the rest of the fractured rock (the nominal-kb zones). These models specifically address how
focused condensate drainage might arise from gas-phase focusing. Recent analytical work by Nitao and
Bradford [19961 addresses how focused condensate drainage might arise from liquid-phase focusing.

The degree of vapor flow focusing into the high-b zone, ad the resulting duration of refluxing at the
repository horizon (as well as in the altered zone in general), depends on three factors. First, kb in the
nominally fractured zone must be large enough not to significantly throttle the rate of vapor generation
due to boiling (or due to evaporation under sub-boiling conditions). Second, a large contrast in kb
between the high- and nominal-kb zones results in a gas-phase pressure differential between these zones
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that preferentially drives vapor flow into the high-b zone (Fig. 10.1 .lc). If enough vapor enters and
condenses in the high-kh zone, the return condensate flux will be large enough to maintain refluwing at
the repository horizon, possibly resulting in water dripping onto WPs. Third, there must be sufficient
spacing between the high-kb zones to drive enough water vapor into these zones to result in the local
condensate drainage flux being substantially greater than the mean condensate flux. Effectively, the high-
ko zones are competing for a finite quantity of vapor flow and condensate generation. Consequently,
there is a trade-off between the duration of refluxdng and the number of locations where It can occur in
the repository. If there are too many such zones, there will be insufficient condensate focusing to cause
persistent refluxing at the repository horizon. The degree of focusing necessary to cause persistent
refluxdng limits the number of locations where It can occur. Therefore, It Is unlikely that refluxing can
dominate the overall tiermal behavior in the repository (or throughout the altered zone).

Figure 10.1.2.5.1 shows the effect of focused vapor and condensate flow on the normalized liquid
saturation, SI, distribution [see Eq. (8)1 in the vicinity of an emplacement drift containing 30-yr-old SNF
with an AML of 154.7 MTM/acre for two cases of a heterogeneous kb distribution. The normalized liquid
saturation, 91, which is given by

SI =- l (8)
i .h

where Si is the current liquid saturation and Szwt Is the initial (or ambient) liquid saturation. For both
cases, 1.6-n-wide, 84-darcy, high-kb zones alternate with 36S-i-wide, 10-illlidarcy, nominal-kb zones.
For the first case of kb heterogeneity (Figs. 10.1 2.5.a-c), the high-kb zones are vertically aligned along the
axis of the emplacement drifts. For the second case of kb heterogeneity (Figs. 10.1.25.1d-f), the high4q
zones are vertically aligned along the midline of the pillar separating emplacement drifts. For the first
case, we also considered an AML of 49.2 MTU/acre for 10-yr-old SNF (Figs. 10.1 25.2a-c) and 20-yr-old
SNF (Figs. 10.1.2.5.2d-e).

For the first case of kb heterogeneity, the gas-phase pressure differential between the high- and
nominal-kb zones drives water vapor back toward the drift and into the high-k zone (Figs. 10.1.25.1a and
b). Water vapor flows up the high-kb zone until It condenses and drains back down. In effect, the
emplacement drift functions as a manifold that enhances the gas-phase communication between the high-
and nominal-kb zones. If enough water vapor enters and condenses in this zone, the condensate drainage
flux will be large enough to maintain refluxing in the repository. The resulting heat-pipe effect enables
the temperature at the top of the drift to remain at the boiling point, causing a depression in the dryout
zone (Figs. 10.1.2.5.1a). In spite of persistent refluxmin the temperatures along most of the remainder of
the drift wall, the air in the drift and the WP itself are well above boiling. Therefore, although liquid
water may be dripping in the drift, RH around the WP can stillbe low. This situation creates very large
gradients in temperature, liquid saturation and RH, all of which need to be considered in assessing the
potential for coupled T-H-M-C processes.

The heat-pipe zone attracts heat flow (mainly by conduction) from the neighboring, nominal-kb rock.
In effeck the heat-pipe zone functions as a "cooling fin" that Is manifested by an elongated region of
liquid saturation buildup (Fig. 10.125.1). The process of gas-phase focusing into the heat-pipe zone
develops more quickly than the process of attracting heat from the neighboring rock. Within 8.5 yr,
enough heat is being conducted into the heat-pipe zone for the 154.7-MTL/acre case to overwhelm the
heat pipe, causing the top of the drift to begin to dry out. Although the top of the drift has dried out,
focused vapor and condensate flow continues to cause refluxing in the high-k zone, resulting in a
depression in the upper dryout zone (Fig. 10.12.5.1b). Preferential heat conduction into the high-k, zone
continues to dry It out, and the manifestation of focused vapor and condensate flow on the dryout zone
gradually dininishes, until at 200 yr, it is no longer evident (Fig. 10.1 .25.1c). Thereafter, the dryout zone
continues to develop as though the rock had a homogeneous kfi of 35 darcy, which is the bulk average of
rock comprised of a 1.-r-wide, 84-darcy zone and a 36S8-rn-wide, 10-millidarcy zone.
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For the second case of kb heterogeneity, the duration of refluxdng at the repository horizon (Figs.
10.12.5.1d and e) is considerably longer (40 yr) tha in the first ease (Fig. 10.125.1a). However, the
ramifications of refluxing on WP performance are beneficial for.the second case rather than deleterious as
in the first case of kb heterogeneity. Instead of potentially contributing to liquid contact on the WP, the
refluxing zone in the pillar provides a conduit for condensate drainage through the repository horizon.
This shedding of condensate around the emplacement drift may benefit WP performance by mitigating
the buildup of condensate above the repository horizon. The refluxing zone continues to completely
penetrate through the dryout zone at 30 yr (Fig. 10.125.1d). AsIn the preceding example, the refluxing
zone functions as a cooling fin that preferentially attracts heat flow from the neighboring rock. However,
when the refluxing zone Is not coincident with the heat sourcesIthe WPs), as it is in the pillar, it takes
longer for preferential heat flow to overwhelm the refluxing zone and begin to dry it out (Fig. 10.125.1e).
Consequently, heat pipes further away from the WP heat sources are more likely to persist longer than
heat pipes that are closer. Simillarly, heat pipes that are closer to cold WPs in a thermal design which the
WPs are thermally isolated from one another (such as occurs in the ACD rev 00 design) will be more
persistent than those dose to hot WPs. This variability in the likelihood and/or duration of heat pipes
could lead to a highly heterogeneous distribution of decay-heat-driven alteration In the near field and
altered zone.

At 200 yr, the manifestation of focused vapor and condensate flow on the dryout zone Is no longer
evident, and the two cases have nearly Identical dryout zones (Figs. 10.1.2.5.1 c and f). Thereafter, the
dryout zone continues to develop as though the rock had a homogeneous kh of 35 darcy.

For 10-yr-old SNF and an AML of 492 MTU/acre, refluxing persists at the top of the drift for 65 yr
(Fig. 10.1 .22a), which is considerably longer than the 85-yr duration of refluxing for the 154.7-
MTU/acre case (Fig. 10.1 .2.5.1a). Focused vapor and condensate flow continue to cause a depression In
the upper dryout front (Figs. 10.1 .2.52b and c) for 1000 yr. It is important to note that this case is only able
to generate marginal boiling conditions; consequently, there is tnsufficient heat to coalesce the dryout
zones between neighboring drifts. Moreover, the local heat flux from the WP is at best only sufficient to
drive the rewetting front in the high-kb zone 15 m away from the top of the drift (Fig. 10.1 2.5.2b). After
boiling ceases, condensate drainage in the high-kb zone rewets the top of the drift (Fig. 10.1 252c).
However, the liquid saturation is less than the critical saturation for a mobile liquid phase in the fractures;
consequently, the equivalent continuum model (ECM) predicts matrix-doninated condensate drainage at
1000 yr (Pig. 10.12.52c). With the ECM, we cannot determine whether this condensate flux results in
nonequixbrium fracture flow and dripping onto WPs.

We also analyzed a 492-MTLU/acre case, with the subtle difference that it contains 20-yr-old SNF
rather than the 10-yr-old SNF In the previous example. In past studies, we found that long-term,
mountain-scale, thermal-hydrological behavior primarily depends on AML and Is less sensitive to SNF
age. However, at the drift scale, sub-tomarginal boiling conditions result in thermal-hydrological
behavior that is extremely sensitive to SNF age. For 20-yr-old SNF and an AML of 492 MTU/acre,
refluxing (with a mobile liquid phase in the fractures) persists at the top of the drift for at least 1575 yr
(Figs. 10.12S.2d and e; note that 1575 yr is not shown). This thermal load generates marginal boiling
conditions, which last only 160 yr, and is insufficient to coalesce the dryout zones between neighboring
drifts. There is also not enough heat to overwhelm the heat pipe and dry out the rock at the top of the
drift. At 2534 yr, the liquid saturation In the high-A zone is quite high relative to ambient conditions (Fig.
10.125.20, although it is less than the critical saturation for a mobile liquid phase in the fractures.
However, with the ECM, we cannot determine whether this condensate flux results in nonequilibrium
fracture flow and dripping onto WPs. The effect of gravity-driven refluxing is evident in Figs. 10.125.2e
and f. Notice that, although focused condensate drainage ceases below the repository horizon, it
continues above. The condensate buildup In the high-kb zone persists for more than 5000 yr. It is
important to note that decay heat continues to generate a significant condensate flux well after boiling has
stopped. Consequently, decay-heat-driven coupled T-H-M-C processes may alter flow and transport
properties for a considerable period even for a low-AML repository. To diagnose the potential for these
coupled T-H-M-C effects to alter flow and transport properties, in situ thermal tests that are of sufficient
size and duration are required[Buscheck et id., 1993a, 1993b; Buscheck and Nitao, 19951.
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Figure 10.125.3 shows the temperature history at various locations in the emplacement drift,
including the WP surface, for AMLs of 492, 77A, and 154.7 MmU/acre. This example is similar to the first
case of kt, heterogeneity described above with one difference; for the high-k zone, kb - 414 darcy rather
than 84 darcy. We made this change to further enhance the degree of gas-phase focusing and the
resulting duration of refluxing in the vicinity of the drift For all three examples, focused vapor and
condensate flow causes reflwdng to persist In the high+, zone at the top of the drift. As long as refluxing
persists at the top of the drift, it prevents the temperature there from exceeding the boiling point. For the
10-yr-old SNF, 492-MTU/acre case, refluxing persists at the top of the drift for more than 2000 yr, long
after boiling has ceased (Fig. 10.125.3a). For the 30-yr-old SNF, 77A-MTU/acre case, refluxing persists at
the top of the drift for 150 yr (Fig. 10.1 25.3b), while for the 15.7-MTU/acre case, refluxtng persists for 30
yr (Fig. 10.12.5.3c). During the time that refluxdng prevented the temperature in the high-kb zone from
exceeding the boiling point, temperatures throughout the rest of drift were well above boiling. For
example, the temperature at the upper comer of the drift (only Z8 m away from the high-kb zone)
managed to climb to 105, 111, and 144°C for the 492-, 77A-, and 154.7-MTU/acre cases, respectively (Fig.
10.12.5.3). The corresponding WP surface temperatures were 121,128, and 176°C (Fig. 10.12.5.3).

Based on experience with geothermal reservoirs, some have suggested that heat-pipe zones, spaced
every 100 m, have the potential of convecting enough heat away from the repository to prevent its
temperature from rising above the boiling point However, we found in these examples, covering a wide
range of AMLs, that the heat-pipe zone could not prevent the temperature at a location only 2. m away
from exceeding the boiling point Convection-dominated heat flow occurs in the heat-pipe zone, while in
the neighboring rock, heat flow primarily occurs as heat conduction. Heat must be conducted from the
heat sources (the WPs) to the heat-pipe zone in order for that zone to significantly influence repository
temperatures. Heat cannot be conducted In relatively low thermal conductivity rock unless a significant
temperature gradient is established, thereby causing temperatures away from the heat-pipe zone to be
elevated above the boiling point.
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10.1.3 Influence of Matrix Hydrological Property Distribution

10.13.1 Boiling-Driven Vapor and Heat Flow. The mountain-scale analysis in the preceding section
(Section 10.1.2), which focused on the Influence of the fracture permeability distribution on thermal-
hydrological (T-H) behavior, assumed the matrix hydrological data from the RIB [DOE, 1990] and
Klavetter and Peters 119861. In this section, we investigate the sensitivity of mountain-scale T-H behavior
to more recently obtained matrix property data for the TSw1 and TSw2 units. As in the preceding section
(Section 10.1.2), a zero ambient percolation flux Is assumed. Because more recent assessments of the
ambient percolation flux [Bodvarsson et al, 19961 indicate the likelihood of greater than zero net
infiltration (resulting in a nonzero ambient percolation flux In the host rock), the calculations reported in
this section probably overpredict the spatial and temporal extent of less-than-ambient liquid saturation
and relative humidity RH conditions in the UZ, in general, and in the repository rock, in particular.
Nonetheless, a quantitative understanding about the Influence of matrix hydrological properties on
dryout and rewetting behavior can be obtained from the wide range of cases that are presented in this
section.

Much of the following information Is presented as tables of temperature T and relative humidity RH
at various locations in the repository rock. This information is provided to facilitate evaluating the
likelihood of aqueous reactions and aqueous-transport processes giving rise to significant alteration of
flow and transport properties. These processes depend on T and RH. For example, low RH (which
corresponds to low liquid saturation and generally lower liquid-phase flux) reduces the likelihood of
many of these processes generating significant effects; where these processes may be significant, the rate
at which aqueous reactions occur depends on T.

The temporal extent of RH reduction in the repository rock (which is provided in the tables) is also a
good indication of the spatial extent of RH reduction in the altered zone in general. Long-duration RH
reduction in the repository rock requires that RHbe reduced over a very large spatial extent. Vertical
liquid saturation profiles are provided to help interpret the spatial extent of reduced RH conditions in the
altered zone. Liquid saturations well below ambient correspond to low RH. Liquid saturations that are
moderately below ambient correspond to intermediate-to-high RH; liquid saturations that are close to
ambient correspond to RH - 99%.

Vertical temperature profiles are also provided to facilitate evaluating the impact of T on the
likelihood of aqueous reactions and aqueous-transport processes giving rise to significant alteration of
flow and transport properties. The zone of two-phase refluxing overlying the boiling zone (called the
heat-pipe zone) is of particular interest because the liquid saturation and relative humidity RH remain
high in this zone, increasing the likelihood of aqueous reactions and aqueous-tansport processes
occurring. Refluxing can also generate a very high liquid-phase flux In fractures, which can result in
significant dissolution and precipitation of minerals along the fracture walls. The heat-pipe zone is
typically manifested by temperatures that are very dose to the nominal boiling point of water (96"C) and
a liquid saturation that is very close to 100%.

Table 10.13.1.1 summarizes the time required to attain the indicated relative humidity RH in the rock
at various repository locations and the temperature T at which that value of RH is attained for the
'reference" case based on the RIB 11990] and Klavetter and Peters 119861 data for AMLs of 55.3,1105, and
150 MTU/acre. We repeated the mountain-scale calculations for the five sets of matrix properties for the
Topopah Spring welded tuff CTable 10.13.12) that are reported in Pruess and Tsang 119941, which based
on measurements by Flint and others 119931. For zero percolation flux, the initial liquid saturation at the
repository horizon is calculated to be 68,76,78,74,66, and 64% for the six cases in Table 10.13.1.2,
respectively. In order to result in nearly the same initial liquid water content in the TSwI and TSw2, a
porosity () of 0.11 was assumed for the three cases that yielded lower Initial liquid saturation Selot
(reference case, LBL-USGS-3.4, and LBL-USGS-33) and Vm = 0.10 for the three cases that yielded higher
St*sjt(LBL-USGS-35, LBL-USGS-32, and LBLUSGS-3.1/3.6). Although these six cases have different
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values of saturated matrix permeability, ks, they all share the same bulk permeability kb of 280
_w millidarcy.

For AMLs of 553,110.5, and 150 M/IJ/acre, and for the five sets of LBL-USGS matrix property data,
Tables 10.1.3.13-10.1.3.1.3-5 summarize RH and Tin the rock at the same repository locations reported in
Table 10.13.1.1 for the reference-case properties. Figures 10.1.3.1.1-101.3.1.6 give the vertical temperature
and liquid saturation profiles for these six matrix-property cases and an AML of 1105 MTU/acre. To
show the Influence of edge-cooling/rewetting/shedding effects on T-H behavior, vertical profiles are
given at three repository locations, including (1) r = 0.0 m, whih is at the center of the repository, (2) r=
606.0 im, which is the "median" repository location that encloses 50% of the repository (e., 50% of the
repository lies between that location and the repository edge), and (3) r = 8352 in, which encloses 95% of
the repository (ie. only 5% of the repository area lies outside of that location).

For all matrix-property cases, similar thennal and dryout behavior occur over the inner half of the
repository, particularly during the first 1000 yrA thereafter, edge-cooling/rewetting effects cause the 50%
repository location to have slightly cooler temperatures and a slightly less extensive dryout zone than the
center of the repository. For the 95% repository location, edge-cooling/rewetting/shedding effects
significantly reduce temperatures and reduce both the vertical extent and magnitude of rock dryout.
(Note that Section 1.10.6 of Chapter 1 also discusses the influence of edge-cooling/rewetting/shedding
effects on mountain-scale and drift-scale T-H behavior.)

For AML = 1105 MMLJ/acre, the five LBL-USGS matrix property cases fall into four categories with
respect to the rate at which the repository rock rewets to humid ambient RH:

Fast rewetting rate: LBL-USCS-32 results in much faster rewetting to ambient RH than the reference
case (compare Tables 10.13.1.1b and 10.13.lAa). Consequently, when a given RHis attained T, is
substantially higher for LBL-USGS-32 than in the reference case. For example, T at the repository
center is 96 C when RH = 70% as compared with 681C in the reference case. The spatial extent of
dryout is much less for the LBL-USGS-32 matrix-property case than for the reference matrix-
property case (compare Figs. 10.13.1.1 and 10.13.1.2). The reduced vertical extent of dryout
reduces the magnitude of the temperature increase in the above-boiling region for LBL-USGS-32.
For the sub-boiling region and at later time (f > 1000 yr), the vertical temperature profiles are very
similar for these two cases.

Medium rewetting rate: LBL-USGS-3.5 rewets at nearly the same rate as the reference case (conpare
Tables 10.1 3.1.1b and 10.1 3.1 Ab). Consequently, there is a similar relationship between T and
RH in the rock. The spatial extent of dryout is slightly less for the LBL-USGS-3.5 matrix-property
case than for the reference matrix-property case (compare Figs. 10.13.1.1 and 10.13.13 ). The
slightly reduced vertical extent of dryout reduces the magnitude of the temperature increase in
the above-boiling region for the LBL-USGS-35 case. For the sub-boiling region and at later time (t
> 1000 yr), the vertical temperature profiles are very similar for these two cases.

Slow rewetting rate: LBL-USGS-3.1/3.6 and LBL-USGS-3A have very similar rewetting rates that are
much slower than the reference case in the inner 75% of the repository (compare Tables
10.13.1.1b and 10.1 3.1.4c-d). For the outer 10% of the repository, these three cases have similar
rewetting rates (compare Tables 10.13.1.1b and 10.13.lAc-d). These three matrix-property cases
have similar spatial extents of dryout and have similar spatial temperature distributions
(compare Figs. 10.13.1.1,10.13.1A, and 10.1.3.15).

Very slow rewetting rate: LBL-USGS-33 has a much slower rewetting rate than all of the other cases,
except at the outer 3% of the repository where rewetting is moderately slower (compare Table
10.1.3.lAe with Tables 10.1.3.1.1b and 10.1.3.lAa-d). The spatial extent of dryoutis about the
same for the LBL-USGS-3.3 matrix-property case and the reference matrix-property case, while
slower rewetting in LBL-USGS-33 allows the dryout zone to remain broad for a longer duration
(compare Fags. 10.13.1.1 and 10.13.16).

For all six matrix property cases, the outer 3% of the repository has a similar T versus RH
relationship. Regardless of case, the outer 3% of the I 105-MTU/acre repository is relatively hot (1060) at
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the time Otat RH returns to 70%. Except for LBL-USGS-32, the inner 75% of the repository has cooled to
relatively low T (49-760C) at the time that RH -70%.

For AML = 553 MTU/acre, the five LBL-USGS matrix property cases fall into four categories with
respect to the rate at which the repository rock rewets to humid (ambient) RH:

Fast rewetting rate: LBL-USGS-32 results in much faster rewetting to ambient RH than the reference
case (compare Tables 10.13.1.1a and 10.13.3a)

Medium rewetting rate: LBL-USGS-3.5 rewets to ambient RH at about the same rate as the reference
case (compare Tables 10.1 3.1.1a and 10.1.3.1 .3b).

Slow rewetting rate: LBL-USGS-31/3.6 and LBLUSGS-3A rewet somewhat more slowly to ambient
RHlthan the reference case (compare Table 10.13.1.1 with Tables 10.13.13c and 10.1.3.13d).

Very slow rewetting rate: LBL-USGS-3.3 rewets much more slowly to ambient RH than the reference
case (compare Tables 10.1 3.1.1a and 10.1.3.1.3e).

Regardless of the rewetting rate, relatively warm conditions prevail for the 553-MTU/acre cases, (105
to IO7) at the time that RH = 70%. With the exception of LBL-USGS-3.2, there Is not a great degree of
variability in the relationship between T and RH in the repository rock.

For AML = 150 MTU/acre, the five LBL-USGS matrix property cases fall into four categories with
respect to the rate at which the repository rock rewets to ambient RH:

Fast rewetting rate: LBL-USGS-3.2 results in much faster rewetting than the reference case (compare
Table 10.1 3.1.1c and 10.1.3.1.5a). Consequently, Tis mnuch greater with respect to RH. For
example T at the center of the repository is 97 C when RH = 70% as compared with 68tC in the
reference case.

Medium rewetting rate: LBL-USGS-3.5 results in nearly the same rewetting rate as the reference case
(compare Table 10.13.1.1c and 10.13.15b); consequently, there is a similar relationship between
T and RH.

Slow rewetting rate: LEL-USGS-3.1/3.6 and LBL-USGS-34 result in very similar rewetting rates that
are substantially slower than the reference case in the fnner 75% of the repository (compare
Tables 10.1 .3.1.5c and 10.1.3.1.5d with Table 10.13.1.1c). For the outer 10% of the repository, these
three cases have similar rewetting rates.

Very slow rewetting rate: LBL-USGS-33 has a much slower rewetting rate throughout the entire
repository (compareTable 10.1.3.1-5e with Tables 10.13.1.5a-d and 10.13.1.1c).

Rewetting to RH = 90% and 95% is very slow for the 150-MTU/acre cases (except for the LBL-USGS-
3.2 case). Unlike the 55.3- and 110-5-MTU/acre cases, the slower rewetting rates for 150-MTU/acre LBL.
USGS-3.1/3.6, LBL-USGS-3A, and LBL-USGS-3.3 cases allow Tat the outer 3% of the repository to
decrease to relatively low T (83-901) when RH = 70%. With the exception of LBL-USGS-32, the inner
75% of the repository has decreased to relatively low temperatures (51-70C) at the time that RH = 7D%,
and to 40-59'C at the time that RH = 80%.

Dryout behavior is the net result of processes that drive water vapor away from the repository and
the processes that cause water to return to the repository. Processes that drive water (both gas- and
liquid-phase) away from the repository (and dryout zone) include

• Molecular diffusion of water vapor from regions of high mole fraction of water vapor to regions
of low mass fraction, which is called binary gas-phase diffusion (Section 10.132).

* Advective gas-phase transport of water vapor from regions of vaporization to regions of
condensation driven by:
- Gas-phase pressure buildup from the generation of steam (Section 10.122).
- Buoyant gas-phase convection (Section 10.122).

* Advective liquid-phase flow consisting of.
- Condensate shedding down the flanks of the dryout zone.
- Condensate drainage below the dryout zone.
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Processes that return water to the repository (and dryout zone) Include
* Binary gas-phase diffusion of air and water vapor (Section 10.13.2).
* Buoyant gas-phase convection of water vapor (Son 10.1.2.2).
* Advective liquid-phase flow consisting of:

- Ambientpercolation flux (Section 1.10.6 of Chapter 1).
- Condensate drainage above the dryout zone.
- Matrix imbibition, occurring from regions of high matric potential (wetter areas) to regions of

low matric potential (drier areas). This is the focus of this section.
Buoyant gas-phase convection causes rock dryout to occur primarily below the repository and can

enhance the buildup of condensate above the dryout zone, ther4y increasing the return condensate flux
above the dryout zone. Buoyant gas-phase convection can also enhance the rate of vaporization. If kb is
large enough (> 1-10 darcy), this mechanism can be important whether or not boiling occurs. Gas-phase
convection driven by boiling conditions can suppress the impact of buoyant gas-phase convection. in
general, rewetting is the result of both liquid-phase transport of moisture (called liquid-phase rewetting)
and gas-phase transport of moisture (called gas-phase rewetting) back to the dryout zone.

Some of the properties listed in Table 10.13.1.2 have stronger influence on the noted differences in
rewetting behavior than other listed properties. liquid-phase rewetting by matrix imbibition increases
with increasing kmat and increasing m, and with decreasing a. The fact that kmtnt for LBL-USGS-3.2 is
two orders of magnitude larger than for the other property sets Is the primary reason it has such a high
rewetting rate. The other five matrix-property sets have values of kmsjt that vary by a factor of five;
differences between these sets arise from differences in their respective values of the van Genuchten
curve-fitting parameters a and m.

Gas-phase rewetting is primarilyaffected by (I) Teffand (2) the Influence of 4 in determining the
magnitude of buoyant gas-phase convection. As will be discussed in the following section (Section
1.1032), the van Genuchten curve-fitting parameters a and m also affect binary gas-phase diffusion
(Table 10.13.1.2). A comparison of Table 10.13.13c with 10.1.3.13d, Table 10.13.1.4c with 10.13.1.4d, and
Table 10.1.3.1 5c with 10.13.1.5d, shows that the rewetting rates are almost identical for the LBL-USGS-
3.1/3.6 and LBL-USGS-3A property sets. Because these two propert sets have the same value of a, the
fivefold difference in their respective values of kmsatis offset by the small difference in the van
Genuchten curve-fitting parameter m (0.29 versus 025). LBL-USGS-3.3 has the lowest overall rewettling
rate because it has the largest a and the second-smallest m of the six matix-property sets (Table
10.1.3.1.2).
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Table 10.13.1.1
Time required to attain the indicated relative humidity RI at various repository locations and the

temperature at which that vatue of RIis attained for 22.5-yr-old SNPF, phase diffusion tortousity
falctor, 'tj - 0.2, bO - 280 milLidar~y, and assusning the matri properties from Ktavetter and Peters
(1986) for the TSwl and TSw2 unite. The locations rec identified as te percentage of te repository
.lrea p,,e,1nctt with 0AN tywr, snino tn the u tntsi, rv center .nd 1 fhrresnnnA to the edlo.

Table I19.3.1.la: AM 553 NIlU/acre
Percentage of Ttme requhrd to attain Temperature at which the i

repository rea ,the i Rdi H ted w - H is atained - .

enclosed (Y) 70% 80% 90% 95% 70%/4 8Wo 90%1A 95%
so 670 1660 3330 4630 107 97 80 7
75 410 940 1610 - 2280 107 99 89 81
90 NA 200 380 490 NA 103 97 94
97 NA A NA NA NA NA NA

Table 1013.1U.Mb AML =110.5 MTElAcre
Percentage of The required to attain TeMerar at which the mdicated

repositty a the indicated RH(w) lis a da(e )
enclosed Mh) 709S% 80%h 90%A 95% 70% 80% |90A 1 95%

SO 15,960 27,910 40,990 49,980 68 54 45 42
75 9540 15,520 24,9S0 32,590 76 64 53 48
90 3190 4890 7460 9890 93 82 73 68
97 1410 1810 2360 2890 106 101 93 88

Table 10.13.1.1c A1 c 150 MfJ/4cre
Percentage of Time required to attain Tempaur at which the ind

repository a the i RdicatedRH(v) RNIs a ed ()C
enclosed () 70% 80% 90%/0 95% 70% 80W' 900 I 9S%

50 20 34.5v0 5 0 ,92 0 64,150 68 52 45 41
75 16400 24,520 32,700 43,360 70 59 51 46
907 660 612090 168520 19,780 91 72 64 9
97 1 4330 6020 81 81 10,060 - 93 84 77 72

Table 10.13.12, Matrix hydrological property data for the TSwl and TSw2 units.

SampleCName SI _ _ k nm1 a(IO5Pi) In
Refrnce Casw 0.08 0.11 1.9x10"1 0.058 0.4438

LBL-USGS-3.2 0.0 0.10 4.0nxO1" 0.125 0.18

LBLBUSGS-3.5 0.0 0.10 5.Ox10 5 0.133 0.25

LBL-USGS-3.13.6 0.0 0.10 I.OxlOI _ 0.067 0.29

LBL-USGS-3.4 0.0 0.11 5.0xlO" 0.067 0.25
LBE-USGS-3.3 0.0 0.11 4.0xlO1" 0.2 0.22

The properties listed are S., a, and m (the three van Genuchten characteristic curve-fitting parameters),
matrix porosity (k.), and saturated matrix permeability (k..g).
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Table 10.1.3.13: AML = 55.3 MTU/acre
Tine required to atan the indicated relative hunidityAHat vaious repositoy locations and the temperature at
which that value of Rlis attined for 22.5-yr-old SNF, gas-phase diffusion tousity fictor S - 0.2,ad kb -

280 miilidazcy. The boations are Identified as the percentage of the repository area enclosed, with 0%
corresponding to the repository center, and 100% correspoding to the edge

Table 10.13.1.3a: Matrix Dronerties for LBL-USGS samnble 3.2 hn the TSwl and TSw2 units.
Perentage of Time required to attain Temperature at which the Indicated

repository area t h e _ indicatedH() _ - RHis atained
closed (A,) 70% 809 90% I 95% 700/e 80%/, 90Y1 95%

50 NA 7S0 1240 I 1480 NA 103 991 97
75 NA 280 7001 870 NA 103 100 98
90 NN _ 160 210 NA NA 100 98
97 NA NA 'NA NA NA NA NA NA

Table l.3.1.3b: Matrix properties for LBL.USGS sample 35 In the TSwl and TSw2 units.
Percentage of Time required to ttain Temperature at wich f e ted

repository areaq the indicatedfRHfr) _ is atta c
enclosed (X) 70o Mh 90% 95% 70%| 80% | 90% 95%

S0 490 1570 2520 3490 107 98 87 79
75 290 900 13S0 1700 107 100 93 87
90 NA 190_ _ 330 400 NA 103 98 96
97 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Table 10.1.3..3c Matrix properties for LBL-USGS sample 3.1 and LBLrUSGS 3. in the
TSwI and Thw2 urnts.

Percentage of Time required to attain Temperature at whi - i
mmitogy am the indicated RH (w) Jz~~~~~~hi chteiniarepositcay area _____ te indicaet~ _______ Al is attaine

enclosed (y) 70% 80%B 90O 95% 70°% 80A |_ / 95%_
so 690 2240 7170 12.050 107 90 65 1 57
75 430 1270 3340 5930 107 95 72 63
90 NA 220 450 640 NA 102 95 91
97 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA I

Table 10±3.123d.1 Matrix properties for LBL-USGS sample 3Am the ' wl and TSw2 units. I
lercentage of Time required to atn Temperature at which Ihe indicated

rpst_ _ 70ea the indicated An (VT) MS -
enclosed (0/.) 70_ 80%/ | 90% 0 95Y 70% W 8%| 90% 95%

SO 870 2390 6660 10,600 106 1 89 67 1 S9
75 S10 1330 3210 5300 1 94 73 65
90 130 270 580 880 107 101 93 87
97 NA N NWA NA NA NA NA

Table 10.1.3.1.e: Matrix properties for LBL-USGS sample 3 in the TSwI and TSw2 units.
Percentage of Time required to attain Temperatrewich toe indicated

repsit_ y 70 theindicatedRL Ris u
enclosed (V%) | _70_ _ 80% | 900A 95% 70°/e 1800% 90%r/ 95x

so 960 3180 j 14,200 29,100- 105 j81j S4 43
75 580 1790 7430 15.050 106 87 60 50
90 140 320 910 1910 107 99 86 72
97 __NA NA NA NA NA I'NA' NA NA
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Table 10.1.4: AML - 110.5 MTUIWcre
Time required to attain the indicated relative humidity RH at various repository locations and the

temperature at which that value of RH is attained for 22.5-yr-olt SNE, gas-phase diffusion tortousity
factor ; - 0.2,and kb - 280 millidarcy. The locations are identified as the percentage of the

repository ara, enclosed, with 0% corresponding to the repository center, and 100% corresponding to
positoIaoe edge.

Table 10.131.4a: Matrix properties for LBL-USGS sample 32 in the TSwI and TSw2 units.
Percentage of T'rm required to attain Temperature at which the indicated

repository mea the indictd RH O - H is attained (C)
enclosed (V.) 7% 80% 90%0 95% 70% 7 0% 90% 1 9 95%

SO 5970 6410 7060 8740 96 93 901 85
75 3480 3830 4170 4800 100 98 95 91
90 1760 2070 2440 2640 106 102 991 9?
97 840 1120 14S0 1720 107 103 100 98

Table 10.1S1.4b: Matrix properties for LDIAUSGS samp1e 35in the TSw1 and TSw2 units.
Prctage of Time required to attain Temperture at which fndicted
repositry ame the c R&y Pis_ _ _ sa aine C
enclosed (Y) 70% 80o% 7 90Ye | 95% 70% 80MM | 90% 95%

SO 22,20 53 34,780 42390 59 54 481 45
75 9580 __I__ 171200 75 55
90 mo 3680 4920 *6760 97 89 82 75
97 1160 1530 1920 2290 107 103 98 193

Table 10.1.3.lAc: Matrix properties for LBL-USGS samples 3.1 and 3.6 in the TSwl and TSw2
units.

Percetage of Time required to attain Temperature at which t he indicaed
repository ma e&the indicated L dJWt,)_ RHlis is dne :c)
ecloset F 31,570 43,900h 72.O 9% L00. 80D/. so4.1 9s%

e S 31,S70 48,790 72[310 . 945690 S1 42 37 534
75 16.160 3i080 45,930 S8 990 63 1 49 41 38
90 3450 6560 12,010 18,980 91 76 64 54
97 1130 1620 2260 2820 107 102 . 94 88

Table 10.1=1.4d Matrix properties for LBL-USGS sample 3A In the lSwl and TSw2 units.
Percentage of Tne required to attain Ternperatmre at which the Idicatd

repository am _ theinizatedUY(yr) RH s attned
en5osed 139) 7009 20 11 90401 95% 7 MM 90431 95%

co 31(290 47,260 71.940 93,60 51 043% 37 _ 34
75 16,470 29,220 44.140 7350 62 50 42 38
90 3940 7260 12,780 19.080 87 74 62 54
97 1330 1830 2510 3490 107 100 91 8}

Table 10.L3.1j.e: Matrix properties for LBL-USGS sample 3.3 in the TSwI and T5w2 units.
Percentage of Tme required to attain Temperature at which be indicated

repository area the indicated. fr) _ _is _afed (*C
emclosed (C/) 70% W/o 90,; 95% 70% O*/.* 90% j 95%

SO 33.940 61,360 1A1A90 185.850 49 381 32j 31
75 19730 39,340 78,500 112770. 57 44 35 1 33
90 4770 1 1.340 26,180 39,140.1 83 65 49 1 42
97 1350 1990 3410 5360 | 107 981 U 4 74

w
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Table 1l.1-3.I5: AML - 150 MIU/aare
Time required to attain the indicated relativt humidity RHat varioas repository locations and the

temperature at which that value of RHis attained for 22.-yr-old SNI, ps-phase diffusion tortousity
factor T; - 02,aund kb - 280 millidarcy. The locations are idetified as the percentagc of the

repository area enclosed, with 0% corresponding to the repository center, and 100% corresponding to
the edme

Table 10.1.3.1.5a: Matrix properties for LBL-USGS sample 32 In the TSw1 and TSw2 units.
Percentzge of Time required to attain Temperature at whic te indicated

tors ea sbeidicse_____r_ ____ I RHis ttained C)reposncory 8=e the hulicated R LN R- isz
enclosed 70% 180S I90 I 95% 70A 180%1 90%I 95

50 89601 960 10,840 12.030 97 9S 911 7

90 2980. 3510 4060 4400 105 1 02 98 96
97 2020 2300 2650 2940 107 1n103 1 98

Table 10.1.3.1.5b: Matrix properties for LBL-USGS sample 3.5.in the T5wl and TSw2 units.
Percentage of Tine required to attain Temper at which the indicated

repository area the indicated RH __) _ _lis attained C
eclosed 0Y) 70% 80Y I 90%A 95% 700A 80X%| 90% 95%e

SO 31.240 3 0 1 46,850 5 54,100 541 49 45 43
75 18750 23.780 28.990 35,380 66 59 54 49
90 7740 9930 12,830 17,520 83 I 77 70 62
97 3480 4420 5820 8020 98 91 84 77

Table 10.1A31.5c Matrix properties for LBL-USGS samples 3.1 and 3.6 in the TSwI and TSwZ
units.

Percentage of .Tie required to attain Temperatu at which the indicated
repositcry area the indicated RH(w) Rff is atained (C
enclosed /.) 70% 80Y | 90V T 95%_ 70% 80% |OK 9W* 95%

SO 36,740 54.710 76,450 103,600 50 42 38 35
75 29,790 - 67,180 81.860 52 43 38 36
90 13.140 23350 36.290 47,780 70 S5 45 41
97 4630 7810 13,500 2l390 90 77 65 55

Table 10.1.3.1Sd Matrix properties for LBL-USGS sample 34 in the TSw1 and TSw2 units.
Percentage Of Time required to attain Temperature at hch the indicated

repository area _ _ the indi',tedhAn(yr) RH is at ined -C
enclosedt) 70% 1 80% 9S% 9% 70% I 80A% 1 0% 95%

SO 36140 50 106.29 51 43 38 35
75 28.920 44,S00 65,090 53 44 | 39 36
90 j 13,070 22110 34,020 44680 70 57 47 4
97 -4970 7960 1Z920 1?230 88 77

Table 10.1.3.1Se: Matrix properties for LBL-USGS sample 3.3 in the TSwl and TSw2 units.
Percentage of Time required to attain Temperature ath d

repository ara the I AN __(___ RHUis ataied
enclosed (V.) 70% 8% 90% 95% 70A% 80% 90% 95%

50 38.530 67,740 136.540 224.430 49 40 34 32
75 31,910 56,830 111X490 171,140 51 40 34 33
90 16,730 32,050 601 86980 63 48 38 35
97 6120 11.790 23,940 36,410 83 68 52 44
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10.1.3.2 Influence of Vapor Diffusion.
Gas-Phase Diffusion of Water Vapor

Transport of water vapor in the gas phase takes place by two nehanisms: (1) advective transport
from movement of the gas phase, and (2) diffusive tansport by th process of molecular diffusion. The
binary diffusive mass flux of a component in a gas phase isgoverned by Fick's law, which for a porous
medium takes the form

v = 4Sog~gEiVlC (8)

where ¢ is porosity, S9 Is gas-phase saturation, pR is gas density, is the tortuosity factor,¶1 is the
diffusion enhancement factor, D is the binary dIon coefficient, and o is the mass fraction of the
component. The tortuosity factor, %, Is the reciprocal of the torwsity and takes into account the increased
path length within the porous medium. Its value is always less than or equal to unity.

The diffusion enhancement factor, a, which appears in Equation (8), can be taken to be unity for a
noncondensible component or Isothermal conditions. For diffusion of a condensible component, such as
water vapor, dnven by a thermal gradient, the diffusive flux is enhanced, so thatqi is greater than unity.
The well-known paper by Philip and de Vries (1967) gives an explanation for this enhancement.
Normally, diffusive transport of water vapor is obstructed by liquid water that blocks pore throats;
consequently, diffusion is reduced at higher liquid saturations. However, the thermal gradient sets up a
vapor pressure gradient in the gas phase which causes water to evaporate from a blockage and diffuse in
the gas phase to a cooler blockage, where it condenses. The process continues as the water evaporates on
the other side of the blockage. The mechanism whereby liquid water flows through a blockage is the
pressure difference caused by the difference in meniscus curvature between the two sides.

Another phenomenon further increases diffusive fluxes un4er nonisothermal conditions. The gas-
phase thermal conductivity is much less than that in the liquid *nd solid phases, so that the temperature
gradient in the gas phase between liquid blockages is greater than the average temperature gradient of
the bulk porous medium. The resulting Increase in water vaporconcentration gradients within the gas
phase further increases diffusive fluxes compared to isothermal systems.

The diffusion enhancement factor is a function of liquid saturation and appears to increase
significantly at sufficiently large saturations when blockages can occur, which is consistent with the
above theory. The diffusion enhancement factor, iA, appears to have been measured only for soils. Cass
and others (1984) obtained values of il for sand that ranged from unity at 0% liquid saturation (ie., no
enhancement) to 12 at 80% liquid saturation. The value of rl appears to decrease with increasing
temperature. The maximum value of ¶q decreased by almost 50% as temperature was increased from 35
to 3250 C. This trend can be explained by the theory of Philip and de Vries. At greater temperatures, the
higher latent heat carried by diffusive ranwport enhances heat transfer across the gas phase between
blockages. The resulting decrease in gas-phase temperature gradients reduces the vapor-pressure
gradients that drive diffusive transport

The values of w are not directly input to the V-TOUGH code. Instead, V-TOUGH requires an effective
gas-phase diffusion factor, 4 which combines il with the tortuosity factor,¶, as follows:

eff = 11t (9)

V-TOUGH treats Jeff as a constant. If we take t to be 0.2, and consider the upper value of 12 measured
for q by Cass, we would get a value of 2.4 for eff. For the 154.7-MTU/acre, 280-millidarcy case, we
considered three values of Tep 0.2, 1, and 2. Note that, unless specified otherwise, our calculations assume
a value of 0.2 for eff. Increasing Teff from 0.2 to 1 (thereby increasing gas-phase diffusion) results in a
minor cooling effect (Fig. 10.1.3.2.1a). This cooling effect, which arises because of the increased transport
of latent heat away from the repository, reduces the area-weighted boiling period duration, t 1 ,, from
7984 to 7622 yr. Increasingrff from 0.2 to 1 also has a minor drying effect, modestly reducing the net
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buildup of liquid water above the repository, AV, (Fig. 10.1 32.1c). The maximum value of AVIis only
reduced by 32%.

As in past studies [Buscheck and Nitao, 19941, when analyzing dryout and rewetting behavior, we
use the term, normalized liquid saturation, SI, which is given by Eq.(8). The rewetting behavior of
various AMLs Is examined by comparing the duration of time that Si in the repository is below 90% of
ambient as a function of repository location [Buscheck et al., 19941. Because SI = 0.9 when Si has been
restored to 90% of ambient, we call this time (Sj = 0.9). The area-weighted value of t(Sj = 0.9) for the
entire repository is called t (YF = 0.9), which Is essentially the mean rewetting time for the repository.

Figure 10.1.32.1b utilizes t(Sj = 0.9) to Illustrate rewetting behavior as a function of repository
location for a range of ,gf Notice that the drying effect that results from enhanced gas-phase diffusion of
water vapor increases the duration of time that most of the repository is below ambient saturation. For
the Inner 25% of the repository, OSI = 0.9) is reduced somewhat.(Fig. 10.1.3211b) because of the reduction
of tep (Fig. 10.1.32.1a). Because temperatures decrease with vertical distance from the repository horizon,
gas-phase diffusion drives water vapor vertically away from the repository. Because temperatures also
decrease with increasing radial distance, gas-phase diffusion also drives water vapor radially away from
the repository. Notice that the enhanced dryout effect is greatest at the outer repository area, where
temperature gradients drive water vapor radially as well as vertically away from the repository.
Increasing r.f from 02 to I has the effect of increasing t(SI = 0.9) for the outer 75% of the repository.
Consequently, F ( = 0.9) is increased from 63,440 to 68,720 yr for the entire repository.

Increasing zeff from 0.2 to 2 results in a more substantial cooling effect, reducing tp from 7980 to 7320
yr (Fig. 10.1.3211a). The greatest cooling effect occurs at the repository center (where the highest
temperatures occur) and decreases with increasing distance fromn the repository center. At the repository
edge, the cooling effect is minor. Increasing jf from 0.2 to 2 also has a drying effect, reducing the
maximum value of AVRby 9.7% (Fig. 10.1.3.2.1c). The drying effect also increases t(S1 = 0.9) for the outer
80% of the repository (Fig. 10.1.32-1b). Consequently, i (SI = 0.9) is increased from 63A40 to 77,420 yr for
the entire repository. In general, for the range of Tdf considered, enhanced gas-phase diffusion results in a
minor cooling effect and a minor drying effect. We plan to consider larger values of e and a larger range
of AMLs In examining the influence of enhanced gas-phase diffusion.

Role of Vapor Diffusion In Dryout
The mole fraction of water vapor is considerably greater at the repository in response to higher

temperatures there. The mole fraction no of water vapor under conditions of local thermodynamic
equilibrium within the rock Is a function of liquid saturation SI, absolute temperature, T, and gas-phase
pressure, Pg, and is given by the formula

nv = [PsaA() / PgI exp[vAMw/ (pi RT)) 11)

which is a generalization of Kelvin's law to porous media. Here, PstMt is the saturation pressure,
V--V(SI,7) is matric potential, Mw is molecular weight of water, plis the density of liquid water, and R is
the universal gas constant. Note that 'r < 0; therefore, the greater the magnitude of A, the greater the
vapor-pressure lowering effect. Note that the matric potential is a function of SI and T. For ambient liquid
saturation conditions at the repository horizon (S1 - 60-90%), the absolute value of iyis sufficiently small
such that the exponential term is essentially unity. Only at very low Si does value of vrbecome large
enough for the exponential factor to have a significant effect on nv.

As temperatures rise in the repository, the equilibrium amount of water vapor in the gas phase
increases because of the increase in Psal). As temperatures reach the boiling point of water, Pat
approaches P and the mole fraction of water vapor approaches unity (ie., the gas phase becomes 100%
water vapor).he water In the rock near the fractures also starts to boil, causing the gas-phase pressure in
the fractures and the rock matrix to rise, which leads to the advective transport of water vapor as long as
steam Is being generated. Gas-phase advection is likely to be the dominant mechanism transporting water
vapor from the boiling zone to the condensation zone except for a rock mass where kb is sufficiently small
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(kb < 1-10 mnlidarcy) to substantially throttle gas-phase advection and the rate of boiling. Beyond the
condensation zone, vapor diffusion is the dominant mechanism of vapor movement except where Io is
sufficiently large (Ib > 1-10 darcy) for buoyant gas-phase convection to dominate. Because temperatures
in the vicinity of the condensation zone are dose to the boiling point, the water vapor mole fraction
according to Eq. (11) is nearly unity, whereas for the region farther away from the repository (i.e., beyond
the condensation zone), the temperatures are cooler and the mole fractions are much less (approximately
2% at ambient conditions). This gradient In mole fraction leads to diffusive fluxes that transport water
vapor away from the condensation zone. Diffusive vapor fluxes can dominate over convective vapor
fluxes around the repository if the vapor.generation rate is very low or if temperatures are dose to, but
below, the boiling point

Role of Vapor Diffusion In Rewetting
As the repository heat generation decays, water vapor continues to diffuse away from the repository

because of the higher temperatures there. This diffusion of water vapor contributes to latent heat
trasport, thereby enhancing cooling of the repositozy. If Si in the dryout zone is very low, the matric
potential will be substantially higher than in the surrounding wetter rock The exponential factor in Eq.
(11) reduces the value of nv in the dryout zone, and as temperatures decline, the value of nv in the dryout
zone will become smaller than that in the wetter rock away from the repository, even though
temperatures are somewhat greater in the dryout zone. Thus, vapor diffusion can occur from cooler to
hotter regions that have lower S1. In general, water vapor diffuses away from the repository until
repository temperatures have decreased enough so that the temperature effect (that drives water vapor
away from the repository) in Eq. (11) can no longer overcompensate for the vapor-pressure lowering
effect (that drives water vapor back towards the repository). This "vapor-pressure lowering" effect on nv
Is significant only at lower SI, which, for TSw2 tuff, occurs for Sj < 20-30%. Consequently, vapor diffusion
will only significantly contribute to rewetting the dryout zone for SI < 20-30%. For SI > 20-30%, rewetting
of the dryout zone will be dominated by liquid-phase advection driven by matric potential gradients and
gravity. Note that the range of liquid saturation over which vapor-pressure lowering is not important
depends strongly on the shape of the curve of matric potential versus Si. The length of the time period
during which diffusive vapor transport dominates rewetting behavior depends on:

* How dry the dryout zone becomes.
X The range of Sj thatis associated with high matric potential.
* How quicldy repository rock temperatures decline.
The longer that the dryout zone remains dry, the higher the value of SI limit for which vapor-pressure

lowering dominates rewetting behavior. The faster repository temperatures decrease while still in the
high-matric-potential (i.e., dry) regime, the longer the duration of significant gas-phase diffusion of water
vapor back to the dryout zone.

Influence of Enhanced Vapor Diffusion on Temperature and Relative
Humidity in the Repository Rock

In the preceding section (Section 10.13.1), we presented the results of mountain-scale calculations for
AMLs of 55.3, 1105, and 150 MTU/acre, for six different sets of matrix properties for the TSwl and TSw2
(Table 10.13.1.2), including five sets of matrix property data that are reported by Pruess and Tsang [19941,
which are based on measurements by Flint and others 119931 and the reference matrix properties from the
RIB [DOE, 19901. Those calculations assumed a nominal value of gas-phase diffusion tortuosity factor (rTee
= 0.2). From Eq. (9) we see that vff is the product of the tortuosity factor v and the vapor diffusion
enhancement factor TV. In this section we consider the possibility of 'enhanced' binary gas-phase
diffusion (teff= 2.0) for the two high AML cases (AML = 110.5 and 150 MTU/acre). As discussed in
Section 10.13.1, the value of matrix porosity, ip was adjusted In order to yield roughly the same initial
liquid water content in the TSwl and TSw2. Accordingly, a value of A6 - 0.11 was assumed for the three
cases that yielded lower initial liquid saturation SUnit (the reference case with the RIB values, LBL-USGS-
3A, and LBL-USGS-3.3), and a value of Om = 0.10 was assumed for the three cases that yielded higher
initial SLt (LBL-USGS-35, LBL-USGS-32, and LBL-USGS-3.1 /3.6).
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Table 10.13.2.1 summarIzes the time required to attain the indicated relative humnidity RH in the rock
at various repository locations and the temperature T at which that value of RH is attained for the
"reference" matrix-property case based on the RIB [DOE, 19901 and Kiavetter and Peters 119861 for AMLs
of 110.5 and 150 MTU/acre and for eff - 2.0. For the five sets of LBL-USGS matrix-property data and
AMLs of 110.5 and 150 MTU/acre, Tables 10.1322 and 10.1323 summarize the same RH and T
information given in Table 10.1.32.1. Note that, although these Uses have different values of saturated
matrix permeability kab they anl share the same bulk permeability kb = 280 minlidarcy.

For AML = 1105 MTU/are, the five LBL-USGS matrix property cases fall Into four categories with
respect to the rate at which the repository rock rewets to (humid) ambient RH:

Fast rewetting rate: LBL-USGS-32 results in much faster resetting to ambient RH than the reference
case (compare Tables 10.1 32.la and 10.1.322a). Consequently, when a given RH is attained, T is
substantially higher for LBL-USGS-32 than in the referuce case. For example, T at the repository
center is 8XC when RH - 70% as compared with 70'C in the reference case. For LBL-USGS-32,
enhanced binary gas-phase diffusion results in slower rewettng (compare Table 10.132.2a with
10.1 3.1.4a). Because k,,sat for LBL-USGS-32 is two orders of magnitude larger than in any of the
other cases; advective liquid-phase rewetting (by matrix inbibition) proceeds much more
quickly. This faster liquid-phase rewetting increases SI to above the SI range associated with the
high matric-potential regime. This allows the vapor-pressure lowering in Eq. (11) to cease to be
important at a time when there is still a steep temperature gradient away from the repository.
Therefore, throughout the period that gas-phase diffusion is Important, the temperature effect in
Eq. (11) dominates over the vapor-pressure-lowering effect. Consequently, for LBL-USGS-32, the
primary contribution of enhanced vapor diffusion is to enhance drying, while having little effect
on gas-phase rewetting.

Medium rewetting rate: LBL-USGS-3.5 results in about the same rewetting rate as the reference case
(compare Tables 10.1.32.1a and 10.132.2b). For LBL-USGS-3.5, enhanced vapor diffusion slghtly
increases the rewetting rate (relative to the nominal diffusion case) for the inner 75% of the
repository, and slightly decreases the rewetting rate for the outer 25% (compare Table 10.1 322b
with Table 10.13.1Ab).

Slow rewetting rate: LBL-USGS-3.1/36 and LBL-USGS-3A result in similar rewetting rates (to each
other) that, for RH >. 80%, are slower than the reference case in the inner 75% of the repository
(compare Tables 10.1.3Zla, 10.1322c, and 10.1322d). For the outer 10% of the repository, these
three cases have similar rewetting rates for RH < 80%. For the outer 10% of the repository and RH
> 80%, these cases rewet more slowly than the reference case. A comparison of Tables 10.1 322c
and d with Tables 10.13.1 Ac and d shows that enhanced vapor diffusion increases the rewettng
rate for the inner 75% of the repository and for RH c 95%, while it decreases the rewetting rate for
the outer 10% of te repository. Because liquid-phase rewetting is slower for the inner 75% of
LBL-USGS-3.1/3.6 and LBL-USGS-3A than in the reference case, the temperature gradient away
from the repository becomes relatively shallow while the repository rock is still relatively dry;
consequently, the temperature effect in Eq. (11) can no longer offset the vapor-pressure-lowering
effect and vapor diffusion contributes to rewetting longer than in the reference case. In general,
enhanced vapor diffusion increases the rewetting rate More substantially for LBL-USGS-3.1 /3.6
and LBL-USGS-3A than for the reference case.

Very slow rewetting rate: LBL-USGS-3.3 results in slower rewetting rate than all of the other matrix-
property sets (compare Table 10.1.32.2e with Tables 10.1.32.1a and 10.1.322a-d). A comparison
of Table 10.1.3.2.2e with Table 10.1.3.1.4e shows that er#%anced vapor diffusion Increases the
rewetting rate for the inner 75% of the repository, and slightly decreases the rewetting rate for the
outer 25%. Because the advective liquid-phase rewetting rate is much slower for the inner 75% of
USGS-LBL-33 than in the other cases, repository rock temperatures decline more quickly with
respect to liquid saturation. Consequently, for LBL-USGS-33, the vapor-pressure-lowering effect
significantly influences rewetling much longer than in the other cases, and enhanced vapor
diffusion enhances rewetting more substantially than in the other cases.
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For 1105 MTU/acre and for the inner 75% of the repository, LBL-USGS-3.1/3.6, LBL-USGS-3.4, and

LBL-USGS-3.3 have similar relationships between T and RH. In general, with the exception of LBL-USGS-

32, there is not a great degree of variability in the relationship between T and RH. For all six matrix

property cases, the outer 3% of the repository has a similar T vervus RH relationship. Regardless of case,

the outer 3% of the 1105-MTU/acre repository is relatively hot (103 to 107C at the time that RH = 70% is

attained). With the exception of LBL-USGS-32, the inner 75% of the repository has cooled to relatively

low temperatures (61 to 72C) at the time that RH = 70% is attained.

For AML = 150 MTUJ/acre, the five LBL-USGS matrix property cases fall into four categories with

respect to the rate at which the repository rock rewets to (humid) ambient RH:

Fast rewetting rate: LBL-USGS-32 results in much faster rewetting than the reference case (compare

Tables 10.1.32.1b and 10.1 32.3a). Consequently, temperatures are significantly greater with

respect to RH. For LBL-USGS-32, enhanced vapor diffusion results in slower rewetting than the

nominal diffusion case (compare Table 10.132.3a with Table 10.1.3.1.5a). During the time that the

temperature gradient away from the repository is still relatively steep, faster advective liquid-

phase rewetting increases Si to above the Si range where vapor-pressure lowering is important.

Throughout the period that gas-phase diffusion is impottant, the temperature effect in Eq. (11)

dominates over the vapor-pressure-lowering effect. Consequently, for LBL-USGS-32, the

primary contribution of enhanced vapor diffusion Is to enhance drying, while having little effect

on gas-phase rewetting.
Medium rewetting rate: LBL-USGS-35 results in nearly the same rewetting rate as the reference case

(compare Tables 10.132.1b and 10.1.3.2f3b).

Slow rewetting rate: LBL-USGS-3.1/3.6 and LBL-USGS-3A result in similar rewetting rates (to each

other) that are much slower than In the reference case (compare Tables 10.1.32.3c and d with

Table 10.1.32.1b). A comparison of Tables 10.1.32.3c and d with Tables 10.1.3.1.5c and d of

Section 10.1.3.1 shows that enhanced vapor diffusion increases the rewetting rate for the inner

50% of the repository and RH < 90%. For the outer 10% of the repository, enhanced vapor

diffusion decreases the rewetting rate, particularly for RH > 80%.

Very slow rewetting rate: LBb.USGS-3.3 has a slower rewetting rate at any given repository location

than any of the other cases (compare Table 10.1.3.2.3e with Table 10.1.32.1b and Tables

10.1323a-d). A comparison of Table 10.13.2.3e with Table 10.13.1.5e shows that enhanced vapor

diffusion increases the rewetting rate for the inner 75% of the repository, and substantially

decreases the rewetting rate for the outer 3%. Because the advective liquid-phase rewetting rate is

slower for the inner 75% of USGS-LBL-3.3 than in the other cases, repository temperatures

decline quickly with respect to liquid saturation. Consequently, the vapor-pressure-lowering
effect significantly impacts rewetting longer than in the other cases, and enhanced vapor

diffusion enhances rewetting more substantially for LBL-USGS-3.3 than In any of the other cases.

Unlike the 1105-rMTU/acre case, the slower rewetting rates for LBL-USGS-3.1/3.6, LBL-USGS-3A,

and LBL-USGS-3.3 at 150 MTL/acre allow the outer 3% to decline to somewhat lower T (74 -81C) as RH

= 70% is attained. With the exception of LBL-USGS-32, the inner 75% of the repository has dedined to

relatively low temperatures (61-711t) as RH = 70% is attained. With the exception of LBL-USGS-3.2, the

inner 75% of the repository has declined to even lower T (49-61t) as RH = 80% Is attained.

In general, enhanced vapor diffusion enhances rewetting rate only where the advective liquid-phase

rewetting rate is relatively slow to begin with (e., the cases with slow liquid-phase rewetting rates and at

the center of the repository). Enhanced vapor diffusion reduces the overall rewetting rate where the

advective liquid-phase rewetting rate is fastest (ie., LBL-USGS-32 and at the edge of the repository).

Therefore, enhanced vapor diffusion (if It actually exists) may be thought to function as somewhat of an

'equalizer' of thermal-hydrological conditions in the repository rock, countering some of the effects of

heating variability and natural system heterogeneity. For the LBL-USGS-33 properties, 150 MTU/acre

and Jf = 02 (Table 10.13.1.5e), as RH = 70% is attained, temperatures range from 49 to 83WC from the 50

to 97% repository location (resulting in a 34*C spread), while for ,ff = 2.0 (Table 10.1.32.3e), the

temperature range is only 63 to 74MC
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(h) t = 34,630 yr. Matrix properties for the TSwl and TSw2 are based on LBL-USGS sample 3.3. Binay gas-phase totuosity factor %rff = 02 for all units.
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W Table 1013..1
Time required to attain dhe indicated relative humidity RIat various repository locations and the

temeratre atuwhich that value of RI is attained for 22.5-yr-old SNF, ps-phase diffusion tortousity
factor, scs = 2.0, - 280 millidarcy, and assuming the matrix properties from Klavetter and Peters
(1986) for he TSwl and TSu2 units. The locations are identified as the percentage of the repositoly
areaenclosed, with 00h corresrfonding to the repository center, and 100acorresponding to the edse.

Table l0.1.3lla: AML - UO.5 MTU/acre
Percentage of Time required to attain Temperatuc wahih I indiatted

repository aa the indicated Rff(r) RHI is d -

enclosed O() 7?W 80N 90W 95% 70% f 80% 90 95
so 14,260 23,85M. 4,70 59,750 70 57 44 38

75 10,180 17,870 33,350 47,150 72 59 _

90 3920 7730 16,040 26,640 85 71 57 48

97 1490 2240 4490 8130 104 93176 65

Table 20.1.3.2.1b: AMI 150 MT/,acre
Percentage of Time required to atain Temperatrc at which the indicated

repository ea the Aoe4H() _H is att
enclosed f/e) 70% 80%/ 90% 95% 70/ | 80e | 90 5 %

50 19,470 29,380 48,260 64,180 69 56 7 45 41

75 15,390 23,380 36,100 45,900 71 59 48 44

90 9610 14,520 23,170 29,140 76 66 55 50

___97 _ 5310 8420 13,5 8,330 84 74 64 57
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Table 10.1.3±2: AML * 1105 MTlU/acre
Time required to attain the indicated relative humidity RH at variocs repository locations mad the

temperature at which that value ofAHlis attained for 22.5-yr-old SNF, gas-phase diffusion tortousity
factor -t - 2.0,and ho - 280 millidarcy. The locations are identified as the percentage of die

repository area enclosed, with 0°X corresponding to the repository center, and 100% corresponding to
the cdgc.

Table IWLS3.22a Matrix-properties for LBL-USGS sample 3.2 in the TSwI and ISw2 units.
Percentage of Tin required to attain Temperature at which the i ed

repository area -he idicetRMdj) RH is atued -

enclosedt ) 70% 80W I 90% 95% 70%/. 80/6 90% 95%
50 7590 9440 12,060 16,690 87 81 74 66
75S00 8 6490 8670 95 89 83 76
90 1860 2280 2760 3760 105 99 94 85
97 VD 1170 1520 1800 107 103 99 97

Table 10.1322b: Matrix p2 perties for LBL-USGS sample 35in the TSwl and TSw2 units.
Percentage of Time required to attain Tmpraat at which the indicated

repository area the indcat RH (WIr) is at ine(C
enclosed (Y) 70/e 80% | 9098 95% 70% L 0X 90h/6 95%

SO 14,610 _ I 36,210 46,2 69 57 47X 42
75 9340 14.790 24,090 30,120 75 64 53 48

90 3080 5490 10,040 14,690 92 78 67 59

97 1190 680 2560 4 160 106 100 89 78

Table 10.1.322c Matrix properties for LBL-USGS samples 3.1 and 3.6 in the TSwl and TSw2
units.

Percentage of Thme required to attain Temperature at which tbje indicated
repository area _ the indicated RH (yr) _ RH is attanedL
enclosed (%) 70%°/ 80 90goe 95% 70% 80% 90% 95%

SO 301120 6196 0 99,580 63 49 38 34

75 1, 0"Q 24 69,530 68 53 41 36
90 4070 9370 22 3 84 66 50 42
97 1220 1930 52 12,620 106 97 72 57

Table 1O.1.S2.2d: Matrix propertes for LBL-USGS sample 3.4 in the TSwl and TSw2 urdts.
Percentage of Time required to attain Temperature at which the indid
repository ar the indicated RH_(_) RHis atained
enclosed (fO) 70% 80°/. 90W 9% 70__ _| 80% 1 90% 95%

50 17,640 SO 60,100 1 62 49 j 38 34

75 12,320 2,860 | 45, 73,170 66| 52 40 36
90 4950 10,870 25,310 39,660 79 63 47 40
97 1510 2520 8360 17,600 104 90 64 51

Table 10.13.22e Matrix properties for LBL-USGS sample 3.3 in the TSwl and TSw2 units.
Percentage of Time required to attain | TemperaturC at vich - -

repositoryara a the indicated RH(vr) I RHisattai
enclosed .) 70% |80°h 90%Ye 95% 70% 80%i 900h% 95%

SO 17,940 30,420 | 68,6 149,230 61 48 37 31

75 12,980 24,460 52,390 103,200 65 51 38 33
90 5800 13,010 32,010 59,600 75 60 43 36

97 1620 3240 13,740 _29,650 1 103 83 55 43
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Table 101323: AML * 150 MTUIacre
Time required to attain the indicated relative humidity Rlat various repository locations and the

temperatre at which that value of RN is attained for 22.5-yr-old SNF, gas-phase diffusion tortousity
actor reff 2.0,and Ab - 280 millidarcy. The locations are ideotified as the percentage of the

repostory aea enclosed, with 0% comesponding to the repository center, and 100% corresponding to
the edge.

Table 10.1.23a: Matrix properties for LBL-USGS sample 32 in the TSwl and TSw2 units.
Percntage of Time requirwd to attain Terperaurc at whi the indid

repository area the __ - RsB is a -

enclosed ( -) 70% 80% 90% 95% 700A 80 1 90sY 95%
So 13940 111790 T 22 86 80 72 65
75 7260 8640 10,930 13,5 93 88 81 74
90 35M 4260 5670 7200 101 96 89 83
97 2120 2490 2990 4020 106 102 97 90

Table 10.1.3Sb: Matrix properties for LBL-USGS sample 35 in the -Mwl and TZw units.
Percentage of Time required to attain Terperattre at which the indicated

repositoy area the indiaR () _ RHis attaine C)
enclosed (%) 70% 80%/. 90%0 95% 70% S/O. 90% j 95%

50 20,720 306 44280 55,940 67 56 47 43
75 15,270 22,040 _ _020 71 61 52 47
90 8750 12,680 18,420 j 5g 79 70 60 53
97 4250 6690 I0,4 14,050 90 79 70 63

Table 10.132.3c Matrix properties for LBL-USGS samples 3.1 and 3.6 in the TSwI and TSw2
nilts.

Perentageof me reuired to a*ain TcmpCeature at which , indicated
repository area the Indated RHNOw) REis atacd
ersed 70%X 80% 90%, 95% 70% 80I0% 90% 95%

SO 24,020 3 7 61 49 38 34

75 18,990 31,390 5 8 63 S0 40 35
90 11,9 970 36 53,670 71 57 45 39
97 5910 10,810 81 68 53 45

Table 10.U±3d- Matrix properties for LBL-USGS sample 3.4 in the TSwl and 7Sw2 units.
Percentage of Tnme required to attain Temperature at which the indicated

repository area Ihe indicated ~lr) RHis eda(e )
enclosed fvA) 70/ 7 80°% 90% 95%A 700A 80% 90% 95%

so 73,620 129,110 64 51 39 34
75 1990 M31,80 59,570 95,320 62 50 40 35
90 12,540 21,500 39,160 59.W 1 69 56 44 38
97 6970 12400 24,90W 37,160 77 65 51 43

Table 10.L3.2.3e: Matrix properties for LBL-USGS sample 33 in the TSwI and TSw2 units.
Percentage of Time required to attain Tecmperatre at which the indicated

repository area eindicatedhRI (r) - RFI is altt 8 -
enclosed (%) | 7% | 80% 90% 95% 70%A 80% 90% 95%

50 25, 38,820 84 204,630 63 51 37 31

75 20,150 33,150 70,50 142A20 61 49 38 33

90 13,570 24,230 48240 88,39 67 53 41 35
97 8040 , 14,690 31,25 1 53,1 74 61 46 38
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10.1.4 Influence of Overburden Thidkness

10.1*. Temperature and Relative Humidity in the Repository Rodc. AU of the mountain-scale (and
drift-scale) analyses of temperature T and relative humddity RH conditions in the repository have
assumed a repository depth of 343.1 m; in effect, the reference-overburden case has assumed a 343.1-m-
thick overburden. Table 10.1.41.1 summarzes T and RH in the repository rock for the reference-
overburden case and various AMLs; these cases assume ki, = 280 millidarcy, and "nominal" binary gas-
phase diffusion, where the binary gas-phase diffusion tortuosity factor huf = 02. Table 10.1..12a
summarizes the duration of the boiling period, Abe and the value of RHat the end of the boiling period
for the same suite of cases. Tables 10.1A.13 and 1.l0A.1.2b summarize T and RH in the repository rock
for the same suite of cases, but with a minimum-overburden of 200 m. (The 200-n-&thick overburden case
was chosen because it is the shallowest overburden thickness allowed by regulation.) For the reference
343.1-mn-thick overburden case, the repository Is 225 m above the water table, while in the 200-rn-thick
overburden case, it is 330 mn above the water table. Because of the additional 105 m standoff from the
water table, the liquid saturation at the repository horizon in the minimum-overburden case Is about 10%
less than in the reference-overburden case. Therefore, some of the following observations concerning RH
in the repository rock may be influenced by that factor.

A comparison of Tables 0.I1A.1 2a and 10.1 A.1.2b clearly shows the Influence of the overburden
thickness in cdntalnlng decay heat in Yucca Mountain. Effectively, the overburden acts like a thermal
insulator (or blanket), determining how long It takes for decay heat to eventually be dissipated to the
atmosphere. Therefore, we find that removing 143.1 m of this "thermal blanker has the effect of reducing
the duration of the boiling period, tp especially in the center of the repository. In general, removing
143.1 m of the overburden has the following effects:

1. A substantial reduction in tbpin areas associated with large tbp such as:
a. The entire 150-MTU/acre repository.
b. The inner 90% of the 110-MTI/acre repository.
c. The inner 50% of the 83A-MTU/acre repository.

2. A moderate reduction in tbpin areas associated with intermediate thp such as:
a. The inner 50% of the 553-MT U/acre repository.
b. The inner 75% of the 70.0-MTU/acre repository.
c. The outer 10% of the 110-5-MT/acre repository.

3. A negligible reduction in twpin areas associated with small tbp such as:
a. The outer50% of the 553-^MTU/acre repository.
b. The outer 10% of the 70.0-MTJ/acre repository.
c. The outer 3% of the 83A-MTU/acre repository.

In general, the edge-cooling effect influences thpat the repository edge more than the impact of
overburden thickness. We also generally observe for the mirdmum-overburden cases, a reduction in RH
associated with the end of the boiling period relative to the reference-overburden cases.

In past work IBuscheck and Nitao, 19921 we have observed for cases where boiling effects (both
convective and diffusive) dominate net moisture movement away from the dryout zone, roughly 95% of
the cumulative dryout occurs during the first 1000 yr. Because the reduction in the insulating effect of the
overburden does not begin to reduce repository temperatures until after 1000 yr, it does not significantly
reduce the cumulative dryout effects. Consequently, we find in comparing Tables 10.IA.1.1 and 10.1A.1.3
that the duration of drier-than-ambient RH In the repository rock is generally similar for the reference-
overburden and minimum-overburden case. Perhaps had we adjusted the standoff to the water table to
be the same (thereby, yielding nearly Identical initial liquid saturation profiles), the shallow-overburden
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cases may have resulted in slightly shorter periods of drier-than-ambient RH in the repository rock than
in the rernce-overbuden cases.

It is important to note that all of our modeling work has assumed a very humid value of RH in the
atmosphere (99% for the cases that are in gravity-capillary-pressure equilibrium with the water table).
Under ambient conditions, the partial pressure vapor of water vapor Pv in the atmosphere is assumed to
be in equilibrium with Pv in the upper TCw unit. This prevents any diffusive loss of moisture to the
atmosphere under ambient conditions. The decay-heat-driven temperature gradient near the ground
surface is substantially greater than the temperature gradient under ambient conditions. For the
reference-overburden, 1504-MTU/acre case the temperature gradient at the ground surface exceeds the
ambient temperature gradient by factors of 34,25,8,5,2.2, and 1.1 at t =-50,1000, 10000,2O,0,000 50,000,
and 100,000 yr, respectively. For the minimun-overburden, 150.0-MTU/acre case, the temperature
gradient at the ground surface exceeds the ambient tenperature gradient by factors of 62,44, 11, 6, 3, and
1.6 at t = 200,1000,10,000, 20,000, 50,00, and 100,000 yr, respectively. The effect of a shallower
overburden Is to significantly steepen the temperature gradient-at the ground surface relative to the
reference-overburden case. In Section 10.132, we noted that binary gas-phase diffusion is primarily
driven by temperature gradients. It is possible that binary gas-plase diffusion drives a substantial vapor
flux to the atmosphere even under the ambient geothermal temperature gradient. As noted, because we
assume RH - 99% in the atmosphere, our models do not yield any diffusive vapor flux to the atmosphere
under ambient conditions. Had our models represented the actual atmospheric RH conditions, it Is likely
that we would have observed:

I. Moisture loss to the atmosphere under the ambient geothermal temperature gradient.
2. A substantially greater decay-heat-driven moisture loss to the atmosphere for both the reference-

and shallow-overburden cases.
3. The greatest atmospheric moisture loss would occur for the shallow-overburden cases, resulting

in lower RH in the repository rock than in the reference-overburden cases.
This last observation implies that had we modeled the actual RH conditions in the atmosphere,

repository RH conditions may be substantially drier for the shallow-overburden cases than for the
reference-overburden cases.

Enhanced binary gas-phase diffusion would result in even larger evaporative losses to the
atmosphere under both ambient and decay-heat-disturbed conditions. It is possible that a substantial
evaporative loss could significantly reduce the liquid-phase saturation all the way down to the PTh unit
(and perhaps even below the PTn), thereby significantly reducing much of the condensate buildup that
may occur above a high-AML repository. Shallow in situ heater tests would provide valuable information
concerning the influence of decay heat on the moisture balance near the ground surface at Yucca
Mountain and to help validate T-H models that are required to assess the influence of decay heat on the
overall moisture balance at Yucca Mountain.

Because the stored decay heat in Yucca Mountain is dissipated to the atmosphere significantly earlier
in the minimum-overburden cases, T associated with a given value of RH is significantly lower than in
the reference-overburden cases (compare Tables 10.1A.1.1 and 103A.1.3). For the 150-MTU/acre case, r
associated with RH- 70% Is reduced by 200C for the inner 50%'of the repository and by 11 to 120C for the
outer 25% of the repository. This reduction in T associated with a given RH reduces the likelihood of
generating significant aqueous reactions and aqueous-transport processes that could give rise to altered
flow and tranport properties in the repository rock.
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Table I01.4I.1: Reference-Overburden Cases
Time required to attain the indicated relative humidity RHat various repository locations and the

temperature at which that value of RH is attained for 22.5-yr-old SNE, gas-phase diffusion tortousity
factor ds - 0.2, b - 280 millidarcy, and a repository depth of 343.1 in. The locations are identified as

the percentage of the repository area enclosed, with 0% corresponding to the repository center, and
100%/c corresponding to the ede.

Table 10.1.41.lar AML - 55.3 MTU/icre

w

Percentage of Tine required to attain Temperattr at which ile indicated
repositry area the indicat RH (WI - Rhis ttained C)
enclosed (O) 70% [ 80Y. 90% 95% 70% 80Y/0 90%/ _ 95%

50 670 1660 3330 4630 107 97 80 72
75 410 940 1610 2280 107 99 89 81
90 NA200 8D401NA 103 97 95
97 NA NA NA NA NA NA , NA NA

Table 10.lA.1.lb: AML =70 MTUr /acre
Percentage of lUme required to attain Temperature at which a indicated
eposiry a _ea __ the indicatedRf( _) RAH is ataind )
enclosed (%) 70% 108 ] 90%/ J 95% 70% 80Y.[ 90%/ 95%

50 3350 8700j 16,150 23,60 91 69 56 49
75 1940 4080 7630 10450 97 77 66 61
90 630 1030 1760 2460 105 97 85 78
97 go 170 290 390 107 103 99 96

Table 10.1.4.Llc AML 834 MTU/acre
Percentage of Time required to attain Temperature at which the indicated

repository area the indicated RH ( W _ _ RH is attained ('Q
enclosed () 70 | 80Yo I 90% 95% 70%A 80%Y 90% 95%

50 8110 17,710 29,290 76 58 48 43
75 3910 8250 13,820 19,040 86 70 59 53
90 1240 2030 3530 4800 104 91 78 73
97 370 590 890 1140 107 103 98 94

Table 10.1.4.Llc AML = 110.5 MTU/acre
Percentage of Time required to attain Temperature at wich eindicated
rpository area | _ the(ndce Lvr) | RH isea(aC
enclosed (%-) 70% 80% 90%/9 95% 700/1 80Y% 90% 95%

50 15,960 27,910 40,990 49,980 68 54 45 42
75 9540 15S20 24,950 32,590 76 64 53 48
90 1 3190 4890 7460 9S90 1 93 82 73 68
97 1410 1810 2360 2890 1 106 _101 93 88

Table 10.l".1le: AML 150 MTU/acre
Percentage of Time required to attain Temperature at which the indicated

Teposity area | the indicatedRH (yr3O| Alis attaine(t )
enclosed (X.) 70YA 80°M% 90%/ | 95% 700A M. 90% 95%

50 x 0 1 50920 T 64,150 68 52 45 1 41

75 16,40D 24,520 32,700 1 43360 | 70 59 | 46
90 8660 12,090 16,520 19T 7 siT 72i 64 1 59
97 1 4330 6020 81801 10,060 93 8412

* tftw v
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Table IL41.2a: Refexece-Overburden Cases
Duration of boiling period at various repository locations and relative hunidity RH attained at the

end of the boiling period for 225-yr-old SNF, and various AMLs, gas-phase diffusion tortousity
factor = 0.2, kb = 280 inillidarcy, and a repository depth of 343.1 m. The repository locations are

identified as the percentage of the repository area enclosed, with 0% ccnresponding to the repository
centerand 100% corresponding to the edge.

Table l..4.L2a: Reference-Overburden Cases
repository depth - 343.1 rn

Percentage of Duration of boiling period (yr) and RH (%)
repository area at end of boiling period for lndlcated AMts
encosed(%) 55.3 MTU/acre 70.0 MTU/acre 83.4MTU/ace 1105 M JU/acre 150.0 MTU/acre

s0 1760 yr80.% 2830yr68.1% 3870yr57.2% 6130yr44.3% 9590yr46.8%.

75 llOOyr 83.7% 2000 yr 7059 2740yr 65.2% 4290 yr 51.4% 7210yr 45.1%

90 440 yr 92.7% 1090yr 81.0% 1700 yr 76.6% 2870 yr 67.6% 5010yr 54.1%

97 80yr 98S% 410yr 955% 990yr 925% 2150yr 86.69% 3960yr 66.8%

Table 101A4.A.2b: Minimum-Overburden Cases
repository depth - 200 m

Percentage of Duration of boiling period (yr) and RH (%)
repository area at end of boiling period for indicated AMLs

enclosed (%) 55.3 MTU/acre 70.0 MTUJ/acre 83.4MTU/acre 1105 MTU/acre 150.0 MM/Jacre

50 1390yr 76.7% 1960yr 61.% 2450yr 54.7% 3600yr 43.1% 5720yr 27.6%
75 1070yr 77A% ISM5yr 613% 1930 yr 54.8% 2700 yr 47.6% 4170yr 36.3%

90 460 yr 863% 980 yr 76.7% 1360 yr 67.5% 1960 yr 56.9% 2970yr 49.0%
97 80 yr 96.9% 450 yr 92.0% gOO yr 86.2% 1590 yr 73.7% 2440 yr 60.7%
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Table 10.14.1.3: Minimum-Overburden Cases
Time required to attain the indicated relative humidity RH at various repository locations and the

temperature at which that value of RFis attained for 22.5-yr-old SNE, gas-phase diffusionn tortousity
factor g = 0.2, Ab = 280 millidarcy, sad a repository depth of 200 m. The locations are identified as

the percentage of bhe repository area enclosed, with 0%. corrspondiizg to he repository center, and
100%. corresponding to the edge.

Table O.lA1.3a: AME - 55.3 MTU/acre

%Wr

Pcntage of lime required to attain Temperature at which ie ndicated
repository ar the indicated RNOr ) RHis attained
enclosed (DA) 70% 80% 1 90% 95% 70% OY [ 90'/, 95-

50 960 1820 4270 6320 105 87 61 1 55
75 680 1260 2640 4120 10 91 68 57
90 130 280 620 810 106 1001 931 86
97 NA NA NA NA NA NA| NA NA

Table 10.1.4.1L3b: AML * 70 MTUIMaure
Pevcntage of Time required to attain Temperature at which the indicate

repository area the indicated RH ( _) - RHis attained
enclosed 70) 7% 80DA 90 95% 70% 80% 90A 95%

50 4680 10,270 16,370 24,020 67 54 47 41
75 3340 7350 12,070 18,150 69 55 48 43
90 680 1210 2410 3930 104 90 68 58
97 120 200 560 106 102 97 93

Table 10.I.1.3c AML - 83A MTU/acre
Pe=c=tag of Time required to attain Tempertre at wbich the indicatd
repository area _ the indict ed JW______ - fUY aie_
endosed (f.) 70%/e 80% 90 [ _ 9S%_ 70% U0% 90% 95%

50 8300 15,510 24,760 31,050 62 50 43 389
75 6300 10,905 16,210 21,800 62 53 47 43
90 1550 3110 5660 8g00 91 67 57 53
97 420 -1 680 1090 1500 1 106 101 91 82

Table 0.L14.1.3c AML = 1105 MMUacre
Percentage of Time requitd to attain Temperature at which the iniatd

repository ara ___ the indic todRH ) _Wi_ s a t
enclosed .) 70% 80X 900% | 95% 70%T 80fo 9ge0% 95%

SO 501 24,480 34,490 * 48,000 57 48 41 36
75 10,230 14,0 19,410 28,820 61 54 49 42
90 4120 6480 8830 11.040 71 63 58 54
97 ISO, 1920 2910 4220 1101 8C7 73 , 65

Table 10.14.13e: AML = 15D MlUMgcre
Percetatge of Time requird to attain Temperature at w indicad

repository area the indicated RH ( _) _"i RSistainet -
encdosed .) 70% 80% 90%A 95% 70% 80SY 90%1 95%

50 30,78 45790 68,730 100,200 48 41 35 32
75 16,930 233 30,370 44,000 58 51 45 40
90 8000 10,650- 13,380 17,070 69 63 58 53
97 36001 5190 6870 868 82 72'. 66 62

W
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poperties for all unlts (Including the lSwI and ISw2) are based on Klavetter and Peters [1986]. Binary gas-phase tortuosity factor ref = 0.2
for all units.
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Teff = 0.2 for all units.
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10.1A.2 Heat-Pipe Behavior. Figures 1O.3A.2.-10.1.A23 give the vertical liquid saturation profiles for
AML - 1105 MTU/acre and three repository depths, Including (1) the reference-overburden case with a
repository depth of 343.1 m, (2) the minimum-overburden case with a repository depth of 200 mn, and (3)
the maximum-overburden case with a repository depth of 430 n. To show the influence of edge-
cooling/rewetting/shedding effects on T-H behavior (see Sectibn 1.10.6 of Chapter 1), vertical profiles are
given at three repository locations, including: (1) r - 0.0 m, which is at the center of the repository, (2) r =
606.0 m, which is the 'median" repository location that encloses 50% of the repository (Ie., 50% of the
repository lies between that location and the repository edge), and (3) r = 8352 m, which encloses 95% of
the repository (IOe., only 5% of the repository area lies outside that location).

For the range 200430 m, overburden thickness has a very pronounced affect on mountain-scale
thermal-hydrological behavior. At very early time (O < 100 yr), thermal interference with the Constant-
temperature boundary at the ground surface has not yet devedkped; consequently, the vertical
temperature profiles and liquid saturation profiles are similar for these three cases (compare Figs.
lO.1A2.1ab; 10.1 A22ab; and IlAA2.3ab). At 1000 yr (approximately corresponding to the maxdmum
extent of dryout effects), the minimum-overburden case results in an almost negligible heat-pipe zone of
near-960C temperatures (Fig 10.IA2.2b), while the maximum-overburden case results in a 180-n-thick
heat-pipe zone (Fig. 10.IA3b). In the reference-overburden case, the beat-pipe zone at 1000 yr Is about
1O0-m thick (Fig. 10.lA.1b). The maximum-overburden case has a 100-n-thick zone where liquid
saturation is nearly 100% (Fig. 10.1A230), while in the minimum-overburden case, the zone of near-100%
liquid saturation is only225-m thi&c (Fig. 10.1A2.2f.

The extra 230 m of insulating rock above the maximum-overburden case (compared with the
minimum-overburden case) results in four major effects:

* It conserves the decay heat better than the shallower-overburden cases, thereby providing
thermal energy with which to vaporize (ie., mobilize) in situ water from the rock matrix.

* It contains much more in situ water (than the shallower-overburden cases) that can be vaporized
and mobilized by decay heat.

* It Imposes a longer pathway for vapor to escape out of the top of the mountain; therefore, it loses
a smaller fraction of the mobilized water than the shallower-overburden cases.

* It takes longer to develop a steady-state temperature profile with the constant-temperature
boundary at the ground surface.

The last point is significant because the heat-pipe will continue to increase in length until there is full
interference between the heat source at the repository and the ground surface. During this initial heat-
pipe-development period, the cooling effect of heat pipes is greatest. In theory, if the repository were
infinitely deep and heat generation from the repository did not decay with time the heat pipes could
continue to Increase in length indefinitely. Taken together, the deeper repository has (1) more heat, (2)
more water, and (3) more time to develop heat pipes; moreover; the deeper repository provides a greater
distance over which near-boiling temperatures can exist

The differences between the minimum- and maxdmum-ovefiurden cases in condensate buildup
above the repository would be even larger if the atmosphere was not assumed to have a relative humidity
RH= 99%. The much steeper temperature gradient dose to the ground surface (compare Figs. 10.1.42.2a-
d with Figs. 10.1 A3a-d), and the fact that the condensate buildup zone is driven closer to the ground
surface (compare Figs. 10.1A2.2e-h with Figs. 10.1A3e-h) would result in a greater moisture loss to the
atmosphere, driven by the diffusive and advective transport of water vapor. The assumption of near-
100% RH in the atmosphere virtually precludes any diffusive flux of water vapor to the ground surface.

Because the actual overburden thickness varies at Yucca Mountain as a result of its topography, these
calculations indicate that T-H behavior above the repository can vary significantly with areal location.
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10.2 Mountain-Scale Saturated Zone (SZ) Thermal-Hydrology

10.2.1 Influence of SZ Heatflow on UZ Heatflow

We investigated the effect of hydrothermal flow in the saturated zone (SZ) on repository
temperatures by comparing results from the UZ model (which assumes a fixed-depth, constant-
temperature water table) with those obtained with the UZ-SZ fiiodel (which includes hydrothermal flow
in the SZ down to an effectively Infinite depth). For all of the cases considered (AMLs of 27.1 to 154.7
MTU/acre; 30- and 60-yr-old SNF), the treatment of the water table and the SZ has little effect on
repository temperatures during the first 1000 yr (Fig. 102.1.1). Because temperatures peak within 1000 yr,
Tnmk is not affected by the treatment of the water table and SZ. For 30-yr-old SNFand an AML = 49.2
MTUl/acre (Fig. 10.2.1.1a), Tpeak = 114.9 and 115.3'C for the UZ and UZ-SZ modelsr respectively. For 30-
yr-old SNF and an AML = 134.7 MTU/acre (Fig. 10.2.1.1b), Tpek . 201.6 and 202.9 C for the UZ and UZ-
SZ models, respectively.

For t > 1000 yr (after repository temperatures have peaked), the SZ begins to heat up significantly
(Fig. 102.1.2), thereby reducing the rate at which heat can flow from the UZ to the SZ. Consequently, the
duration of boiling thp substantially Increases, particularly for higher AMLs (tOb 1000 yr). For lower
AMLs (tb <1000 yr), the increase in tbp Is less substantial. For the reference SCP-CDR thernal load (AML
= 49.2 M6F/ acre; 10-yr-old SNF), tbpinaeases from 550 to 670yr (Fig. 102-1.1c). For 30-yr-old SNF and
an AML = 77A MTU/acre, tbpincreases from 2080 to 3510 yr (Fig. 102.1.1a). For 30-yr-old SNF and an
AML = 154.7 MlJU/acre (Fig. 10.2.1.1b), thp Increases from 6500 to 1A,50 yr. For 60-yr-old SNF and an
AML = 248.5 MTU/acre (not shown), thpincreases fromn 12,630 to 18,120 yr.

Low AMLs (with tpa < tbp) are also affected by the treatment of the water table and SZ. For 30-yr-
old SNF and an AML = 27.1 MTU/acre, hydrotheral flow in the SZ extends the duration of time the
repository Is above WC from 2200 to 3600 yr and extends the duration of time the repository is above
40-C from 5060 to 14,150 yr.
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10122 Buoyancy-Driven SZ Flow and Transport

In the previous section, we investigated the impact of hydrothermal flow in the SZ on thermal-
hydrological (T-H) behavior in the UlZ. Here we examine T-H behavior of the SZ itself. We examine the
sensitivity of SZ T-H behavior to thermal loading design parameters as well as to the T-H properties. We
also address the question of whether decay-heat-driven T-H behavior in the SZ will dominate
hydrological flow and transport in the SZ, and begin to investigate the magnitude of convective effects on
heat flow between the UZ and SZ. Note that our model assumes no lateral flow in the SZ at t =0 yr.

We compare the magnitude of decay-heat-driven buoyancy flow In the SZ for three cases of 30-yr-old
SNF having the same total mass of SNF: (a) 27.1 MTU/acre over a repository area of 3162 acres, (b) 77A
MTU/acre over 1118 acres, and (c) 154.7 MTU/acre over 559 adres. We have observed that temperatures
in the SZ build up considerably, even for low thermal loads (Pig. 102.12). Although convection does not
dominate heat flow in the SZ, after -1000 yr, heat flow in the SZ appears to dominate fluid flow in the SZ.
This dominant influence of decay-heat-driven flow was found to occur for all AMLs investigated, 27.1 to
154.7 MTM/acre. As the SZ temperatures (below the repository footprint) rise, the accompanying
decrease in mass density results in significant upward component of flow from considerable depth,
generating buoyant convection cells.

Decay-heat-driven convection cells in the SZ require tens of thousands of years to fully develop. As
the thermal pulse from the repository propagates both vertically and radially into the SZ, the region over
which decay-heat-driven convection occurs continues to expand during (at least) the first 20 000 yr (Figs.
1022.1 and 10.2.2.2). As this region expands, additional parallel convection cells are added to the
convective system. After 1000 yr, two convection cells (one on each side of the symmetry axis) have
developed (in cross section), extending radially -2 to 3 km from the repository center (Fig. 10.22.1a); after
5000 yr, the radial extent of repository-heat-driven convection is- km (Fnig. 10.2.2.1b); after 10 000 yr, the
radial extent of the convection cells is -8 to 10 km (Fig. 10.22.2a); after 20 000 yr, the radial extent of the
convection cells exceeds 10 km from the repository center (Fig. i0222b). Because the matrix permeability
of the SZ is presumably quite small, these large-scale, buoyant convection cells require large-scale
connectivity within the fracture system.

The connectivity and bulk permeability kb of the fracture system in the SZ will be determined
through the analysis of multiple-well, multiple-level, packer tests. However, the use of in situ heater tests
in the SZ would give us much more direct evidence that the fracture properties are sufficient to result in
significant buoyant convection. Because the driving force for buoyant convection is primarily propagated
by heat conduction (rather than by direct hydraulic communication through connected fracture
networks), the use of heater tests would provide valuable information about the bulk fracture network
properties that cannot be obtained through conventional packer tests. The temperature field acts as a
signature for convective effects. Diagnostic thermal probes, which are extremely sensitive to differences
between conductive and convective heat flow, would also assist in the interpretation of convective effects
[Danko and Buscheck, 19931. The heater tests would provide a valuable tool in understanding the
ambient system as well as how the SZ system responds to heat

Although the geometric details of the convection cells differed, we found that the overall magnitude
of decay-heat-driven buoyancy flow is relatively insensitive to AML For example, at t = 5000 yr, the
maximum horizontal fracture velocity (qh)ma is 1180 m/yr for 27.1 MTU/acre (Fig. 102.23a), and 1580
m/yr for 154.7 MTU/acre (Fig. 10.22.3b). Although the AML varies by a factor of 5.7, the difference in
(vh)ma is only 33% between these two cases. For 77A MTU/acre, (vh)as is 1510 m/yr at t = 5000 yr (Mig.
10v2.1b). The fracture velocity is obtained by multiplying QECy (which is the bulk-porosity-averaged
liquid-phase velocity) by the ratio of the bulk porosity divided by the fracture porosity. Using the same kb
applied in these calculations (kb = 280 millidarcy) and applying a relatively steep hydraulic gradient of
1ta m/m results in an ambient A, of only 63 m/yr. Therefore, it appears that decay-heat-driven flow
may dominate SZ flow and transport for tens of thousands of years. The large difference between the
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decay-heat-driven Vh and that driven by even a very steep hydraulic gradient indicates that the effect of
assuming an initially stagnant SZ in our model should be negligible.

Decay-heat-driven buoyancy flow in the SZ is a result of changes in fluid volume AV that occur as the
region below the repository is heated. Because AV increases with AT, the magnitude of buoyancy flow
generally increases with AT. Although AV per unit volume of heated SZ is less for lower AML, the larger
footprint associated with the low-AML repository results in a larger overall region where this heat-driven
change in volume takes place (compare Figs. 1022.3a and 1O223b). Consequently, for a given amount of
time-integrated heat, the cumulative effect of repository heating on driving convection cells in the SZ is
similar over a wide range of AML In general, the magnitude of decay-heat-driven buoyancy flow in the
SZ is insensitive to the actual design of the repository and is primarily sensitive to the time-integrated
heat (i.e., total mass of SNF emplaced in the repository). Consequently, the T4-I and potential
geochemical consequences of heat in the SZ should not be considered a design issue but rather the
inherent response of the SZ to the emplacement of a given quantity of SNF.

For t a 5000 yr, the isotherms of the temperature buildup (Pigs. 10.2Z1b, 102-2.2a, 10.2.2.2b, 10.2.2.3a,
and 10223b) show significant deviations relative to what would be expected for conduction-dominated
heat flow. These deviations do not arise from the convection of.repository heat instead, they are caused
by the convection of hotter water from below (hotter because of the geothermal gradient). Because a
constant-temperature boundary is maintained 1 km below the water table, and liquid flow is both
entering and leaving this boundary, the convection cells are not within a closed loop. Consequently, the
model-boundary effect prevents cooler water that enters the boundary from cooling the warmer water
leaving the boundary. Therefore, it is possible that this boundary effect may introduce additional heat
that would not have occurred had the finite extent of the convection cell been fully represented in our
modeL On the other hand, the dose proxinity of a constant-temperature boundary to significant
temperature chages would tend to lower temperatures. To evaluate which of these effects might
dominate or whether their combined effect is negligible (with respect to SZ heat flow), we analyzed
several cases with no fracture flow (effectively causing heat flow to be entirely dominated by conduction)
and found negligible differences in heat flux crossing the water table. Therefore, the model-boundaiy
effect that occurs 1 km below the water table does not influence heatflow at the water table; moreover, it
does not affect temperature rise In the UZ and the upper SZ. It should be noted that few data exist
concerning the vertical extent of connected fracture networks in the SZ and that the thermal property
data below the PPw unit is lacking in the RIB [DOE, 1990]. We plan to continue our study of decay-heat-
driven T-H behavior in the SZ, utilizing other available sources of thermal property data [Sass et al.,
19881.
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10.3 Geochemistry and Mineralogy of the Altered Zone (William E. Glassley)

Introduction

Geochemical processes that will occur as a result of emplacement of high-level

radioactive waste will be driven by heat transferred into the rock surrounding the

emplacement drifts. The consequences of these geochenical effects will depend
upon the rate of temperature change, and the maximum temperature reached, as

well as the flux of water and vapor through the rock In some waste emplacement
scenarios, temperature changes of more than 10cC extend hundreds to thousands of

meters away from the emplacement drifts. In other scenarios, temperature changes
of this magnitude are restricted to regions less than 100 meters from emplacement

drifts. For any given emplacement scenario, the rate at which temperature changes

occur depend, in general, on the distance from the heat source: the further the

distance, the slower the heating rate. Regardless of emplacement scenarios, within

the immediate vicinity (several tens of meters) of emplacement drifts, temperatures
will increase relatively rapidly to more than 1000C.

This temperature behavior has led to a conceptual model In which "near-field"

effects (the Near-Field Environment) are distinguished from "altered Zone" effects

(the Altered Zone). In the near-field region, hydrological processes will be

dominated by water vaporization, water movement by means of gas phase

transport, and condensation in those outer regions of the near-field environment
where temperatures are below the boiling point. Geochemical processes will be

dominated by evaporation and boiling, mineral dehydration, and solid-vapor

interactions. In the altered zone, hydrological processes will be dominated by an
increase in water availability and increased saturation, associated with vapor

condensation. The geochemical processes will be dominated by fluid-rock

interactions, and reactive transport. Within the altered zone, these interactions will

result in significant coupling between hydrological and geochemical processes, such
that fluid flow pathways and geochemical conditions will evolve in a synergistic

way.
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Although the geochemical processes ( e.g., recrystallizations, hydration or

dehydration of mineral phases, or both; dissolution and precipitation; rock-water
interaction Involving water in pores and fractures; cation exchange, sorption, etc.) in
both regions are the same, their impact on rock properties will be different, due to

contrasts in heating and cooling rates, and in the abundance and temperature of

liquid water. These differences will be expressed as differences in the magnitude and

nature of chemical and mineralogical changes, and the duration of specific

processes. As a result, the repository performance wil be affected differently in the

two regions as a result of water-mineral interactions. For purposes of this report, the

Near-Field Environment (NFE) will be considered to be those regions that acheive

temperatures well above the boiling point, and the Altered Zone (AZ) will be
considered to be tose regions that maintain temperatures low enough to allow

liquid water to exist in pores and fractures. This distinction has the advantage of

focusing attention on the dominant processes that may effect performance in

different regions of the repository (e.g., evaporation of water and mineral

dehydration in the NFE, and rock-water interaction and the kinetics of dissolution

and precipitation in the AZ). Refer to Chapter 3 for results to date of activities

investigating processes in the NFE.
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10.4 Summary of Recent Studies Concerning Geochemical and Mineralogical

Evolution of the Altered Zone (William E Glassley)

The results of four studies are reported here. These studies consider the

geochemical and mineralogical evolution of the AZ.
One study (Section 10.421 Hydrothermal Alteration of Vitric Tuff from Yucca

Mountain) considers the effects of liquid water interacting with vitric material
typical of the Tsw3 unit and the vitric Calico Hills lithology. The results indicate that

extent of alteration, as a function of time, is sensitive to temperature (as expected

from well established models of reaction kinetics), and to the extent of prior

alteration. The latter interpretation is based on the observation that reaction
progress, for any given time or temperature was less for vitric material in which clay

occured as a ubiquitous, but trace, component covering the surfaces of vitric

material. As with previous experiments using glassy material from the region,

secondary minerals that form are primarily zeolites and clays.

A second study (Section 10.4.2.2. Amorphous Silica Precipitation (60 to 1200C):

Comparison of Laboratory and Field Rates) was concerned with evaluating apparent

discrepancies between laboratory-based and field-based measurements of reaction

rates. In this case, the precipitation rates for amorphous silica were measured. Rate

measurements were carried out in the laboratory using collapsible-bag autoclaves,

and were compared with measurements made in the field using a fluidized-bed

reactor. The field measurements were made at the Wairakei geothermal field in

New Zealand, which has been selected as a key site in which processes relevant for

repository evolution can be examined and monitored (Bruton et al., 1995). The

results show that the field-based rates are 10 to 300 ames faster than those measured

in the laboratory. Observations suggest that these differences are sensitive to

temperature, and may be influenced by the presence of other chemical species in

solution (e.g., Al). The precipitation mechanism in the field may be controlled by

surface defects.
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A third study (Section 104.2.3 Preliminary Bounds on the Water Composition

and Secondary Mineral Development That May Influence the Near-Field

Environment) places preliminary bounds on the chemical composition of water

that may enter the NFE, and on the secondary mineralogy that may develop within

the AZ. This study considered the effect of temperature and uncertainty In reaction

kinetics to place limits on fluid composition for devitrified and vitric tuffs

intereacting with a J-13 - like water over a range of temperatures. The simulations

were carried out assuming that fluid was in equilibrium with atmospheric gases.

The results indicate that water compositions remain mildly oxidizing, and slightly

to mildly alkaline (pH between 7.5 and 8.8), for most conditions. The exception

noted was that in which very large water volumes interacted with small volumes of

vitric material. In that case, the buffering effect of atmospheric gases was

overwhelmed and the solution became acidic (pH ca. 4). Secondary minerals that

formed were sensitive to extent of reaction and temperature. In most cases, zeolites

and days were present, with minor to trace amounts of other minerals present.

The effect of uncertainty in reaction kinetics was also evaluated. It is established

that uncertainty in the time at which secondary minerals form can be as great as

hundreds to thousands of years, for the uncertainties described in Section 10.4.2.2.

These results are consistent with the conclusion in Section 3.4.2, in which it is

argued that a mineral fades concept needs to be employed when considering

secondary mineral development within the repository.

The fourth study describes the results of reactive transport simulations in which

porosity modification Is monitored during dissolution and precipitation of a wide

range of silicates along a flow path that is similar to that expected for water

condensed from steam generated in the near-field environment. The results show

that porosity may more than double in devitrified and welded tuff, due to the

dissolution of cristobalite in the regions immediately adjacent to the condensation

front. As these waters migrate along and across isotherms, the dissolved

constituents eventually precipitate as complex silicates, reducing porosity, and

forming altered regions composed of zeolites, clays, and hydrated alumino-silicates.

This complex coupling of fluid flow and reactive chemical transport demonstrates
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that large changes in bulk rock hydrological properties may occur within a few

hundred years of repository operation.
These results are expected to be the foundation upon which refined estimates of

mineral facies would be developed for specific repository scenarios of waste

emplacement strategies, infiltration fluxes, and rock properties. These scenarios
have yet to be developed. It is expected that future work will focus on developing

these mineralogical and chemical scenarios, and reducing the uncertainties in key

thermodynamic and kinetic data in order to better bound the behavior of the

repository.

Name
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104.1 Hydrothermal Alteration of Vitric Tuff from Yucca Mountain, by Kevin G.

Knauss and Sally A. Copenhaver, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

10A.1.1 Introduction and Methods. Alteration of the basal vitrophyre of the

Topopah Spring tuff (Tsw3 unit) represents a potentially profound modification of

the lithologic units currently composing the potential repository block at Yucca

Mountain (see Sections 3.4.3 and 10.4.3). A suite of experiments was designed to

evaluate the effects of this potential alteration. An initial set of three experiments

was conducted to investigate the hydrothermal alteration of the vitric tuff, the

results of which were summarized earlier (Knauss and Peifer, 1986; Knauss, 1987).

Additional experiments, to more fully characterize the alteration effects, were also

conducted, and are reported below. The experimental methods and analytical

techniques described in the earlier papers were used in the runs described here. The

only exception is that the initial fluid composition in the runs with Calico Hills tuff

was 3 nmtolal NaHCO 3, rather than well J-13 water. The following table identifies

the pertinent information for all of the vitric experiments, including the three

already reported, and the two runs made with zeolitized Topopah Spring tuff

The rock samples taken from G4-1362 (the moderately welded, essentially

unaltered vitric airfall/ashflow below the basal vitrophyre) have been characterized

in detail (Knauss and Peifer, 1986). The rock samples taken from GU3-1226, Ue25al-

1297 and outcrop Tchnv have been characterized in a similar fashion, and will be

reported later. Briefly, the material from GU3-1226 samples the densely welded

vitrophyre and is essentially unaltered glass. Both of these samples of Tpt glass

(G4-1362 and GU3-1226) have low (-2%) phenocryst content. The material from

Ue25al-1297 also samples the Tpt vitrophyre, but at this location the glass has been

extensively altered to zeolite (heulandite) and clay (smectite). It also has a low

phenocryst content. The outcrop material (outcrop Tchnv), taken from the north

end of Busted Butte, samples the Tuff of Calico Hills and is mostly glass (-80%) and

phenocrysts (-16%), although some alteration to clay has occurred (-4%). This

amount of clay alteration is similar to that observed in the vitric intervals of Tchnv

in drillcore. The sample locality Is equivalent to DEB 3/90-48 (Broxton et al., 1993).
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Ro_ Fluid T(0C) M/bar) Durafon(d) Source
Run _ _ __ ____

DB27 G4-1362 J-13 90 100 64 (1)
DB20 G4-1362 J-13 150 100 64 (2)
DB22 G4-1362 J-13 250 100 64 (2)
DB29 G4-1362 J-13 150 100 178 (3)
DB30 G4-1362 J-13 350 100 16(57) (3)
DB25 GU3-1226 J-13 90 100 64 (3)
DB21 GU3-1226 J-13 150 100 64 (3)
DB23 GU3-1226 J-13 250 100 64 (3)
DB28 Ue25al-1297 J-13 90 100 64 (3)
DB24 Ue25al-1297 J-13 150 100 64 (3)

CH3 outcrop Tdhmv NaHC03 90 100 210 (4)
CH2 outcrop Tchzv NaHCO3 150 100 93 (4)
CHI outiOpTdmv NaHCO3 250 I00 94 (4)

= zeolitized Tpt
(1) Knauss and Pelfer, 1986
(2) Knauss, 1987
(3) Knauss and Copenhaver (1995)
(4) in progress

AU of the hydrothermal experiments with Tpt core wafers used water collected

from well J-13 as the fluid. The three runs with Tch core wafers used a 3 mmolal

NaHCO3 solution as the fluid phase, since sufficient J-13 water was not available at

the time the experiments were conducted. This solution has approximately the

same carbonate alkalinity as J-13 water, but contains about 50% more Na+ (the

dominant cation In 1-13 water) and, of course, lacks the other cations (and anions).

In all runs the fluids were analyzed for a suite of cations and anions, the quench

pH, and dissolved carbonate. The geochemical modeling code EQ3/6 (Wolery et al.,

1990) was used to calculate the in situ pH. The fluid chemistry data have been

reported as noted. Note that the pH in the tables is the 25°C pH of the quenched

fluid sample. The unreacted solid wafers of tuff and the reacted wafers recovered at

the end of each run were characterized using XRD and SEM/EMP analyses.
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10.4.1.2 Results and Discussion. The results of earlier hydrothermal

alteration experiments, in which the devitrified (repository-equivalent) Tpt was

reacted with well J-13 water at 1500 and 2500C, showed that the primary alteration

products were the Ca-rich, mordenite-type zeolite, dachiardite, and mordenite itself

(Knauss et aL, 1987). The aqueous SiO2 activity was controlled by cristobalite

saturation. The fluid chemistry was in accord with the production of these zeolites.

In contrast, results of earlier hydrothermal alteration experiments, In which the

vitric airfall/ashflow at the base of the Tpt was reacted with well J-13 water at 250VC,

showed production of the zeolite clinoptilolite, exclusively (Knauss, 1987). In these

runs with vitric tuff the aqueous SiO2 activity was controlled by amorphous silica

saturation. Runs at lower temperature (1500 and 90 0C) were extended for times

insufficient to quite reach amorphous silica saturation and no zeolites formed,

although significant changes in water chemistry occured during the course of the

water-rock interaction. In all of the vitric airfall runs at temperatures of 250° or

below, at least some glass remained unconsumed at the end of the run.

Continuing the series of runs using vitric airfall/ashflow from the base of the

Tpt, we have found that even after 6 months at 150I C (DB29) the SiO2 activity.

remained below amorphous silica saturation and no zeolites precipitated. However,

at 3500C (DB30) amorphous silica saturation was quickly reached and the glass was

completely consumed by the end of the run. The dominant run product was a non-

stoichiometric feldspar (possibly orthoclase based on XRD), which had completely

replaced the glass, and lesser amounts of the zeolite mordenite.

We ran three 2-month-long experiments to study the hydrothermal alteration of

Tpt vitrophyre in well J-13 water at 900C (DB25), 1500C (DB21) and 2500C (DB23).

Although compositionally identical to the vitric basal airfall/ashflow material, the

vitrophyre has a much smaller specific surface area, because it is densely welded.

This changes the rate at which the glass dissolves and, hence, the fluid chemistry

and run products differ for the same reaction time from those of the airfall. For

example, in all three of these runs with Tpt vitrophyre the degree of

undersaturation with respect to amorphous silica solubility was significantly greater

than in the corresponding airfall/ashflow runs. We found only evidence of glass
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dissolution at the two lowest temperatures. At 2500C, it is dear from SEM/EMP

analyses that early in the run the dominant product was a day, but as the run

progressed the zeolite linoptilolite became the major product. Given sufficient

time/reaction progress, one would expect the vitrophyre to result in mostly zeolite

alteration.

We ran two 2-month-long experiments to study the hydrothermal alteration of

naturally zeolitzed Tpt in well J-13 water at 90° (DB28) and 1500 (DB24). In these

samples, the starting material is predominately the zeolite heulandite, although a

significant amount of smectite is also present. No new run products were identified

in either run. The heulandite appeared to remain a stable phase. In fact, there was

no obvious evidence of dissolution. Interestingly, the EMP analyses of the reacted

wafer from the 150WC experiment suggested that the exchangeable cation

composition of the heulandite had become more potassic and less sodic as a

consequence of the hydrothermal reaction.

Preliminary results from the three experiments to study the hydrothermal

alteration of vitric Calico Hills tuff (Tchnv) at 900 (CH3), 150° (CH2) and 2500C (CH1)

contrast with those from the other experiments. Although the glass in the vitric Tch

is compositionally fairly similar to the vitric Tpt, the phenocryst content is

significantly higher in Tch and the phenocryst composition is distinct from that in

the Tpt. More importantly, while the basal airfall/ashflow and vitrophyric Tpt

samples were largely fresh (unaltered) glass, the vitric Tch material contains a

significant amount of smectite. The smectite is observed to coat the matrix shards

and pumice lapilli. This is true of both drillcore and outcrop specimens. Preliminary

results suggest that this has a profound effect on the glass alteration. Even in

samples with comparable specific surface area and glass composition, the Tch

samples did not produce zeolite alteration. Only smectite was detected in XRD.
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10.4.2 Kinetics of Rock-Water Interaction. Amorphous Silica Precipitation (60 to

1200C); Comparison of Laboratory and Field Rates, by Susan Carroll1 , Edward

Mroczek 2, Maureen AMail, and Margeret Eberttl-Earth Sciences Division,

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore CA, USA, 2 Institute of

Geological & Nuclear Sciences, Wairakei Research Center, Wairakei, New

Zealand

10.421 Introduction. Dissolution of silica in response to water movement at the

elevated temperatures expected in a nuclear waste repository, and subsequent

precipitation of silica on cooling may have an effect on local porosity and

permeability. Changes in porosity and permeability will effect flow pathways,

imbibition characteristics, and heat transfer, all of which may significantly influence

repsotiory performance. In order to evaluate the effect of these processes, it is

important that the behavior of amorphous silica precipitation be understood and

predictable over relevant conditions. To obtain these needed data, a study was

conducted to measure rates of precipitation in natural and laboratory settings. This

work was to form the first stage in an effort to place bounds on kinetics effects, over

a range of humidities, by resolving differences between rates measured in the

laboratory and in the field.

Dissolution kinetics of amorphous silica and quartz are fairly well understood at

conditions far from equilibrium as a function of solution composition and

temperature (Brady and Walther, 1989; Carroll et al. 1994; Dove and Crerar, 1990;

Dove and Elston, 1992; El-Shamy et al., 1972; House, 1994; Knauss and Wolery; 1988;

Knauss et al., 1990; Tester et al., 1994). However, silica polymorph precipitation data

are limited. Rimstidt and Barnes (1980), Bird et al., (1986) and Renders et al. (1995)

model quartz, cristobalite, and amorphous silica precipitation rates assuming that

the mechanisms controlling dissolution and precipitation are microscopically

reversible and are related to the equilibrium constants by the principal of detailed

balancing (Lasaga, 1981). Although these studies cover temperatures ranging from

18 to 3000C at conditions near saturation, they have only been performed at near
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neutral pH. Bohlmann et al. (1980), Fleming (1986), Hosaka and Taki (1981ab),

Laudise (1958), Weres et al., (1981), and Yokoyama et al. (1989,1991) have

investigated the effect of activities of OH-, Nat and All on silica precipitation.

It is necessary to study silica precipitation from complex field environments as

well as from well controlled laboratory experiments because some aspects of natural

systems may not be adequately accounted for In laboratory studies. Laboratory rate

equations would therefore be rendered useless for prediction of amorphous silica

precipitation in the earth's crust. Aspects of natural systems which may be

important to silica precipitation include unknown effects of dissolved major and

trace elements in natural waters.

Mroczek (1994) summarized previous field silica'precipitation rates from

geothermal waters, and compared themrwith rates calculated from theoretical and

empirical models based on well controlled laboratory experiments (Bohlmann et al.,

1980; Rimstidt and Barnes, 1980; Weres et al., 1981). These data were selected from a

larger set of field data based on the anticipated conditions at a potential radioactive

waste repository at Yucca Mountain, spanning temperatures less than 1500C and

moderate to low degrees of silica supersaturation. At these conditions,

heterogeneous reactions at the solid-solution interface are expected to be the

dominant precipitation mechanism. Field silica precipitation rates were determined

from the buildup of silica scale over time, where reactive surface area is the most

uncertain parameter. Despite this, the rates calculated from empirical equations of

Weres et al. (1981) and Bohlmann et al. (1980) were within an order of magnitude of

the field rates. In contrast, the rates calculated from the Rimstidt and Barnes (1980)

model are slower by approximately three orders of magnitude than the observed

field rates. Their laboratory experiments were conducted under much smaller

degrees of silica supersaturation than the field experiments and in pure water. The

rates measured by Rimstidt and Barnes (1980) are very similar in magnitude to those

measured by (Bird et al., 1986) in a similar experimental study.

In this work, we discuss the impact of temperature (60 to 120 0C) and solution

composition (pH 3-10, and aqueous silica, alkali, and aluminum concentrations) on

amorphous silica precipitation by comparing field rates determined from Wairakei,
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New Zealand, geothermal waters and laboratory rates using simple buffer solutions

and Wairakei geothermal waters. For details of the study, see Carroll et al. (1996).

10.42.2 Experimental Methods

10.4.2.2.1 Starting Materials. A fine grained, well rounded 99% pure quartz sand

from Glorit, New Zealand was used in the field experiments. X-ray diffraction

analysis showed no indication of other crystalline material. The initial and final

surface area were calculated to be 0.8 and OA m 2 r1 from BET Kr gas adsorption

isotherms, respectively. These BET determinations of surface area are

approximately 1.7 orders of magnitude higher than the geometric determination of

surface area (1.13 x 10-2 m 2g 1) assuming spherical non-porous particles with a

density of 265 g cm- 3 (Gregg and Sing, 1982). This discrepancy is consistent with

other reported differences between BET and geometric surface area determinations

of quartz sand (White and Peterson, 1990) and is probably due to significant surface

roughness and the non-spherical nature of the sand.

Amorphous silica used in the laboratory experiments was Mallickrodt Silicar

Silica Gel, which was repeatedly cleaned ultrasonically with Milli-Q filtered water to

remove fines, dried at 400C for 24 hours, and then stored In a plastic container at

room temperature. Initial total surface area determined from BET N 2 gas

adsorption isotherm is 270 m 2g- 1; final total surface areas range from 50 to

280 m 2 g-l.

Simple solutions used to control solution pH in the laboratory experiments are

HCl/KHphthalate buffer at pH 3, Na-acetate buffer at pH 5, NaOH/Na-borate buffer

at pH 8 and 9. With the exception of one experiment, the total alkali concentration

of all the experiments is 0.13 M. The composition of the Wairakei geothermal

waters used in the laboratory and field experiments is listed in Table 10.4-1.

104.222 Geochenical Calculations. Solution speciation, pH, and extent of

saturation with respect to silica phases at the experimental temperatures were

calculated from the measured solution compositions at room temperature using

React (Bethke, 1994) and EQ3/EQ6 (Wolery, 1992) geochemical codes and the

SUPCRT92 thermodynamic data base (Johnson et al., 1992), augmented with o-
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phthalic acd stability constants at 250C (Martell and Smith, 1989). Differences in

program algorithms result in very small differences In calculated Gibb's free energy

of reaction (200 Jmol-l) with respect to amorphous silica solubility between 60 and

1200C.

10.422.3 Laboratory Experiments. The precipitation experiments were run in

Dickson-type, gold bag autoclaves (250 ml) capped with a commercially pure

titanium head fitted with titanium or gold capillary-lined stainless steel sampling

tube that allowed the experiment to be sampled in situ (Seyfried et al., 1987). A

copper coil around the sampling tube allowed fluids to be quenched prior to

sampling.

At the beginning of each experiment, the gold bag was filled with the reactants

(approximately 5 grams of amorphous silica, and buffer solution or Wairakei

geothermal waters), sealed with the titanium head, pressure tested with an inert gas,

and placed in a pressure vessel filled with de-ionized water, which served as the

pressure medium. Throughout the experiment, the furnace temperature was

controlled by digital proportioning controllers, and the internal vessel temperature

was monitored with chromel-alumel thermocouples and digital thermometers

accurate to AleC.

Reaction was allowed to proceed at temperature until amorphous silica

saturation was achieved, and then the temperature was lowered to yield a solution

supersaturated with respect to amorphous silica by a factor of approximately 1.3. One

experiment contained geothermal waters alone to determine whether silica

precipitation occurs via homogeneous nucleation in the bulk solution. During

sampling, a nominal pressure (35 -70 bar) was maintained by externally pumping

water into the pressure vessel as the sample was taken. The sampling port was

maintained in an up-right position, keeping the amorphous silica at the bottom of

the gold bag, which allowed only the aqueous phase to be sampled. At the

completion of the experiment, the amorphous silica was removed, rinsed in MilliQ

filtered water five times, and dried.

10.4A224 Field Experiments. Silica precipitation was measured in the field with

a fluidized bed reactor, FBR, constructed at the Wairakei geothermal energy plant in
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New Zealand (Fig. 10.4-1). Geothermal waters were passed through steam grade

iron pipe, at approximately 1301C and 2 bars, to a heat exchanger. A 100 mesh

stainless steel filter upstream of the heat bxchanger removed fines from the fluid.

Temperature and flow of the fluid through the FBR were controlled by valves on

the bypass line and prior to the FBR inlet, respectively. Flow rate was measured at

the effluent stream. Inlet and outlet sampling points were located at the bypass line

and at the top of the reactor column. The FBR unit was insulated with 50 mm thick

fiberglass covered with aluminum foil to minimize conductive heat loss.

The reactor was loaded with 4.5 to 6 kg of sand, desired temperature and flow

regime were adjusted, and the FBR was then left for at least 48 hours to coat sand

partides with amorphous silica. After each adjustment of temperature or flow rate,

at least 2 to 4 hours elapsed prior to sampling, which was more than ample time to

reach steady-state conditions for the 3 to 5 minute fluid residence times within the

FBR. Inlet and outlet samples were collected, preserved with HCI to avoid

polymerization, and analyzed for monomeric silica within 30 minutes. Filtered

samples (0.2 um pore size) were analyzed for total silica at a later time.

On shutdown, the bed was dismantled, the sand was washed, dried and weighed.

The inside of the reactor wall was evenly coated with a very thin, hard, translucent

layer of silica almost to the top. Precipitation was also observed in the mesh filters

at the base of the reactor and was much softer than along the FBR walls.

10.4.23 Analytical Techniques

104.23.1 Solution Analysis. All aqueous samples were analyzed by inductively

coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry (1CP-AES) or atomic absorption

spectrometry (AA) for total dissolved silica. In addition, ICP-AES was used to

analyze for Al, B, Ca, Fe, K, U, Mg, Na, Rb, and S concentrations, inductively

coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) was used to analyze for total As, Cs,

and Rb and ion chromatography (IC) was used to analyze for C17, F-, and SO4
2-

concentrations in the Initial geothermal waters. Samples were pretreated to remove

C1 to quantitatively analyze F and S042- by IC. Reproducibility of each of these

analytical techniques is better than 2% and analyte concentrations are at least one
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order of magnitude greater than the detection limits of the analytical technique. The

relative standard deviation for the analyses was typically less than 3%. Monomeric

silica was measured using a UV photospectrometer and the yellow-P

silicomolybdate method (ler, 1979). This method has a detection limit of

approximately I ppm and an error typically less than 6%.

10.4.23.2 Solid Phase Analysis. Starting materials and run products were

analyzed by powder x-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM),

energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), and BET gas adsorption, to check for changes

in crystalinity, morphology, chemical composition, and surface area, respectively.
Krypton and nitrogen were the gas adsorbents used to determine the surface area of

the solids in the field and laboratory experiments, respectively.
10.4.2.4 A General Rate Equation. For amorphous silica precipitation, the

reaction of interest is:

ro precipitation

SiO2(Am. Si.) + 2H20 o H4SiO4. (1)

dissolution

where the Gibb's free energy of reaction, AG,:

AG, = RTlnQ/Kv, (2)

and solution saturation is equal to the ratio of the aqueous Ion activity quotient and

amorphous silica solubility constant, Q/ke, assuming ideal unit activity of the solid

phase.

A generalized equation which relates net precipitation rate, Rateppt to reaction

affinity may be written as:

Ratepp= -dtSil/dt = - k1pp* [1-n exp (AGr/RT)lM (3)

where kpa is a rate constant that may be dependent on temperature, pressure, total

reactive surface area, surface defect density, and on any unidentified effect of the
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solution composition (such as the activities of OH, Na+ or A3'), and n and m are

empirical constants. The form of the Gibb's free energy function, f(4G,), in

equation (3):

f(lAG) = [1-n cxp (4G/RT)) (4)

and the overall order of reaction affinity, m, provide Insight to the rate controlling

mechanism, which may Indlude elementary reactions at the solid-solution interface

or growth at the surface defect sites.

Although mineral kinetics are likely to be controlled by complex reactions at the

solid-solution interface, transition state theory (Lasaga, 1981; Aagaard and Helgeson,

1982) and surface complexation theory (Stumm and Wieland, 1990) have played
critical roles in the development and application of generalized rate expressions for

dissolution and precipitation reactions. Irreversible thermodynamics may be applied

to complex solid-solution reactions, If a single elementary reaction or several

elementary reactions at steady-state control the precipitation reaction (Nagy et al.,
1991; Nagy and Lasaga, 1992). For both of these cases Rateppt is linearly dependent

on f(AGr). If precipitation involves a series of elementary reactions, where the rate

is controlled by the slowest elementary reaction, then equation (3) simplifies to:

Rateppt= -kpp * [1 - exp(AG,/RT)l (5)

where n and m equal 1. If the reaction rate is controlled by more than one

elementary reaction at steady-state, then the equation (3) may be expressed by:

ftteppt= -kpp* 11- n exp (AGrIRT)1 (6)

where n is a constant not equal to 1 and m equals 1.

Mineral precipitation rates controlled by surface defects, such as dislocations and

impurities, have a non-linear dependence on f(Gr):
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Raztepp= -kppt' [1-exp (AGSRT)im )a)

-w

where n equals I and m does not equal 1. For example, the BCF model (Burton

et al, 1951, Ohara and Reid, 1973) describes continuous spiral growth along

energetically favorable sites, and has a second order dependence on f(AGr).

Heterogeneous nucleation Is not required with this model, allowing precipitation to

occur from slightly supersaturated solutions (QlKeq = 1.05). Nielson (1986) has

successfully predicted experimental precipitation rates for a variety of chloride,

sulfate, carbonate, and oxalate salts using the BCF model. Several amorphous silica

precipitatio experiments mathematically describe the rates with a second order

dependence on f(AGd) (Bohlmann et al., 1980; Weres et al., 1981).

10.4±5 Results and Discussion
104.25.1 Laboratory Experiments. For our calculations, we assume that the

reactive surface area available for precipitation is proportional to the BET surface
area of amorphous silica at the end of each experiment. The final BET surface areas

deviate from the initial value of 270 m 2g-2 and range from 50 to 280 m 2g-1 (Table

10.4-2). We assume that most of the surface area reduction occurs during reaction at

elevated temperature prior to the decrease to precipitation run temperature. This is

reasonable, because the solutions have reached amorphous silica saturation at

elevated temperature, and because there is a systematic decrease in BET surface area
with increasing pH. This trend is in agreement with decreasing surface area of silica

gels synthesized at increasing pH (Iler, 1979). No observable changes in surface

morphology are observed in SEM images of initial and final solids to account for a

two to five factor change in surface area. Therefore, the reduction in surface area
must be due to a reduction in Internal porosity. No crystalline phases were detected

in the solid phases with XRD.

To calculate amorphous silica precipitation rates from the laboratory

experiments, curves are fit to the exponential decrease in aqueous silica

concentrations normalized with respect to surface area as a function of time. Only

data from the first 10 days of precipitation are used in the exponential curve fit to
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minimize potential artifacts of increasing relative surface area as aqueous samples

are extracted from the reaction vessel over time.

Amorphous silica precipitation rates (Fig. 10.42) are best modeled with the

following form of the general rate equation (3):

Rateopt = -d[SiUr 2/dt = -Amp (OH, T) * (1 - expAGr/RT) (8)

where n = m = 1 and kppW(Simnr2d 1) is dependent on pH and temperature. For each

experiment, there is a linear relationship between Ratep~t and f(OGr) with a slope

proportional to kppt At all pH, precipitation rates approach zero in solutions

slightly undersaturated with respect to amorphous silica, corresponding to AG,

between 0 to -670 Jmo-l.

The pH-dependence of amorphous silica precipitation is shown in Fig. 10.4-3 as

log key versus pla At 1000C, kp is proportional to (H+j-02 from pH 3 to 8.7. At

80oC, kP is proportional to (H+I-0-3 from pH 3 to 7; no experiments were conducted

at greater pa At 1200C, there is not enough data to establish a pH-dependence of

kpt. These results are in agreement with lower temperature results; amorphous

silica precipitation rates increase from pH 4 to 8 at 250C (Fleming 1986). Additionally,

these results qualitatively agree with aqueous silica polymerization, which occurs

within a couple hours at acid pH and within a couple of minutes at pH > 7 (Iler,

1979).

Dissolved components other than silica and pH do not significantly impact

amorphous silica precipitation rates (Fig. 10.4-3). At 80 and 1000C, Apt determined

from experiments containing chemically complex Wairakei geothermal waters are

consistent with the pH-dependence of the rate constant observed from batch

experiments containing simple buffer solutions. At 1200C and approximately pH 7,
k,,p determined from the experiments containing geothermal waters is about 0.5

orders of magnitude higher than kept determined from the experiment containing

NaCl solution.
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Temperature dependence of amorphous silica precipitation rates is evaluated in

an Arrhenlus plot of log kppt versus lIT ()0 (Fig. 10.4-4), where activation energy,

Ea, is equal to:

Ea = -2.303 R (dlogkqpt)/d(1/T)) (9)

Activation energies range from 51.6 to 826 (kJ mol-1) at pH 7 and 3, respectively.

These values are consistent for rates controlled by reactions at the solid-solution

interface, and in the same range as activation energies (30 to 150 kJ mol-1)

determined for a variety of silica polymorphs over a temperature range of 20 to

5000C (Table 10.4-3).

Amorphous silica precipitation is controlled by reactions at the solid-solution

Interface, and not by homogeneous nucleation. This conclusion is supported by the

lack of silica precipitation in the absence of amorphous silica seed material

(Fig. 10.4-S5A). Wairakei geothermal waters are slightly supersaturated with respect

to amorphous silica at 1200C. In the presence of amorphous silica, aqueous silica

decreases to amorphous silica saturation value at 1000C within 24 hours after the

drop in temperature. In the absence of amorphous silica, there is no measurable

decrease in silica concentrations up to 3 days after the temperature is decreased from

120 to 1000C. Additionally, for experiments in which both total and monomeric

silica were measured, all silica is present as monomeric silica with the exception of

one experiment at pH 8.7 and 1000C (Fig. 10.4-5B). At pH > 7 polymerization kinetics

are rapid (Iler 1979), therefore it is possible that monomeric silica polymerized in the

30 minute period between sample extraction at 1000C and sample analysis at room

temperature for this experiment.

The results of this study do not support the principle of detailed balancing as

applied to silica dissolution and precipitation kinetics. According to the principle of

detailed balancing, precipitation, kppt, and dissolution rate constants, kdi., are

related to each other through the equilibrium constant, thus requiring kept and kwiss

to have the same dependence on solution composition (i.e. f(AGr) and pH).
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Amorphous silica precipitation (this study) and dissolution (Rimstidt and Barnes,

1980) rates have the same form of f(AGr):

f(AG) = (-exPAGr /RT), (10)

but the pH-dependencies of kpt and kiss are distinct. Amorphous silica

precipitation increases with increasing pH from pH 3 to 8.7. In contrast, quartz and

amorphous silica dissolution rates at conditions far from equilibrium are

independent of solution pH in the acid to near neutral region, and increase with

Increasing pH at more alkaline pH (Brady and Walther, 1989; Carroll et al., 1994,

Knauss and Wolery, 1988). Silica precipitation rate equations based on the

experimental data of Rimstidt and Barnes (1980) and Renders et al. (1996) should not

be extrapolated to add and alkaline pH solutions. All of their experiments were

conducted in deionized water.

Other studies find that the principle of detailed balancing does not adequately

model mineral dissolution and precipitation reactions over a wide range of solution

compositions. Nagy and Lasaga (1992) observe that the principle of detailed

balancing describes gibbsite dissolution and precipitation kinetics at 80WC and pH 3 in

solutions close to equilibrium, -0.8 < AGr < 0.8 (kJ/mol), but not at greater degrees of

understaturation. For more complicated mineral phases, it is not clear that this

model applies even very dose to equilibrium (Burch et al, 1993; Nagy and Lasaga,

1993).

10.42.52 Field Experiments. The steady-state precipitation rate, Raaeppt

([Sil nr2d-1) from FBR experiments may be calculated from the following equation:

Rate. X SA (ii)

wherev (L d 2 ) is the flux of fluids flowing through the reactor, A[Si] (mollL) is

change between inlet and outlet Si concentrations, and SA (i 2 ) is the total surface

area of the partides in the FBRP Equation (10) applies if the FBR behaves as a
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continuously stirred reactor, such that fluid velocity approximates the settling
velocity of the particles, resulting in a dynamic suspension (Posey-Dowty et al.,

1986). The use of equation (10) to calculate amorphous silica precipitation rates is

supported by the linear decrease in [SiO as a function of increasing fluid flow rate

over limited temperature intervals (± 20) and constant surface area (Fig. 10.4-6).

Amorphous silica precipitation was measured from Wairakei geothermal

solutions supersaturated with respect to amorphous silica by as much as a factor of

two ranging in temperature from 60 to 1170C. The results are sunuarized in

Table 10.4-4 and Fig. 10.4-7. Overall, precipitation rates increase with decreasing

temperature and increasing supersaturation; (I - exp (AGr/Rfl) becomes more

negative with increasing supersaturation. The effects of supersaturation and
temperature are interrelated, because an approximately constant inlet silica
concentration from the geothermal waters yields an increase in supersaturation

with decreasing temperature; The error in the precipitation rate shown in Fig. 10.4-7
is due to the uncertainty in the silica analysis. The difference in the silica
concentration between the inlet and outlet solutions was only a small fraction of the
total, between 1 and 8 mol%, which translates to a 3 to 23% error in the calculated
rates. Another source of error in the calculated precipitation rates is the BET surface
area measurements; surface areas for the reacted and unreacted sand are 0.4 and

0.8 m 2e, respectively. A limitation of the FBR is that surface area cannot be
evaluated at each run temperature.

However, measured rates are reproducible over the duration of the experiments,

indicating no major changes in the solid surface area. We have chosen to
normalize the field precipitation rates to Initial BET surface area.

In these experiments, we assume that amorphous silica rapidly coats the quartz

grains, and therefore steady-state values of AESJI are controlled by heterogenous
precipitation at the amorphous silica-solution interface. This reasoning is consistent
with the results of Axtmann and Grant-Taylor (19g6) and Bohlmann et al. (1980),
who have shown that rutile and quartz grains are quickly coated with amorphous
silica. Homogeneous nucleation of amorphous silica from the bulk solution is
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minimized by the short residence time of the solutions in the FBR (3-5 min.).

Induction times observed before the onset of polymerization are typically 0.5 and

2 hours at 70 and 1000C, respectively (Rothbaum and Rhode, 1979). With the
exception of two sample sets at 69 and 61IC, inlet and outlet polymeric silica

concentrations calculated from the difference between total silica and monomeric

measurements are constant and typically within analytical error, between 2 and 4%

of the total silica (Fig. 10.4-8).
Evidence of silica precipitation is seen in SEM images comparing morphology of

the unreacted and reacted sand. The reacted sand Is covered with hemispherical

silica precipitates with 1 to 2 wt.% aluminum. No aluminum was detected in the

unreacted sand. The presence of significant surface roughness in both the reacted

and unreacted sand supports the use of BET determined surface areas in the

precipitation rate calculations.
It Is not possible to unequivocally determine the exact nature of the surface

reaction mechanism controlling amorphous silica precipitation. If Ratep is

modeled within the framework of transition state theory, where n = m = 1, there is

an almost linear trend between RaMew and (1 - exp (AGr/RT) with kppt = -1.99 e-4

(ISil nr2 d-1) (Fig. 10.4-7). Although this expression mathematically describes the
relationship between measured rate and solution silica concentrations, it is doubtful

that the form of f(AGr) is indicative of a rate-limiting elementary reaction, because

kppt, and consequently Rateppi, would be independent of temperature. Recall that

temperature and the extent of solution saturation.mask one another in the field

study. Surface controlled reactions are strongly temperature dependent (White and

Brantley, 1995 and references therein). Table 10.4-a lists a range of activation

energies reported for a variety of silica polymorphs. Only Bohlmann et al. (1980)

observed zero temperature dependence for amorphous silica precipitation rates.

10X2.5.3 Comparison Of Laboratory and Fikd Precipitation Rates. Figure 10.4-9

is a comparison of laboratory and field rates using field chemistry and the laboratory

rate equation describing the amorphous silica precipitation as a function of

temperature from those experiments containing Wairakei geothermal waters:
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Rateppt = _j l.774EagSO3R)Q(1 T)) (1 - ep (AGrIRT) (12)

At field conditions most similar to the laboratory experiments, f(AGr) > -04A anid

temperatures between 90 and 1150C, rates are 10 to 20 times faster than laboratory

rates. At lower temperature and more supersaturated solutions, the field rates may

be as much as 250 times greater than predicted with the laboratory rate equation.

Rate equations derived from static laboratory experiments cannot be used to

model amorphous silica precipitation In complex natural environments, because

amorphous silica precipitation appears to be controlled by different me s in

laboratory and field studies. The first order dependence of the laboratory rates on

reaction affinity indicates amorphous silica precipitation kinetics are controlled by a

rate-limiting elementary reaction at the solid-solution interface. By comparison, the

second order dependence of the field rates on reaction affinity and the

hemispherical surface morphology of the reacted sand in the field study indicates

that reactions at surface defects control amorphous silica precipitation rates.

Other factors that may contribute to the observed discrepancy between the field
-

and laboratory experiments are effective surface area, precipitation of quartz, and

effect of dissolved aluminum. It is doubtful that the reactive surface area in the field

experiments increases by two orders of magnitude at lower temperature in the more

supersaturated solutions. The final surface area of the reacted sand, which reflects

precipitation from a highly supersaturated solution at ambient temperatures as the

FBR was dismantled, is only a factor of two higher than initial surface area

Another possibility is that quartz, and not amorphous silica, precipitates at the

sand-solution interface. If this is the case, then the calculated field precipitation rate

would increase by approximately one order of magnitude, because the solution

would be more saturated with respect to quartz. It is not likely that quartz

precipitates, given the high aluminum content of reacted sand surfaces.

Additionally, quartz precipitation does not explain the increasing precipitation rates

at lower temperature in more supersaturated experiments.

A third possible explanation is the impact of dissolved aluminum on

amorphous silica precipitation. The aluminum concentration in the reacted sand
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surfaces (1-2 wt.%) is enriched by four orders of magnitude over the low
concentrations In the geothermal waters (>1 ppm). The fact that no significant

effects of the geothermal waters on amorphous silica precipitation occur in the
laboratory experiments may be an artifact of the two different types of experiments.

The total dissolved aluminum available for precipitation in the laboratory

experiments is limited by the volume of the reaction vessel. In the field

evxpiments, the FBR design allows for continual preferential removal of the
aluminum and silica as high volumes of fluid flow through the reactor.

10.4.2.6 Conclusions. The results of this study confirm the need for
complementary laboratory and field studies to determine the factors that control

mineral-water interactions in tuff. Amorphous silica precipitation rates appear to be
controlled by distinct mechanisms in the laboratory and field studies. Amorphous

silica precipitation rates determined from the field study at Wairakei, New Zealand,
are 10 to 300 times higher than rates predicted from the laboratory experiments. The

deviation between the rates increases as temperatures decrease and the solution
composition increases.

Amorphous silica precipitation rates determined from the batch experiments are
controlled by reactions at the solid-solution interface and are dependent on

temperature, solution pH, and aqueous silica concentration. The presence of trace

elements in the Wairakei geothermal waters does not significantly enhance or

inhibit amorphous silica precipitation in these experiments. The precipitation rate

constant has a fractional dependence on solution pH, kpt is proportional to (H+i0 3

and (H+)-02 at 80 and 1000C, respectively. Egmeasured at pH 7 is 51.6 kJ mol-H. The

first order dependence of precipitation rate on reaction affinity (1 - exp AGr/RT) is

consistent with an elementary rate-limiting surface reaction. However, the pH-

dependencies of amorphous silica precipitation and dissolution rates show that the
principle of detailed balancing cannot be applied to amorphous silica kdnetics.

Amorphous silica precipitation behavior in the field experiments is distinct from
the laboratory experiments. Amorphous silica precipitation may be controlled by

surface defects, such as dislocation or Impurities, but it does not appear to be
:w
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controlled by elementary rate-limiting reactions at the solid-solution interface.

Aluminum Is enriched in the precipitating phase by four orders of magnitude.

However, the enrichment mechanism or the impact of dissolved aluminum on

amorphous silica precipitation rates is not known.
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10.4.3 Thermal Effects In the Altered Zone: Preliminary Bounds on the Water

Composition and Secondary Mineral Development in the Altered Zone That

May Influence the Near-Field Environment, by Michael Whitbeck and
William E. Glassley, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

10.43.1 Introduction. The proposed repository site Is within the unsaturated

zone, where ambient saturation of matrix pore volumes is as high as 75%. Heat-

driven evaporation, boiling, and condensation processes will lead to movement of

water vapor away from the repository, resulting in increased saturation of some

rocks within some parts of the repository block (Nltao, 1988; Buscheck and Nitao,

1992, 1993). In some cases, the saturation may approach 100% under some operation
scenarios after waste is emplaced. During cool down, or as a result of fracture flow or

dehydration of hydrous minerals, it is possible that liquid water may return to or

enter the near-field environment MTFE), or may affect rock units bounding the

repository horizon. Most of the minerals currently present in the rock making up

the potential repository horizon are not in thermodynamic equilibrium with water

at elevated temperatures, nor is the glassy material preserved within the PTn or the
TSw3 units. As a result, water will interact with existing minerals and glass, causing

new minerals to form, existing minerals to change their compositions or dissolve,
and modifying the water chemistry in the process. In order to bound these effects, an

effort to model reaction processes was undertken. The focus of this effort was on

identifying the likely minerals that would form, the effect on water chemistry, and

determine the rates at which these changes would occur. It was also the intent to
determine the uncertainty in these calculations, considering the known uncertainty

in the kinetics of dissolution and precipitation reactions.

10.4.3.2 Approach. Rock units considered in the simulations were the TSw2 and

1[Sw3 units of the Topopah Spring tuff. The mineral abundances for the TSw2 unit
were taken from Delany (1985). The dissolution rates of the mineral phases, and

their respective surface areas, were also taken from Delany (1985). The glass

composition was taken to be that of Sample 2A from Table II of Broxton et al (1989).
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The EQ3/6 code, version 7.2a, (Wolery, 1992 ab; Wolery et al., 1990; Wolery and

Daveler, 1992) was used for the simulations. The database used was COM, version

22a. All calculations were done using the "dot" activity coefficient model (see

Wolery, 1992b for a description of this model).

The initial water composition reacting with the rock materials was assumed to be

that of J-13 water. The composition used was the average composition reported in

Harrar et al (1990).

Since the purpose of these simulations was to consider the effect of reaction

progress on water chemistry and mineral assemblages, it was necessary to develop a

conceptual model in which there was sufficient water available to allow reactions to

procede until steady state was achieved. However, the extent to which reactions will

progress in the near-field and altered zone systems may be limited by water

availability. In such cases, the natural systems will only progress part way along the

reaction paths suggested by the modleing described here.
It was also assumed that reaction would take place in a system open to the

atmosphere. Hence, the coexisting gas phase had a constant H20 and CO2 partial

pressure equivalent to that of present day atmosphere (0.2 and 0.003 bars,

respectively). Reaction progress was constrained to be sufficiently large to allow

steady state to be achieved for the tuffs. In the case of the water-glass simulations,

the extent of reaction progress was determined by the amount of glass present and

the dissolution rate.
Simulations were conducted for both rock types at 40,50,60,75 and 900C. This

temperature Interval was selected because it covers the range between ambient
conditions and boiling. Reaction of rock and water at higher temperatures will be

conducted at a later time when the EQ3/6 code has been modified to simulate

reactions off the liquid-vapor saturation curve of water. Detailed simulations

involving flow pathways with restricted flux will also be conducted at a later time.

Preliminary results are presented in Section 1044.

Quartz, talc, and tridymite were suppressed from precipitation in all of the runs.

This was done because these phases, although less soluble than other silica

polymorphs or hydrous Mg-silicates, do not readily precipitate due to Idnetic
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barriers. It may be, however, that after sufficient time has passed in natural systems,

these phases would appear, as the kinetic barriers are, overcome. in that case,

indusion of these phases would be appropriate at some point in the reaction
progress. When sufficient information is available to reasonably simulate this

process, the type of simulations reported here will be redone.

To evaluate the effect of uncertainty In the dissolution rate, two methods were

used. One method evaluated the propagation of error in a generalized reaction

sequence:

A Bs*C

This simple system has an exact analytical solution yet is sufficiently general to

represent many of the subsets of more complex geochemical systems that are not

strongly coupled with other parts of the system. The results of this evaluation will

not be treated in detail here, but are described in Whitbeck and Glassley (1995). The

second method used is simulation of the reactions of water with the volcanic rocks,

using different rate constants. This method allows.representation of the specific

effects on the simulations described in this study. To illustrate these effects, we

consider dissolution of sanidine, which has a measured dissolution rate constant of

5 x 10-15 moles/cmLsec (Holdren and Speyer, 1985). The effect of different rates of

glass dissolution was examined by using a slow relative rate constant (8.66 E-14) and

a very fast relative rate constant (4.0 E4) in different suites of runs. This wide range

of rates was selected because the effective surface area that the fluid will interact

with is unknown. Overall reaction rate is a function of surface area, and can vary
over many orders of magnitude depending, for example, whether water flows only

along a preferred flow pathway in a fracture, or permeates a rock with small glass

shards and a large effective surface area. In order to evaluate these effects, the runs

with a slow reaction rate constant had a total mass of .1735 grams (.08029 moles) of

glass per kg of water and the runs with the fast reaction rate constants had 17.29

grams (8.0 moles) of glass (where the glass molecular weight was arbitrarily chosen

to be 2.21454 grams per mole).
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10A.33 Results. The water compositions and secondary mineralogies obtained at

steady state conditions, at a given temperature, for the tuffs are constrained by the
fixed composition of the starting material, and the solubilities of the starting phases.

For the vitric material, however, dissolution is treated as though it is congruent,

hence, the amount of material dissolved (or, in other words, the extent of reaction
progress) will determine the mineralogical products and water chemistry. In this

case, therefore, a steady state composition will not be achieved, except under

extreme conditions in which very high absolute amounts of glass are dissolved. The

simulations conducted here were not taken to steady state for the glasses, because
this would require dissolution of unrealistically large volumes of glass. Described

below are the mineralogical and chemical results obtained for the different rock

types.
As noted by Bruton (1995 and Section 3.4.2, this volume) the accuracy of

predictions of mineral occurences at any given time in a numerical simulation is

limited by a variety of constraints, including inaccuracies in, or a complete absence
of thermodynamic data or kinetic data for specific minerals. Hence, the mineral

suites described below must be considered representative "facies" of the assemblage

of minerals that may form, and not absolute descriptions of the specific identities of
minerals that will be present In particular, the occurrence of zeolites such as

mesolite, clinoptilolite, and stilbite, or the occurrence of muscovite in simulations

must be taken to indicate that a zeolite(s) and a sheet silicate are expected to form,
but the specific composition of those phases will depend on local effects that cannot

be accounted for a priori.

10A33.1 Secondary Mineralogy of the Tuffs (Fig. 10.4-10 (a-). Throughout

reaction progress saponite (a day), carbonate, and fluorapatite are present at low

abundances at all temperatures. These phases are joined by days (celadonite and

smectite), authigenic feldspar (microcline), and zeolites (clinoptilolite at low

temperature, stilbite at 50 and 75°C, with mesolite present throughout the

temperature range), relatively early in the reaction progress period, and they persist

to steady state conditions. The actual time of appearance of specific phases depends

upon temperature. At 400C, important secondary alumino-silicate phases do not
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appear until after approximately 100 days of reaction progress. At temperatures

greater than 500C, important alumino-licates appear within a few days. However,

in all cases, steady state conditions with relatively high abundances of secondary

minerals are not approached until thousands of days have elapsed. In all cases, one

of the last phases to appear is a silica polymorph (in this case, chalcedony), but it

quicildy becomes the most abundant secondary phase. At high temperatures (900C),

garnet and tremolite appear in the secondary mineral assemblage. As discussed

below, these phases probably would not be the stable phases that would form under

these conditions, given evidence from metamorphic petrology in low temperature

systems. Their presence in the simulations attests to the limitations of the

thermodynamic data currently available, and emphasizes the importance of the

facies concept to describe future mineral alteration, as described by Bruton in

Section 3.4.2.
10.4.332 Water Chemstry of the Tuffs (Fig. 104-11 (a-g). The initial water

composition reflects equilibration of J-13 water at the temperature of the simulation.
At all temperatures, this initial composition is moderately alkaline (pH of ca. 8.5),

oxidizing (Eh between 580 and 680 millivolts), and has a low Ionic strength (ca.

0.0028 molal). Concentrations of the dissolved elements are low. In decreasing order

of abundance, they are:

* Na (ca. 40 mg/kg]

* Si [ ca. 30 mg/kg]

* Cl [ca. 10 mg/kg]

* S (ea. 6.0 mg/kg]

* Ca [ca. S mg/kg]

* F [ca 2.0 mg/kgl

* Mg [ca. 0.1 mg/kg]

* U [ea. 0.05 mg/kg]

* Al [<1.OE-4 mg/kg]

* P [2.OE-5 mg/kg]).
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Water composition remains relative constant, at a given temperature, until
reaction progress reaches approximately 100 days, at which point the composition

changes significantly due to formation of secondary mineral phases, and dissolution

of significant quantities of the rock components. Calcium and magnesium are both

largely removed from solution due to precipitation of carbonates and, to a lesser

extent, a variety of silicates.

The elements Na, Si, and Al increase significantly, even though they are

incorporated in the secondary minerals, due to the fact that the amount added to
solution by dissolution of the solids, is much greater than the amount removed by

precipitation. Nevertheless, the final concentration reached for these elements is
controlled by the solubilities of the major secondary phases. Silicon, for example, is
buffered at chalcedony saturation, at steady state conditions. Other elements are

controlled by a combination of secondary phases, since many of these phases are

complex, multi-component solid solutions.

The redox state is effectively determined by the assumption that the solution is
in equillbrium with atmospheric gases. Hence, total oxygen is assumed to be

maintained at approximately 20% of the coexisting gas phase. This assumption

ignores the temperature effect on fugacity, since the calculations are actually carried

out on the liquid vapor saturation curve for H 20. This assumption, however, has

negligible effect on the results presented here, which are generated for the purpose

of providing gross bounds to the water composition.
The variation in pH is strongly controlled by the fact that C02 fugacity is fixed in

the simulations. This parameter, in turn influences carbonic acid equilibria in such

a way that pH remains slightly alkaline throughout reaction progress. However, the
final steady state achieved differs by approximately one log unit between the 400C

and 900C simulations. These results differ somewhat from those described in

Section 3.4.1, where water evaporation is modeled. In the latter study, the effect of
including rock interaction with the water was not considered. In addition, changes

in elemental concentrations, due to loss of H 20 during evaporation, lead to the
different results. Nevertheless, the overall character of the systems are similar, in

that pH remains relatively alkaline when C02 is controlled by atmospheric gases.
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The conservative elements CI, F, L and P show no significant variation during

reaction progress because they are not incorporated into any secondary phases that

form in significant quantities, other than apatite which maintains a constant

abundance throughout the reaction progress.

10.4.332 Secondary Mineralogy of the Vitric Material ig. 10.4-1O(a-e). For

dissolution of relatively small volumes of glass, the secondary phases that form

during reaction progress are similar to those formed In the tuffs (pyrolusite, dlays,

and zeolites). The principal differences that occur are in the respective amounts of

secondary phases, and the specific zeolites that form. These results are qualitatively
consistent with the description of glass alteration (Levy, 1984ab) in the vicinity of

Yucca Mcountain. At the end of the reaction progress, very similar end points are

achieved. The main exception to this is calcite, which persists to the end point of the

calculations for all temperatures except 400C.

For dissolution of large volumes of glass, the reaction progress is similar to that

for small volumes of glass dissolution, for small values of reaction progress, but

rather quickdy achieves a state in which the only secondary phases that are present
are pyrolusite, chalcedony and hematite.

Finally, in none of the simulations with vitric material was muscovite or

microcline present as reaction products at any temperature, in contrast to the tuff

runs where these two phases are present throughout.

10.4.32.4 Water Chemistry of the Vitric Material Mg. 10.4-12, (a-g). Water

composition in simulations involving small degrees of glass dissolution reaches

end points that are nearly identical to those for the tuff-water system, and tend to

follow very similar trends during reaction progress. The simulations involving

large volumes of glass dissolution followed the same trends early in the
simulations, but ultimately achieved much higher total concentrations of all

elements except Si, which drops to very low values controlled by large volumes of

precipitated chalcedony. The latter buffers aqueous SiO2. In addition, at high degrees

of glass dissolution, pH drops, reaching acidic values (ca. 3.8) in the low temperature

simulations and slightly alkaline (ca. 7.8) at the 900C simulation. This pH behavior
primarily reflects the effects of temperature, the glass chemistry components, and
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the solubility of C-bearing aqueous species (e.g., HCOS) and solids on pa In these

simulations, total dissolved elemental carbon decreased by three orders of

magnitude during reaction progress, which will profoundly influence alkalinity, as

vitric material dissolves and other elements are added to the solution. The

magnitude of this effect is also implied by the fact that the concentration of solutes

increases from ca. 0.02% (on a weight basis) at the beginning of the reaction progress,

to ca. 0.6% at the end of reaction progress.

The conservative elements Cl, F, Li and P were not included In the simulations

of the glasses because no analyses were available for them.

10A33.5 Propagation of Time Errors. To examine the effects of differences in

rates on specific simulations, variation in the sanidine dissolution rate was

examined. To determine the propagated uncertainty in the amount of sanidine

formed at a given time, we used the results shown in Fig. 10.4-13. Approximate

error bars, indicated in Fig. 10.4-14, were generated by differencing the runs shown

in Figure 10.4-13. The results (Fig. 10.4-14) demonstrate that the propagated error

increases with time, until sanidine vanishes. The 'error', or uncertainty, represents

uncertainty regarding the amount of the mineral present at any given time, or

uncertainty regarding the time at which a specific abundance of the mineral is

achieved. The error in predicting when a phase appears or disappears from the

model can be substantially greater than the prediction of the amount made. For

example, the maximum uncertainty in the amount of sanidine produced is ca 50%,

but the uncertainty of when it is consumed is ca -60% to +2100%.

10.4.3A Discussion. The simulations that were conducted were designed to be

the preliminary simulations for bounding water compositions that could evolve

within the Altered Zone and migrate into the Near-Field Environment, and for

bounding the mineralogy that could evolve in the Altered Zone. Emphasis,

therefore, is placed on establishing a baseline upon which refinements would be

made at a future date. The key constraints upon which the simulations were based

were: 1) constant gas fugacity, equivalent to atmospheric values; 2) suppression of

precipitation of certain phases; 3) selection of rate constants and surface areas;

4) water volume to surface area ratios for the tuff simulations typical of experiments
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conducted in Dickson rocking autoclaves, thus representing scenarios in which very

large volumes of water are available, relative to the accessible effective surface area.

The simulations involving the vitric material, on the other hand, cover a very wide

range of possible accessible surface areas, and thus represent a range of conditions

from water flow in fractures, to water wetting non-welded, highly porous vitric

materials.
1O.424.1 Baseline Secondary Mineralogy. Under all conditions, clays and

zeolites occur within the secondary mineral assemblages. The specific time In the

reaction progress when these phases may appear, and the compositions and
structures that will occur may vary, depending on the evolving chemical conditions

and temperatures..The respective volumes that develop, at steady state conditions,

are generally less than other coexisting alumino-silicates. These phases,

nevertheless, form an important part of the secondary assemblages, due to their

potentially important role as materials in which radionudlides may be sequestered.

Silica polymorphs develop early on in reaction progress. This is an important

observation, since silica polymorphs are the most abundant secondary phases to

form, in all conditions. This suggests that silica may play an important role in

coupling hydrology and geocmstry/mineralogy via precipitation/dissolution-

Induced changes in porosity and permeability, and transport (see Section 10.4.4).

In all of the simulations, carbonates play an important role in the secondary

mineral assemblage, but they are not always present when steady state is reached.

Because carbonates may be important in both influencing water composition and

sequestering 14C through isotope exchange, the ubiquitous presence of this phase in

various stages during reaction progress may be significant.

10.43X42 Baseline Water Composition. The composition of water that may

enter the NFE is restricted to a relatively narrow range, except for the condition in

which large volumes of glass are dissolved. For those conditions not involving

large volumes of glass, the bounds suggest that the solution will be approximately

neutral to slightly basic, relatively oxidizing, saturated in a silica polymorph, and

with low to moderate concentrations of dissolved species. Total ionic strength
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remains below 0.1 molal. For the case where large volumes of glass are dissolved,
pH may become strongly acidic, and total dissolved species can be quite high.

Despite these characteristics, solution composition changes significantly during

the course of reaction progress. For the non-conservative elements, changes in

concentration of many times are evident, and correlated with the dissolution or

precipitation of a specific phase or phases.

10.43.43 Uncertainty. The uncertainty in final amounts of a mineral is shown
to be problem specific and potentially significant with respect to long-term

predictions of geochem-dcal properties in slowly reacting systems, such as systems

involving mineral dissolution or precipitation. The results in which sanidine was

considered demonstrate that there is an increase in the uncertainty of the amount of

mineral that may be present, or when that mineral may appear or disappear from an
assemblage, for a relatively small initial uncertainty in the rate parameter. The

results show that, in this case, an order of magnitude uncertainty in the rate results

in the disappearance of sanidine sometime between a few hundred days to nearly a

hundred years.
10A.3.5 Conclusions. The results presented here provide initial bounds on

secondary mineralogy and water chemistry, for a very specific set of conditions and

simulation constraints. These constraints, along with similar efforts to bound pore

water chemistry during evaporation (Glassley, 1995, and Section 3.4.1), provide

baseline information from which to further refine simulation strategies and thus

refine bounds on water chemistry and secondary mineralogy.

These results also document the very great uncertainties that exist in establishing

the nature of secondary minerals that may form, the resulting water chemistry, and

the absolute times at which specific changes might be expected to develop during

reaction progress. This is consistent with the results described in Section 3.4.2

(Bruton, 1995) in which it was demonstrated that mineral fades may be identified, as
a function of time, but that specific and detailed projections of mineral assemblages

cannot be provided, due to uncertainty in thermodynamic and kinetic data. Much

work Is still needed before quantitative bounds can be confidently placed on the
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evolution of water chemistry entering the NFE, and the resulting secondary mineral
assemblages that may Influence radionuclide migration.

These results dearly document that both the times at which mineral phases may

be present or absent during reaction progress, and their respective amounts, may be
uncertain by orders of magnitude. Because these parameters are also important for
describing water chemistry as a function of time, it is clear that only very gross

bounds can be placed on either the mineralogical or water chemistry evolution,

unless more measurements of dissolution and precipitation rates are obtained.
This point is also important for radionuclide retardation in the EBS or Altered

Zone. The magnitude of retardation depends upon the mineral phases that are

present, and their respective amounts. However, these results demonstrate that

there is substantial uncertainty about when any specific phase may form or be

consumed in reactions. This uncertainty will remain until further work is
completed to establish more precise values for dissolution and precipitation kinetics

rate constants.

It should also be borne in mind that these water chemistries are not the
chemistries that a waste package is likely to see. Materials introduced into the

repository during construction and waste emplacement will probably be the primary

controls on water chemistry in the NFE.
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U.44 Formation of Flow and Transport Barriers Within The Altered Zone (fames

W. Johnson and Wiliam E. Glassl-y)

10.4L41 Introduction. Radioactive decay within the waste package will establish

and maintain lateral thermal gradients and resultant advective mass transport

within the altered zone. This hydrothermal activity will invariably lead to porosity

evolution as a consequence of reaction-controlled mineral dissolution and
precipitation both along fractures and within bounding matrix blocks. Preliminary

reactive transport modeling conducted in PY 1995 suggested that these processes

might result in significant modification of flow porosity both above and below the
repository (Glassley, 1995). However, owing to limitations of the software available

at that time, these preliminary studies considered only the equilibrium

dissolution/precipitation of silica polymorphs and advective transport of silica as
SM0 2(aq); as a result, they provided only a first-order approximation of the effect.

Subsequently, new reactive transport simulators have been developed that facilitate

analogous modeling of systems that involve complex fluid-rock compositions and

explicitly account for temperature-dependent reaction kinetics as well as advective,

diffusive, and dispersive transport. A hands-on review of several such simulators

(Glassley et al., 1995) concluded that the modeling capabilities of GIMRT (Steefel and

Yabusald, 1995; Steefel and Lasaga, 1994) most closely matched those required for

detailed simulation of porosity evolution in the post-emplacement altered zone.

Specifically, GIMRT permits direct monitoring of kinetically controlled, reaction-

dependent porosity evolution in compositionally complex porous media where the

full range of transport phenomena are considered. Hence, GIMRT was selected for

use in the series of one-dimensional simulations described in this section, which

provide a significantly more rigorous predictive representation of porosity

evolution in the altered zone than was previously possible.

Reactive transport simulations can be viewed as an Iterative five-stage process:

(1) precise specification of the initial chemicia and hydrologic state of the fluid-rock

system, (2) translation (which often includes approximation) of these specifications

into the analogous model parameters of the software, (3) specification of certain
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system-independent numerical parameters, (4) successful execution of the software,

and (5) interpretation of calculated results. The process is iterative in that several

cycles through (1-3) are often required for initial achievement of (4); subsequently,

additional cycles through (1-3) can be used to further refine the simulation to

provide the closest possible representation of the natural system. Using this five-

stage process, the approach taken in this study was to first establish validity of the

software-encoded numerical model by successfully predicting the outcome of two

well-characterized, experimentally verifiable "bendhmark" problems. Next,

increasingly complex, yet still experimentally verifiable problems having some

relevance to porosity evolution in the backfill zone were addressed. Finally, a

critical simulation that cannot be addressed directly by physical experiment was

carried out: modeling of long-term porosity evolution in the altered-zone.

10.4.2 Benchmark Simulations. Accurate simulation of a well-constrained

physical experiment is the critical first step in any numerical modeling study; this is

particularly true in the case of reactive transport modeling where the use of

approximate numerical methods to mathematically represent coupled processes and

the uncertainties in many different data (thermodynamic, kinetic, diffusion-

coeffident, dispersivity, etc.) make it exceedingly difficult to assess the accuracy of

simulations that involve even relatively simple chemistry and hydrology. HMce,

in order to ensure the possibility that meaningful conclusions can be drawn from

complex simulations, one must first provide dlear evidence that the model

accurately predicts the outcome of simple reactive transport problems. Toward this

end, two plug-flow reactor (PR) experiments were designed, carried oue, and

simulated using GIMRT.

In the first experiment, Suprasil material' was pulverized to 125-75 pm size

fraction, placed within a Ti-cylinder of 3.1-cm length and 0.66-cm effective diameter,

and infiltrated by distilled water at an outflow rate.of 26 mi/day for two weeks at

2380C and 84.1 bar. As silica-charged fluid exited the PFR during progressive

'These PFR cxpeiments were caried out by Kevin Knauss in suppor of WBS 123.102.
' Supracil material is essiay silica glass, which from a utmrmal and thmodynamic standpoint can be
approximated as amorphous silica.
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dissolution of the Suprasil plug, aqueous silica concentrations were systematically

monitored; these attained approximately steady-state values of 300-320 ppm Si Qog

aESiO 2(aq)] = -1.97 to -1.94), well below the limit of amorphous silica saturation (log
ajSi02(aq)] -1.709) in 3-4 days. in this expniment involving the simple system

SiO2-H 20, the temperature, pressure, fluid flux (V7.4 m 3 /m 2 /yr), Initial porosity

(40%), size fraction, thermodynamic and kinetic data (Johnson et aL, 1992; Rimstidt

and Barnes, 1980), and outlet aqueous silica concentrations are all tightly

constrained. As a result, GIMRT can be used iteratively to Independently calculate

specific surface area of the crushed amorphous silica, which was measured prior to

the expiment. Optimal fits to the experimental data were obtained for a predicted
value of 1050 cm2 /g (Fig. 10.4-15), which is in close agreement with BET

measurements for this mineral of ca. 900 cm2 /gmn

The second experiment was conducted under the same conditions as the first
except that crushed quartz was used in place of the Suprasil material. This quartz

substitution removes the potential ambiguity associated with thermodynamic
approximation of the Suprasil material as amorphous silica In the first experiment.

Again, GIMRT was used Iteratively to determine specific surface of the pulverized

quartz. The experimental data were most closely fit by a predicted value (920 cm2/g

Fig. 10.4-16) that falls within the range determined by BET measurement (460-940

cm2/gm, Knauss and Wolery, 1988).

Close agreement between GIMRT-predicted and BET-measured specific surface
areas for amorphous silica and quartz has significance beyond accuracy validation of

the various PFR measurements (fluid flux, aqueous silica concentrations, etc.) and

thermodynamic and kinetic data (standard molal properties, equation-of-states

parameters, dissolution rate constants, activation energies, etc.). Specifically, it also

demonstrates the reasonableness of values employed in the GIMRT simulations for

several geochemical and hydrologic parameters (bulk diffusion coefficient,

longitudinal and transverse dispersivity, etc.) and numerical variables

RAltugh PFR eperimemzwas maied cat at 238C and 84.1 b. the Ihemodnamic data bs sed in t
OJMRT-simulatoa analog is cwsrcted for PsamCn) which at 23C is 32.3 b. Howe, his prs
discrPay is insignificant (ceg., amorphs Slca saturation at 23M, 84.1 bar and 2380C, 32.3 bar crp ds to
log a[SiO(saq)] values of -1.709 and -1.720, wespecively).
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(initial/maximum timestep, cementation exponent, etc-) which in many cases are

imprecisely known. Sensitivity of the reactive transport calculations to variations

in these variables was examined as an aid to obtaining optimal values.

Having demonstrated GIMRrs ability to accurately simulate amorphous silica

and quartz dissolution in the PFR experiments, the same experimental-verification
approach can be extended to address problems that involve the more complex fluid-

rock compositions characteristic of the pre-emplacement altered zone.

10.4.4.3 Compositional Specifications and Parameterization of the Altered Zone.

The composition and relative abundance of mineral phases in the potential

repository host rock, the Topopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush Tuff (TSw2),

have been determined experimentally by Warren et al. (1984), and translated into

model compositions/abundances by Delany (1985) for use in EQ3/6 calculations.

Because GIMRT, unlike EQ316, Is not yet configured to account for solid solutions,
for the present work it is necessary to further approximate Delany's (1985) model

TSw2 mineralogy by resolving its alkali feldspar and plagiodlase compositions into

the corresponding end-member K-feldspar, albite, and anorthite components.

Although the Mg-beidellite and biotite compositions could be similarly resolved,

these phases together compose only 1.1 vol.% of the TSw2 (Delany, 1985); in

addition, they represent the only Mg- and Fe-bearing phases in the system, and

inclusion of these elements in the simulation would necessitate tremendous

expansion of the set of mineral and aqueous species considered. Hence, in these

preliminary simulations, Mg-beidellite and biotite have been eliminated from the

model TSw2 composition. Although these phases will be incorporated into future

simulations, such inclusion is anticipated to represent a second-order effect. The

model TSw2 mineralogy given by Delany (1985) and its approximated form used in

this study are summarized in Table 10.4-5.
The fluid phase anticipated to form thin, and react with, the TSw2 in the

altered zone is derived from condensation of a vapor phase moving radially

outward from the repository (Buscheck et al., 1993). This condensate is likely to be a

highly dilute, neutral-pH fluid. In the simulations, this fluid is modeled to initially

contain very low concentrations of aqueous ions and complexes within the
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chemical system defined by T`Sw2 mineralogy Na2a4;0-CaO-S0 2 -Al2 q-H°20)

augmented by the additional component CO2, which Is necessary owing to the

presence of atmospheric gases (Bruton et al., 1993). The initial fluid composition,

specified as the log molal concentration of basis species, is given In Table 10.4-6.

Note that this solution Is much more dilute than J-13 and other relevant fluid
compositions In the vicinity of Yucca Mountain, reflecting its condensation from a

vapor phase.
Following specification of the model TSw2 and vapor condensate compositions,

it is necessary to select a thermodynamic data base that includes all of the relevant

species as well as kinetic and surface-area data for the minerals. For this work, we

have employed the thermodynamic data base typically used with both the original
and our modified version of GIMRT, mastertemp.data, which is a reformatted

version of the 'composite' data base distributed with the EQ3/6 software package
(Wolery, 1992). Although this data base contains reference-state and elevated P-T

data taken from numerous sources and extrapolated using a variety of equations,

the particular subset relevant to the present altered-zone modeling is for the most

part taken from the SUPCRT92 database and software package (Johnson et al, 1992).
Reference-state dissolution-rate constants, activation energies, and specific surface

areas needed for the primary and potential alteration minerals were taken from a

variety of experimental and theoretical studies (Renders et al., 1995; Oelkers and

Schott, 1995; Gautier et al., 1994; Rose, 1991; Knauss and Wolery, 1989,1988,1986;
Helgeson et al, 1984; Rimstidt and Barnes, 1980).

Using the model ISw2 fluid-rock compositions and specified

thermodynamic/kinetic database, there are two distinct altered-zone environments

whose porosity evolution can be addressed with GIMRT. The first of these is the
localized, interior backfill environment, for which crushed, unaltered TSw2 has

been discussed as a possible backfill material; the second is the much larger-scale,

relatively outlying condensation zone (Buscheck et al, 1993), where gravity-driven

flow of vapor-exsolved fluid represents the most likely catalyst for significant, long-

term porosity evolution in the altered zone.
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10.4A.4 Backfill Simulations. Because the backfill environment bridges the

-BSIWP and pristine TSw2, post-empIacement porosity evolution within this

spatially restricted zone Is a potentially critical variable affecting overall repository

performance. Reactive transport simulations of this evolution are analogous to

those described above for the silica dissolution experiments In that experimental

PFR analogs can be constructed, carried out, and used to refine and verify the

calculations. Two such simulations were completed; in both cases, an inlet fluid

was streamed through a 31-cm length of crushed Tpt material having an initial

porosity of 40%, where constant outlet flux of 266.7 m 5 /m 2 /yr is maintained over six

months. This flow length, porosity, outlet flux, and duration were selected for

consistency with the existing PFR geometry, measured value for crushed Tsw2

material (125-75 pm size fraction), attainable experimental outflow rate (25 ml/day

for a plug having an effective diameter of 0.66 cm), and the anticipated maximum

duration of the experiment, respectively. Because the porosity of actual backfill

material and especially the in situ fluid flux are likely to be lower than these

adopted values, the simulations provide an upper bound to the potential

magnitude of porosity evolution. In both simulations, boundary conditions are set

such that the entire one-dimensional reaction domain is initialized (but not fixed)

to contain the model TSw2 fluid-rock system summarized In Tables 10.4-5 and

10.4-6, while only the inlet fluid composition is initialized and fixed per

Table 10.4-6.
In the first TSw2-backfill simulation, the fluid-rock system Is maintained In

Isothermal equilibrium at 90°C, a conservative yet representative value for this

environment. As the Inlet fluid flows through and reacts with the crushed TSw2,

spatial and temporal variations in porosity, mineral volume fractions and

saturation indices, and fluid composition are continuously monitored. At the inlet

node (1 cm into the 31-cm reaction domain), steady-state saturation indices for all

primary and potential secondary minerals are achieved within one hour

(Fig. 10.4-17). As can be seen in Fig. 10.4-17, the fluid remains undersaturated with

respect to all primary and potential secondary minerals at this inlet node (all log
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(Q/K) < 0) throughout the simulation; hence, at this location all primary phases will

dissolve to varying degrees controlled by the encoded kinetic rate law, and no

secondary minerals will precipitate. At the outlet node, mineral saturation indices

reach steady-state values in about 9 hours; here again the fluid remains

undersaturated with respect to all primary minerals, but in contrast to the initial

node, several secondary phases (kaolinite, gibbsite, diaspore, boehmite, and

muscovite) do achieve steady-state supersaturation with the fluid (Fig. 10.4-18).

Because steady-state saturation indices are attained throughout the reaction domain

within just a few hours of this six-month run, time-integrated saturation-indices

across this domain together with calculated reaction rates can be used to assess the

spatial zoning of secondary phases and the magnitude of mineral

dissolution/precipitation and porosity evolution (Fig. 10.4-19).

At 900C, kinetic dissolution rates for the undersaturated primary phases are on

the order of -10' vol.%/yr for cristobalite and albite, 1072 vol.%/yr for quartz, and

<-104 vol.%/yr for K-feldspar and anorthite. As a result, over six months the

aggregate dissolution of primary minerals will be <0.25 vol.%. Some of this minute

volume loss will be filled by precipitation of secondary phases following their
sequential supersaturation along the flowpath. Specifically, glibbsite will precipitate

first (at node 2; nodes were located at each cm along the flowpath), subsequently

joined by diaspore (node 4), kaolinite (node 9), boehmnite (node 14), and finally

muscovite (node 29). However, because maximum precipitation rates for these

phases are so slow at 900C (ranging from 1"11 voL%/yr for kaolinite to 1le" vol.%/yr

for muscovite and boehmite), the aggregate precipitation of secondary minerals Is <

25(10) vol.%/yr throughout the domain, i.e., negligible. As a consequence, six

months of reactive flow through crushed Tpt at 90C results in a relatively uniform

but minute Increase In porosity (from 40 to approx. 40.25%) as a function of minor

dissolution of primary phases and trace precipitation of alteration minerals (Figs.

10.4-[20-21)-

Hence, at 90°C, despite likely overestimation of initial porosity and fluid flux in

the simulation, post-emplacement porosity evolution of TSw2 badkfill will be

insignificant Because the predicted porosity variations and alteration-phase
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concentrations are well below what one could reasonably expect to discern from

post-mortem analysis of the analogous PRF experiment, such an experiment was

not conducted. Rather, a second GIMRT simulation was performed, identical to the

first except for the temperature, which was increased to 2500 C Although this

temperature exceeds the maximum likely to be attained in the backfill zone,
thermodynamic and kinetic considerations suggest that It will lead to readily

observable porosity evolution and alteration-phase precipitation; hence, the

corresponding PFR experiment can be run and analyzed to provide validation for

both this and, by implication, the experimentally unverifiable 90'C run.

Although the time-scale for attainment of steady-state saturation indices is

similar for the 900 and 2500C simulations (cf. Figs. 10.4-17 and 10.4-22,10.4-18 and

10.4-24), the enhanced solubilities and faster reaction rates of primary Tsw2 minerals

at the higher temperature and their effect on dissolution (and secondary phase
precipitation) are readily apparent. At the 2500C Inlet node (Fig. 10.4-22), all primary

minerals are far less undersaturated than at 900C, and six secondary phases are

supersaturated-versus none at 90'C. Because Initial dissolution rates for albite

(-130 vol.%/yr), cristobalite (-118 vol.%/yr), and quartz (-23 vol.%/yr) are orders of
magnitude higher here than at 900C, the continuous stream of dilute fluid through

this node dissolves these phases rapidly: albite has disappeared after 90 days, and

after 150 days, cristobalite and quartz have been reduced to less than 1.0 and

2.5 vol.%, respectively. Despite concomitant precipitation of kaolinite, whose

reaction rate and volume fraction ultimately attain 50 vol.%/yr and 14 vol.%,

respectively, this near-complete consumption of cristobalite, albite, and quartz

causes porosity to increase from 40 to 70% at the initial node (Fig. 10.4-23), and, of

course, results in the late marked decline in saturation indices for these and all

other silica-bearing phases (Fig. 10.4-22).
At the outlet node, the fluid is supersaturated with not only the same six

secondary minerals that characte the inlet node, but also with albite and quartz

(Fig 10.4-24) as a consequence of the continuous Introduction of relatively

concentrated solutions generated by the large-scale dissolution upstream. Hence,

although the initial dissolution rates for primary phases are identical to their large
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inlet-node values, here they diminish quidldy owing to rapid increase in log Q in

fact, primary albite ceases to dissolve and secondary albite begins to precipitate

within 20 minutes, quartz follows suit about 40 minutes later, and within nine

hours the cristobalite dissolution rate has dropped to and essentially leveled off at

about 20% of Its original magnitude. As a result, after six months, total quartz and

albite volume fractions have actually increased (Fig. 10.4-25), and the net volume

fraction of cristobalite, albite, and quartz has only declined from 45.9% to 372%

(versus the inlet node where the six-month aggregate value is only 1.4%). Hence,

despite slightly reduced precipitation of secondary kaolinite relative to the inlet
(102% versus 15.2%), the six-month outlet porosity has actually decreased from 40 to

38.8% (Fig. 10.4-25).
In the 2500C simulation, the inlet node can essentially be viewed as a pure

"dissolution" node, since infiltrating fluid is never concentrated by upstream

reactions, while the outlet node continuously encounters the most concentrated

fluid from such reactions. Within the intervening domain, one would expect the

gradient in dissolution/precipitation behavior to be sharpest across the first few

nodes, where the fluid concentration gradient is steep, and relatively flat across the

last few, where this fluid gradient is relatively flat This is exactly the case, as

illustrated by the time-integrated spatial distribution of saturation indices and

porosity/volume fractions (Figs. 10.4426-271). Here, the functional form of spatial

variation in log (Q/K), which for this isothermal-isobaric simulation is just the

spatial variation in log Q. closely mirrors that of the corresponding mineral volume

fractions. Differences in the relative position of minerals in the log (Q/K) and

volume fraction plots are accounted for almost entirely by differences in their

reference-state (2500 reaction rate constants and activation energies. Note that the

region of enhanced porosity is restricted to the first few nodes and characterized by

very steep gradients, while that of reduced porosity accounts for roughly 90% of the

reaction domain and is characterized by much subtler variations.

The spatial variations in porosity and In the volume fractions of primary and

secondary minerals illustrated in Fig. 10.4-27 are sufficient to be detected by post-

mortem analysis of the proposed PFR analog. As a result, this experiment was set-
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up and Initiated. Unfortunately, owing to a malfunction in one of the pressure

regulators, the run was unavoidably terminated after five weeks, well short of the

planned six-month duration. As can be seen in, and Implied from, Figs. 10.4-23 and
10.4-25, at five weeks the predicted spatial variations in porosity and mineral

volume fractions are far smaller than would have been realized in six months, and

therefore much more difficult to discern and accurately characterize in the PFR post-

mortem analysis. Nevertheless, such an analysis is currently under way, with

results expected by early FY 1997. The availability of these PFR results are anxiously

anticipated, as they will be of critical importance in refining and validating the

predictions described above.

However, even prior to such experimental validation these two short-term

TSw2-backfill simulations provide insight into the time-scale of potential porosity

evolution in this highly localized environment. Comparison of the 90° and 2500C

dissolution rates for silica polymorphs and feldspars and examination of the

dependent six-month spatial variations in porosity and mineral volume fractions at
these two temperatures leaves little doubt that significant porosity evolution in the

900C backfill zone will not be realized for at least 100 yr. Moreover, recalling the

likely overestimation of initial porosity and almost certain overestimation of fluid

flux, this time frame must be considered extremely conservative. Because accurate

values for the initial porosities and flow rates relevant to the potential crushed-

TSw2 backfill environment are currently unavailable, a more detailed, longer time-

scale simulation addressing porosity evolution here cannot be pursued at this time.

Instead, we now address such long-term porosity variation in a critical environment

where Initial porosity and likely fluid fluxes are relatively well constrained: the pre-

emplacement altered zone.
10.4.4.5 Altered-Zone Simulations. The potential repository horizon lies well

above the present-day water table within the welded, devitrified section, which is

characterized by low porosity (11%) and extremely low, fracture-controlled

permeability (1028 n2) (Kavetter and Peters, 1988). As described by Buscheck et al

(1993), hydrology of the post-emplacement NFE may be characterized by a boiling

zone, where vapor moves radially outward from the EBS/WP and an outer but
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partially overlapping condensation zone, where tomperature-dependent
condensation of the vapor leads to primarily gravity-driven flow of a fluid phase. In

the vicinity of emplacement drifts, average calculated trajectories (Buscheck, pers.

comm.) indicate that the condensate may flow along padilines characterized by an

initial isothermal segment (at 90-100cC) of several meters and subsequent cooling

segment (-1 t- 0C/m), also of several meters. Although these average flow

trajectories and thermal gradients represent a relatively wide range of potential

trajectories and gradients, they do provide a representative model framework for

the reactive transport simulation of potential long-term porosity evolution in the

altered zone.
In the model system, a fixed-composition inlet fluid (Table 10.4-6) flows through

and reacts with a 10-m length of 11 -porosity TSW2 material (Table 10.4-5); over the

first 5 m, the temperature is maintained at 950C, while a gradient of -1eC/m is

Imposed on the last 5 m. Fluid flux is maintained at 2.67 me/m 2 /yr, which is

appropriate for this setting, but reduced two orders of magnitude relative to the
earlier models. This 'double" thermal gradient flow regime is maintained for

10,000 yr, which facilitates an analysis of long-term porosity evolution.

The temporal evolution of mineral saturation indices at the inlet (0.25 m), center

(5 m), and outlet (10 m) nodes are illustrated In Figs. 10.4-[28-30]. As can be seen in

these plots, initial steady-state mineral saturation indices are attained after about 1

month, during which time the fluid obtains supersaturation with quartz and the

secondary phases kaolinite and pyrophyllite, but remains undersaturated with

respect to cristobalite (and the primary feldspars) throughout the reaction domain.

As a result, over the entire reactive flowpath, cristobalite (and the feldspars) will

dissolve, while quartz, kaolinite, and pyrophyllite-will precipitate. Given the
relatively sluggish dissolution rates of the feldspars at 90-950C, dissolution of these

primary aluminous phases and dependent precipitation of kaolinite and

pyrophyllite will be very minor; hence, the fundamental mechanism of porosity

evolution In this environment Is expected to be metasomatic replacement of

cristobalite by quartz.
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That this hypothesis is valid can be seen in Figs. 10.4-132-33], where the temporal
evolution of porosity and mineral volume fractions at the central and outlet nodes

is effectively controlled by cristobalite (and relatively minor, late-stage [> 1,000 yr]

albite) dissolution and quartz precipitation. At the inlet (pure dissolution) node

(Fig. 10.4-31), behavior analogous to the center and outlet of the domain Is observed

until cristobalite has been completely dissolved at about

650 yr; subsequently, the dilute inlet fluid begins to dissolve quartz, which

disappears completely after 3,100 yr, and then albite.

The time-integrated spatial variations in porosity and mineral volume fractions
are illustrated in Figs. 10.4-134-37]. Because the reference-state standard molal

volume of cristobalite exceeds that of quartz by approximately 13.5%, the complete

replacement of cristobalite (initial volume fraction: 39.6%) by quartz throughout the

reaction domain leads directly to a background Increase in porosity from 11 % to

about 16% after roughly 3,100 yr (Figs. 10.4-136-371). Superimposed on this is a

secondary porosity enhancement, resulting from quartz dissolution (initiated
following complete cristobalite consumption) at the first few inlet nodes, beginning

with the inlet node at 650 yr. Because the 90-950C dissolution rate of quartz is only
about 40% that of cristobalite, It takes dilute inlet fluid roughly 2,500 years to

completely dissolve the inlet-node quartz from its maximum concentration

(29 vol.%), which coincided with cristobalite disappearance at 650 yr. Hence, this

secondary quartz dissolution front advances quite slowly, and the advection of
quartz-derived SIO2(aq) maintains nearly uniform levels of slight quartz

supersaturation and resultant minor quartz precipitation over the entire
downstream reaction domain. As a result, this secondary porosity enhancement is

characterized by steep gradients that advance downstream quite slowly

(cf. Figs. 10.4-[36-37J).

Important implications for the post-emplacement evolution of porosity in the
altered zone can be drawn from this simulation. First, thermodynamic, kinetic, and

volumetric constraints strongly suggest that long-term (> 3,000 yr), gravity-driven

flow of vapor-derived dilute condensate at 90-950C will result in nearly 50%

background porosity enhancement (from 11% to 16%) as a consequence of
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mole-for-mole, quartz-for-cristobalite replacement. Should this local

"condensation" zone (Buschedck et al, 1993) persist for longer time periods, the
in situ porosity may further increase dramatically, albeit slowly, to more than 65% as

quartz dissolution occurs. Hence, it is conceivable, if not in fact likely, that the post-

emplacement altered zone will evolve toward extreme porosity heterogeneity,
characterized by relatively large porosities in the condensation-zone "cap" above the

repository and relatively low porositles (which nevertheless exceed pre-

emplacement porosity) in the outlying margins of this cap; in addition, these
extremes may be joined by a narrow, steep-gradient interface. All of this dissolved
silica will, of course, eventually precipitate farther downstream, presuming this

gravity-driven flow continues down thermal gradients. Hence, it is anticipated that
a zone of very low (less than ambient) porosity may develop at depth, perhaps below

and radially outward from the repository.
10A.4.6 Concluding Remarks. In this study, the reactive transport simulator

GIMRT (Steefel and Yabusaki, 1995) has been used to accurately predict
experimentally verifiable specific surface areas of amorphous silica and quartz, to

predict potentially verifiable porosity and mineralogic evolution during reaction
between Idealized TSw2 and Infiltrating fluid compositions, and to model

unverifiable, long-term porosity evolution in the post-emplacement altered zone.
The successful simulation of dissolution experiments involving silica polymorphs

provided valuable benchmarking for the code; and the short-term, high-porosity
simulations involving fluid-TSw2 interaction facilitated its necessary extension to
potentially verifiable systems of considerably greater compositional complexity. But

most clearly, the use of GIRT to simulate long-term porosity and mineralogic

variation in the post-emplacement altered zone demonstrates its value as a
powerful investigative tool. Recognizing the abundance of compositional and
hydrologic approximations, assumptions, and simplifications that are necessarily

embodied in these still preliminary models, they nevertheless serve to elucidate the

fundamental time scales (thousands of years) and geochemical processes (e.g.,
cristobalite for quartz replacement) likely to govern active evolution of the altered

zone, and can be used to imply the distant-future porosity distributions that are so
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critically importnt. As described above, our initial modeling efforts suggest that

post-emplacement reactive transport will lead to porosity enhancement in the

altered zone, most dramatically in the condensation "cap' overlying the repository.

Further modeling of fluid transport to regions below the emplacement drifts will

evaluate the extent to which flow barriers may form due to porosity reduction.

The simulation results presented herein are extremely preliminary in nature,

and the quantitative accuracy of our models will steadily Improve as a function of

advances in reactive transport theory, numerical methods, computer science,

reaction kinetics, and thermodynamic/kinetic data on the modeling side, and in our

understanding of the pre-emplacement T1w2 chemistry, hydrology, and

heterogeneity on the field-data side. Nevertheless, our results to date strongly
suggest that significant porosity changes will occur in the post-emplacement,

repository-block environment. Long-term performance assessment of this
environment must explicitly account for such porosity evolution and its effect on

dependent geochemical and hydrologic processes.
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Figure 10.4-11. Tuff-water system aqueous compositions, as a function of time and
temperature. a) pH; b) Eh; c) Sik d) Na; e) Ca; f) Mg; g) AL All elemental values are for total
element concentrations.
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Figure 10.4-11. Tuff-water system aqueous compositions, as a function of time and
temperature. a) pH; b) Eh; c) Si; d) Na; e) Ca; f) Mg; g) AL All elemental values are for total
element concentrations.
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Figure 10.4-11. Tuff-water system aqueous compositions, as a function of time and
temperature. a) pH; b) Eh; c) Si; d) Na; e) Ca; f) Mg g) Al. All elemental values are for total
element concentrations.
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Figure 10.4-11. Tuff-water system aqueous compositions, as a function of time and
temperature. a) pH; b) Eh; c) Si; d) Na; e) Ca; f) Mg; g) AL All elemental values are for total
element concentrations.
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Figure 10.4-11. Tuff-water system aqueous compositions, as a function of time and
temperature. a) pH; b) Eh, c) Si; d) Na; e) Ca; f) Mg; ) Al. All elemental values are for total
element concentrations.
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Figure 10.4-11. Tuff-water system aqueous compositions, as a function of time and
temperature. a) pH; b) Eh, c) Si; d) Na; e) Ca; f) Mg; g) AL All elemental values are for total
element concentrations.
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Figure 10.4-11. Tuff-water system aqueous compositions, as a function of time and
temperature. a) pH; b) Eh; c) Si; d) Na; e) Ca; f) Mg; g) AL All elemental values are for total
element concentrations.
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Figure 10.4-1 Vitrophyre-water system aqueous compositions for water:rock mass ratio of
57.8, as a function of time and temperature. a) pH; b) Eh- c) Si; d) Na; e) Ca; f) Mg; g) Al. AD
elemental values are for total element concentrations. For the case in which the water rock mass
ratio was 5763, the water compositions reached the values shown in these figures at ca. 102
days, although in those simulations reaction rates were such that these values were not acheived
until ca. 4 x 105 days.
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Figure 10.4-12. Vitrophyre-water system aqueous comrositions for waterrock mass ratio of
57.8, as a function of time and temperature. a) pi; b) Eh; c) Si; d) Na; e) Ca; f) Mg; g) Al. AD
elemental values are for total element concentrations. For the case in which the water:rock mass
ratio was 5763, the water compositions reached the values shown in these figures at ca. 102
days, although in those simulations reaction rates were such that these values were not acheived
until ca. 4 x 105 days.
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Figure 10.4-12. Vitrophyre-water system aqueous compositions for waternrock mass ratio of
57.8, as a function of time and temperature. a) pH; b) Eh c) Si; d) Na; e) Ca; f) Mg; g) Al. All
elemental values are for total element concentrations. For the case in which the water:rock mass
ratio was 5763, the water compositions reached the values shown in these figures at ca. 102
days, although in those simulations reaction rates were such that these values were not acheived
until ca. 4 x 105 days.
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Figure 10.4-12. Vitrophyre-water system aqueous compositions for waterrock mass ratio of
57.8, as a function of time and temperature. a) pH; b) Elh c) Si; d) Na; e) Ca; f) Mg; g) Al. All
elemental values are for total element concentrations. For the case in which the water:rock mass
ratio was 5763, the water compositions reached the values shown in these figures at ca. 102
days, although in those simulations reaction rates were such that these values were not acheived
until ca. 4 x 105 days.
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Figure 10.4-12. Vitrophyre-water system aqueous compositions for waternrock mass ratio of
57.8, as a function of time and temperature. a) pH; b) E1 c) Si; d) Na; e) Ca; f) Mg; g) Al. All
elemental values are for total element concentrations. For the case in which the water:rock mass
ratio was 5763, the water compositions reached the values shown in these figures at ca. 102
days, although In those simulations reaction rates were such that these values were not acheived
until ca. 4 x 105 days.
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Figure 10.4-12. Vitrophyre-water system aqueous compositions for watertrock mass ratio of
57.8, as a function of time and temperature. a) pH; b) Eh, c) Si; d) Na; e) Ca; f) Mg; g) Al All
elemental values are for total element concentrations. For the case in which the water:rock mass
ratio was 5763, the water compositions reached the values shown in these figures at ca. 102
days, although in those simulations reaction rates were such that these values were not acheived
until ca. 4 x 105 days.
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Figure 10X-12. Vitrophyre-water system aqueous compositions for water:rock mass ratio of
57.8, as a function of time and temperature. a) pH; b) Eh; c) Si; d) Na; e) Ca; f) Mg; g) Al. All
elemental values are for total element concentrations. For the case in which the water:rock mass
ratio was 5763, the water compositions reached the values shown in these figures at ca. 102
days, although in those simulations reaction rates were such that these values were not acheived
until ca. 4 x 105 days.
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Figure. 10.4-15. Aqueous silica concentration (log activity [SiO2(aq)]) as a function of time (log yr) in outlet
fluid of the plug-flow reactor (PFR) containing crushed amorphous silica. The solid circles represent
expermental measurements, the solid curve traces GIMRT predictions for an amorphous-silica specific surface
area of 1050 cm2/g, and the dashed line denotes amorphous silica saturation. In this PFR experiment and
GIMRT simulation, T - 2380C, P = 84.1 bar (PFR) and 323 bar (GIMRT)-see text, fluid flux = 26ml/day (277A
m 3/m 2/yr), and porosity - 40%.

Figure 104-16. GIMRT simulation of quartz dissolution
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Figure. 10.4-16. Aqueous silica concentration (log activity [SiO2(aq)]) as a function of time (log yr) in outlet
fluid of the the plug-flow reactor (PFR) containing crushed quartz. The solid circles represent expermental
measurements, the solid curve traces GIMRT predictions for a quartz specific surface area of 920 cm2 /g, the
heavy and light dashed curves represent GIMRT predictions for 720 and 1120 cm2/9, and the light dotted line
denotes quartz saturation. In this PFR experiment and GIMRT simulation, T = 2391C, P = 84.1 bar (PFR) and
32.9 bar (GIMRT)-see text, fluid flux = 26 n-d/day (277A rn-/m 2/yr), and porosity = 40Y%.
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Figure 10.4-17. GMRTsim2c log(QIK)(t) at 1 cm (nlet)
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Figure. 10.4-17. Mineral saturation indices (log Q/K) as a function of time (log yr) at the inlet node (I cm) of
GIMRT simulation 2c, where initial composition of the 31-cm one-dinensional fluid-rock system is given in
Tables 10.4-5 and 10.4-6, T = 900C, P = vapor saturation, fluid flux = 25 mnl/day (266.7 m 3 /rn2/yr), and
porosity = 40%. Primary and secondary minerals are represented by solid and open symbols, respectively.
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Figure. 10.4-18. Mineral saturation indices (log Q/K) as a function of time (log yr) at the outlet node (31 cm) of
GIMRT simulation 2c.
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Figure tO.-19. GIMRT udm2c: log (Q/K)(z) at 6 mo.
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Figure. 10.4-19. Mineral saturation indices (log Q/K) as a function of distance (m) after six months for GIMRT
simulation 2c.

Figure 10.4-20. GIMRT cim2c vol%(x) at 6 mo.
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Figure. 10.4-20. Porosity and volume fractions of primary and secondary minerals as a function of distance at
six months for GIMRT simulation 2c, where initial composition of the 31-cm one-dinensional fluid-rock

NN.W.", system Is given in Tables 10A-5 and 10.4-6, T - 90C, P = vapor saturation, fluid flux = 25 ml/day (266.7
rN3/m 2/yr), and porosity - 40YO. Primary and secondary minerals are represented by solid and open
symbols, respectively.
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Figure IOA421. GEMRT dsl2c: vol%(sec.ndn.(x) at 6 mo.
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Figure. 10.4-21. Porosity and volume fractions of trace secondary minerals as a function of distance after six
months for GIMRT simulation 2c.

Figure 10.4-22. GIMRT sim3a: log(Q/K)(t) at I cm inlet)
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Figure. 10.4-22. Mineral saturation indices (log Q/K) as a function of time (log yr) at the inlet node (1 cm) of
GIMRT simulation 3a, where initial composition of the 31-cm one-dinensional fluid-rock system is given in
Tables 10.4-5 and 10.4-6, T = 250°C, P = vapor saturation, fluid flux = 25 I/day (266.7 m 3/m 2/yr), and
porosity = 40%. Primary and secondary minerals are represented by solid and open symbols, respectively.
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Figure 10.4-23. GIMRT xim3a: vol%6(t) at 1cm (Inlet)
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Figure 10.4-23. Porosity and volume fractions of primary and secondary minerals as a function of time (log yr)
at the inlet node (1 cm) of GIMRT simulation 3a.

Figure 10.4-24. GIMRT sim3a: log(Q/K)(t) at 31 cm (outlet)
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Figure 10.4-24. Mineral saturation indices (log Q/K) as a function of time (log yr) at the oulet node (31 cm) of
i_ GIMRT simulation 3a.
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Figure 10.4.25. CIMRT sim3a: vol%(t) at 31cm (outlet)
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Figure 10A-25. Porosity arnd volume fractions of primary and secondary minerals as a function of time (log
yr) at the outlet node (31 cm) of GIMRT simulation 3a.

Figure IOA-26. GIMRT sdm3a: log(Q/K)(x) at 6 mo.
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Figure I1OA26. Mfineral saturation indices (log Q/K) as a function of distance after six months for GIMRT
ssimulation 3a.
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Figure 10.4-17. GJMRTsim3a: vol%( at 6 mo.
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Figure 10A-27. Porosity and volume fractions of primary and secondary minerals as a function of distance
after six months for GIMRT simulation 3a.

Figure 10.4-26. GIMIRT sim6dg2.: log (QMW~t at 0.25 m~ (hlet)
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Figure 104-28. Mineral saturation indices (log Q/K) as a function of time (log yr) at the inlet node (0.25 m) of
GIMRT simulation 6dg2, -where Initial composition of the 10-m one-dinensional fluid-rock system is given in
Tables 10.4-5 and 10.4-6 T = 95oC over the first 5 m with a gradient of -1 °C/m over the last 5 m, P = 1 bar,
fluid flux = 2.67 m /m;/yr), and porosity = 11%. Primary and secondary minerals are represented by solid
and open symbols, respectively.
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Figure 10.4-29. GIMRT uim6dg2: log (Q/K0t) it 5 m (center)
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Figure 10.4-29. Mineral saturation indices (log Q/K) as a function of time (log yr) at the center node (5 m) of
GIMRT simulation 6dg2.

Figure 10.4-30. GIMRT sim6dgl log (Q/K) at 10 m (outlet)
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Figure 10A-30. Mineral saturation indices (log Q/E) as a function of time (log yr) at the outlet node (10 m) of
-_ GIMRT simulation 6dg2.
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Figure IOA-31: CIMRT slm6dg2: vol%(t) at 0.25 m Unlet)
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Figure. 10.431. Porosity and volume fractions of primary and secondary minerals as a function of time (log
yr) at die inlet node (0.25 m) of GIMRT simulation 6dg2.

Fqgure 104-32. GIMRT dim6dg2: vol%(t) at 5 m (center)
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Figure. 10.4-3 Porosity and volume fractions of primary and secondary minerals as a function of time (log
yr) at die center node (5 m) of GIMRT simulation 6dg2.
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Figure 10.4-33. GIMRT sim6dg2 vol%(t) at 10 m (outlet)
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Figure. 10.4-33. Porosity and volume fractions of primary and secondary minerals as a function of time (log
yr) at the outlet node (10 m) of GIMRT simulation 6dg2.

Figure 10.4-34. GIMRT sIm6dg2: vol%(x) at 100 yr
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Figure. 104-34. Porosity and volume fractions of primary and secondary minerals as a function of distance
after 100 yr for GIMRT simulation 6dg2.
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Figure 10.4-35: GIMRT m6dS2: VOl%(X) at ,OO yr
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Figure. 10.4-35. Porosity and volume fractions of primary and secondary minerals as a function of distance
after 1,000 yr for GIMRT simulation 6dg2.

Figure loA-36. CIMRT simUdgZ vol%(x) at s,000 yr
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Figure. 10.4-36. Porosity and volume fractions of primary and secondary minerals as a function of distance
after 5,000 yr for GIMRT simulation 6dg2.
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Figute 10.4-37. GIMRT sim6d2: vol%(x) at 10,000 yr
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Figure. 10.4-37. Porosity and volume fractions of primary and secondary minerals as a function of distance
after 10,000 yr for GIMRT simulation 6dg2.
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Table IDA-t. Chemical composition of geothermal waters from Flash Plant 10, Wairakei,
New Zealand.

Total Concentiaton
pH(25oaC) 7.8

Na 1314
Li 12.8

K 211
Ca 18.3

k% 0.08
Rb 2.77
Cs 2.59
S 11
B 26.9
Si 234.0
F 7.0

As 4.86
Al 0.6
Fe 0.13
Cl 2043

wF
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Table 10.4-2. Laboratory Amorphous Silica Precipitation Results. T1 is the temperature at
which the starting materials were saturated with respect to amorphous siica, Tis the
precipitation run temperature, kpt is the precipitation rate constant, and SA lsPMET surface
area of the amorphous silica at end of the eriment.

EXPT SolutinComposition Tr.C TpAIC pH1(T) k SA(M2g)

AmSII 0.1 M NaCI (unbuffered) 120 100 6A 1.77e-6 118
1 9e8

AmS}2 0.1 M Na + 0.013 M HCI + 120 100 5.0 1.15-6 168
0.03 M KHphdhalate i 7e-8

AmSi3 0.1 M NaCt + 0.03 M Na Acetate + 120 100 3.0 3.23e-7 260
0.02 M Acetic Add * 3e-8

AmSi5 0.13 M NaC (unbuffered) 100 80 6.5 7.68e-7 135
*9e-8

AmSi6 0.1 M NaC + 0.013 M HO + 100 80 3.0 7.27e-8 280
0.03 M KHphthalate ± 3e-8

AmSi7 0.1 M NaC + 0.3 M Na Acetate + 100 80 4.9 2.89e-7 209
0.02 M Acetic Acdd ± 3e-8

AmSi8 0.13 M Naa (unbuffered) 150 120 7.2 4.61e-6 53
*6e-7

AmSilO Geothermal Water (Table lOA-1) 100 80 73 1.48e-6 135
± 2e-7

AmSill Geothermal Water Crable 10A-1) 120 100 7.2
AmSiI2 Geothermal Water C(able IOA-1) 150 120 7.1 8.92e-6 66

± 5e-7
AmSiI3 Geothermal Water C(able 10A-1) 120 100 7.2 2.99e-6 108

i 4e-7
AmSiI4 0.121 M NaCI + 0.009 M NaOH + 120 100 7.9 2.53e-6 107

0.05 M Boric Add ± 8e-7
AmSiI5 0.O94MNaCI+0.036MNaOH+ 120 100 8.7 4.76e-6 99

0.05 M Boric Acid ± le-8

I
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Table 10.4-3. Summary of silica polymorph precipitation experiments.

Phase
Quartz

a-cristobalite

b-cristobalite

Amorphous Silica

Amorphous Silica

a-cristobalite

Anmrphous Silica

-

TIC

18-300

18-30

18-30

18-30

60-120

150-300

25-50

(kJ/molJ
49.8

49.8

49.8
49.8

0

52.9

54.8

Q/Keq
1.7

1.7

1.7

1.7
4

2

10

Solution
C~ompositin

distilled water

distilled water

distilled water
distilled water

pHS8

1 N NaC

pH 4-8

0.1 - I m NaCI

Reference
Rimstidt and Bames, 1980

Rinstidt and Barnes, 1980

Rimstidt and Barnes, 1980

Rimstidt and Barnes, 1980

Bohlnann et aL, 198D

Renders et al., 1995

Flemin& 1985

I

Quartz
Quartz

Quartz
Quartz

12D--255
30D-42

30D-500

300-50

34

57-164

88-159

293-433.5

2
- 05 m NaO

- 0.1-1 mNNa

- 0.1-1 m KG

Bird and Boon, 1986

Laudise, 1958

Hosaka and Taki, l981a

Hosana and Taki, l9Blb
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Table 1A-4. Amorphous silica precipitation rates determined in the field using a fluidized
bed reactor with waters from Wairakel geothermal Flash Plant 10, New Zealand.

T v a pH Rate(vpt)
Date (0C a e 1) ppm (T1C) log (QIKeq) (nw j m - 2 t-e)

3July95 89 7862 26.6±0.7 7.66 .1787 9.67e-5
4July95 88 1814A 62il.4 7.63 .1784 52e-5
5July95 74 1226.9 21.1±2.1 7.73 .2408 120e-4

10July95 58 820.8 39.2±0.7 7.86 3348 1.49e-4
11July95 97 1071A 9.8±0.7 7.58 .1310 4.85e-5
12July95 71 1417.0 21.8±0.7 7.75 .2596 1.43e-4
13July95 97 838.1 14i±0.7 7.58 .1248 5.8e-5

28Sept95 79 11664 29.5±2.8 7.70 .2093 1.04e-4
28Sept95 79 1252.8 30.2±0.0 7.70 .2102 1.14e-4
28 Sept 95 80 14083 25R±0.0 7.69 .2070 1.10e-4
28 Sept 95 78 976.3 37.1±1.4 7.71 .2097 1.09e-4
29 Sept 95 96 2315.5 4.1±0.0 7.58 .1418 3.14e-5
29 Sept 95 84 829A 25.4±0.0 7.66 .1866 6.96e-5
29 Sept 95 69 717.1 50.4±0.0 7.79 .2417 1.19e-4

2Oct95 92 985.D 12±X1.4 7.61 .1611 3.90e-5
2 Oct95 75 924.5 43.7±0.7 7.73 .2446 1.33e-4
2Oct95 61 829A 54.7±ifO 7.86 .2731 1.50e-4
3Oct95 93 1158.0 102±0.7 7.60 .1579 3.90e-4
3 Oct95 100 1062.7 10.5±14 7.61 .1264 3.68e-5
3 Oct 95 83 1028.2 23.7±0.7 7.67 .1981 8.05e-5
4Oct 95 76 1114.6 32.7±1.4 7.72 .226 1.20e-4
4 Oct 95 70 1088.6 36.7±0.7 7.77 2549 1.32e-4
5 Oct 95 61 1140.5 44A±IA 7.85 .2951 1.67e-4
5Oct95 67 1123.2 37.7±0.7 7.79 .2743 1.40e-4
6 Oct95 112 846.7 5.3±0.7 7.51 .0654 1.48e-4
6 Oct 95 115 846.7 5.0±0.7 7.50 .0530 I.40e-5
6Oct95 104 794.9 7.2±1.A 7.54 .1050 1.89e-5
9Oct95 102 1149.1 5.2±i4 7.55 .1123 1.976-5
9 Oct 95 117 1088.6 4.6±0.0 7A9 .0445 1.65e-5
9 Oct 95 107 1019.5 6.7±0.7 7.53 .0893 2.26e-5

10 dct95 101 1036.8 6.1±1A 7.6 .1173 2.09e-5
10Oct95 106 1036.8 S.±IA 753 .0962 1.71e-5
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I Table 1A-S. Summary of Tpt mineralogy as modeled by Delany (1985) and in this study.

bnnerAl

Cristobalite
Alkali feldspar
Quartz

Plagiocase
Mg-beidellite
Biotite
K-feldspar (Or)
Albite (Ab)
Anorthite (An)
TOMAL

Vol.%
(Delany,

Mineral Composition 185 no par.'

SiO2 440

Ora AbwAn 39.0

SiO2 14.9
OrgwAI kAn 1.0

MuAlwSI2 a7 Oo (OH)Q 1.0

PhlOAw= 0.1

KAlSi5Oz
NaAlSi2 O8

CaAI2Si2O8 ~
, 100.0

VoL%
(tis study:

nopar.)

44A9

15.07

22.94
16.94
057

100.0

VoL%
(this study:
11% paL)

39.60
13-.

13AI

Vo1.1G
(this stady:

40% por.)

26.69

9.04

20.42
15.07
0.50

89.0'....

13.77
10.16
0.34

60.0

Table 10.4-6. Summar of infiltrating
fluid composition used in this study.
Note that In the simulations, Ca 2 and
FM; represent the mass and charge
balancing species, respectively.

Basis species Log Activity

H- -7
K* -10
Na' -10
c[a*2 -5
Al*' -20
SiO2 (aq) -10
HCOj -5
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Chapter 11.0 Introduction to the
Thermodynamic Data Determination

Cynthia Palmer

In the Thermodynamic Data Deterniination area, actinide and fission
product solubility limits are determined, evaluated, and delivered to the
database. The solubility limits can be an important control on potential
release rates from the waste package under aqueous conditions as they
represent the upper limit to non-colloidal solution concentrations measured
in leach rate experiments. Chemical thermodynamic data are needed to
model the solubility limits and specation for changes in the groundwater
parameters, e.g., temperature, pH, Eh, and chemical composition. Chemical
equilibria are affected by changes in temperature, and reaction constants are in
general a function of temperature. To predict solubility limits for actinides
under a wide variety of temperature and complex groundwater compositions,
two types of information are needed:

1. Actual actinide solubility and speciation measurements, both
individually and in mixtures, in appropriate groundwaters actual or
synthetic, as a function of temperature;

2. Measurements of thermodynamic constants from the formation of
solid phases and solution species as a function of temperature (i.e.,
solubility product and complexation constants). Both are required for
reliable modeling of solubility limits. As the model is being assembled
its reliability must be assured by comparing results predicted from the
database with experimental results. This is an interactive process and
requires a dose working relationship between the database
development task and the data determination task.

111 The Database

'The thermodynamic data base is a summary of the available
thermodynamic data for aqueous species, solids, and gases in tabular form
that are necessary to serve as input to the geochemical modeling codes
EQ3NR and EQ6. The data base will be evaluated by testing predictions of
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host-rock phases, secondary phases, solution species, and total solution
concentrations against the results of laboratory measurements made over a
range of identified parameters that Include: temperature, ionic strength, redox
conditions, and solution composition' (ref. UTID-20864 Geochemical
Modeling (EQ3/6) Plan, Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
Program (8/86)-S ion 4.0 "Thermodynamic Data Base").

Recent revisions of the thermodynamic data for several of the aqueous
and solid species of U, Am, Np, and Pu have demonstrated the need for an
experimental data base activity that would be able to provide data that is
currently lacking for solubility limiting solid phases and/or solution species.
Measurements will be made as a function of tenperature, ionic strength, and
oxidation state, as required. The activity, which commenced in mid-FY 1986,
has been divided into three sections: sensitivity analysis, development of
thermodynamic data, and validation.

Two members of the EQ3/6 data base staff are participants on critical
review teams for the International Thermodynamic Data Base, sponsored by
the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA). As a result of this work, the following
principles have been accepted for the EQ3/6 data base.

1. Incorporate results of peer reviewed data. This will provide
compatibility with CODATA (Committee on Data for Science and
Technology) task group recommended key values and with NEA as
their data values are released.

2. 'Implement EQ3/6 data base methodology for new and existing data.
3. Create and maintain a data base library on the computer for all

documented sources of thermodynamic data.
A significant review and revising of thermodynamic data for the actinides

was performed. A Nuclear Energy Agency MNEA) document, Chemical
Thermodynamics of Americium (NEA, 1995) was reviewed and data is ready
to be entered into the GEMBOCHS data base.

1L2 US. Contribution to the NEA Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) Critical Reviews of the Chemical Thermodynamics
of the Actinides and Fission Products

In 1984, the NEA/OECD initiated the writing and publication of a series of
critical reviews of the chemical thermodynamics of those elements that are of
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particular importance in the safety assessment of radioactive waste disposal
systems. The U.S., through the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Project,
has participated in this international project.

11±1 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's Role

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), through the Yucca
Mountain Site Characterization Project (YMP), has been responsible for
coordinating the United States' role in the NEA's Critical Reviews of the
Chemical Thermodynamics of the Actinides and Fission Products. FY 1995
was the last year the U.S. participated in the Reviews through the Yucca
Mountain Project

The YMP Activity under which these reviews were completed is graded
"Quality Affecting." All Procurements reflected this grading and included
appropriate Quality Assurance training to comply with the grading. The
coordinator represented the U.S. participants during Quality Assurance
Audits.

11.22 Procedure

The process of reviewing experimentally obtained data that has been
published in the open literature is described in a series of publications that
address:

* Guidelines for the Review Procedure and Data Selection
* Guidelines for the Extrapolation to Zero Ionic Strength
* Guidelines for the Assignment of Uncertainties
* Guideline for Temperature Corrections (Draft)
* Standards and Conventions for TDB Publications
* Guidelines for the Independent Peer Review of TDB Reports
To serve as the reviewers, the NEA assembled teams of internationally

recognized chemists with backgrounds in actinide and physical chemistry.
These panel members evaluated the reported experiments, considered the
results, and decided whether each data set warranted inclusion in the final
volume. As needed, reports were rejected from further consideration and
reported data reinterpreted using different sets of species. Written comments
describing the analysis of each literature report are included in the review. A
second panel of reviewers was convened to verify that the initial panel's
decisions were sound and consistent and to confirm that the published
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procedures were followed. This second review process was added at the
United States' request to address the NUREG 1297, 1298 which describes the
NRC process for qualifcation of existing data.

112.3 Awdliary Data

The Interpretation of chemical thermodynamic data for the actinides and
fission products require the use of auxiliary data, for example, acid
dissociation constants. These data, themselves, must be internally consistent
It is, therefore, necessary to always use the identified auxiliary data in
conjunction with the selected NEA values. The NEA project selected the
database available from the Committee on Data for Science and Technology
(CODATA) as their principle source of auxdliary data. The qualification of the
actinide and fission product data from the NEA requires (and implies) the
qualification of the CODATA database. Data not available from CODATA
were evaluated as part of the uranium review and made available to the
other review teams.

113 Qualification of Data for Using in Quality Affecting Calculations

Publications describing the process for qualifying existing data are listed
below:

* OCRWM QAP 25, "Peer Review'
* Letter addressed to Susan Jones, Assistant Manager for Scientific

Programs, YMSCO, NV (ID: LLYMP9503063), describing the process that
the Solubility Working Group will use to qualify radionuclide
thermochemical data.

* YAP 21Q, 'Technical Assessment'
* YAP SM..1Q. 'Qualification of Existing Data'
* YMP AP-5.9Q, VQualification of Data"
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tL4 Review of Thermodynamic Data

11.4.1 Chemical Thermodynamics of Uranium

in 1992, the NEA published the volume, Chemical Thermodynamics of
Uranium (NEA, 1992), which Includes the US. contributions. Individual
contributions are not separable.

* As the only U.S. scientist to participate in the technical review of the
Uranium data, Anthony Muller Initiated the Uranium volume work
during his assignment at the NEA. Muller left the NEA in 1986 and is
currently affiliated with SAIC in McLean, VA. There are no records
that any of his efforts were supported by the YMP.

* Donald Langmuir participated in an early meeting of the Uranium
team and was unable to continue his participation due to lack of
funding.

* U.S. scientists, R.E. Mesmer, D.A. Palmer, and CF. Baes, Jr., all from
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, were acknowledged by the technical
reviewers in the Uranium volume.

The U.S., through the YMP, supplied three independent experts to the
second review panel. They were as follows:

* Dr. C.F. Baes, Jr., Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN
* Dr. D.L Hildenbrand, SRI International, Menlo Park, CA
* Dr. F. J. Pearson, Jr., Ground-Water Geochemistry, Irving, TX
Other U.S. scientists were thanked for their technical comments and

suggestions: M.W. Chase, National Institute of Standards and Technology,
Gaithersburg, MD; K Czyscinski, Roy Weston Inc., Washington, D.C.; D.
Garvin, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD; L.
Maya, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN; LR. Morss, Argonne
National Laboratory, Argonne, IL; T.W. Newton, Los Alamos National
Laboratory, Los Alamos, NMW D.K Nordstrom, US. Geological Survey, Menlo
Park, CA; V.B. Parker, National Institute of Standards and Technology,
Gaithersburg, MD; S.L. Phillips, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA;
J.A. Rard, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA; W.J.
Ullman, University of Delaware, Lewes, DE; and E.F. Westrum, Jr., University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI.
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11A.11 Corrections to the Uranium NEA-TDB review. In Appendix D of
the Americium volume (NEA, 1995), there are corrections and additions to
the Uranium volume. These data have not be submitted for independent
peer review and, therefore, are not considered qualified by YMP.

1L4.2 Chemical Thermodynamics of Americium

In 1995, the NEA published the volume, Chemical Thermodynamics of
Americium, which Includes the U.S. contributions. Individual contributions
are not separable.

Following discussions In 1986 with Dr. Robert Silva (USA), Hans Wanner
initiated the Americium volume work during his assignment at the NEA.
The review committee was selected and met at.the NEA Data Bank, Saclay,
Prance in the fall of 1987.

The U.S., through the YMP, supplied all ftree independent experts to the
second review panel, listed as follows:

* Dr. C.F. Baes, Jr., Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN
* Dr. Lester Morss, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL
* Dr. Arthur Martell, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX
Dr. Edward Patera (currently of Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los

Alamos, NW was on assignment to the NEA Division for Radiation
Protection and Waste Management during the compilation of the
Americium volume.

11A43 Chemical Thermodynamics of Technetium

A volume covering the Thermodynamics of Technetium was part of the
initial NEA Review project design in 1984 When complete, this volume will
contain a comprehensive review of material related to the inorganic
compounds of technetium and their aqueous solutions. While there is
extensive literature covering the organometallic chemistry of technetium,
only a small portion of these complexes are of interest to the radioactive
waste management community. Consequently, the review committee will
limit their coverage of the organometallic chemistry to those systems
containing thermodynamic or kinetic data. Technetium containing
compounds of radiopharmaceutical interest will be covered in the review
volume.
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YMP funding for this volume has not been continuous during the project.
There is no FY 1996 funding supporting the completion of the final draft. As a
result, YMP can neither gain access to the information that will be contained
therein, nor influence the priorities of the work of the review committee
members. Since this work is not completed, it can not be discussed in this
revision of the NFER but will be included in the future.

A working draft of the volume, Chemistry and Thermodynamics of
Technetium, was published in 1992, and a final draft is expected this calendar
year. Internal LLNL contributions provide some idea of the material to be
included, summarized as follows:

1. Chemical Thermodynamics of Technetium I-Contributions to the
NEA volume on Technetium Thermodynamics: hydrides, polynuclear
halides, oxohalides, hydroxohalide salts, oxohalide salts, chalcogenides
and calcogen complexes, oxosulphur complexes, nitrogen compounds,
nitrogen complexes, phosphorus compounds, other pnictide
compounds and complexes (As, Sb, and Bi), pseudo-halide and
oxopseudo-halide complexes, nitrosyl complexes, and tin complexes
(Rard, 1989).

2. Chemical Thermodynamics of Technetium U-Contributions to the
NEA volume on Technetium Thermodynamics: mononuclear halides
(binary and ternry), phosphorus complexes, silicon complexes, and
update of Chemical Thermodynamics of Technetium I (Rard, 1989).

3. Chemical Thermodynamics of Technetium r-Contributions to the
NEA volume on Technetium Thermodynamics: hydroxide
compounds and complexes containing other ligands, inorganic carbon
complexes, and update of Chemical Thermodynamics of Technetium U
(Rard, 1990).

4. Chemical Thermodynamics of Technetium IV - Contributions to the
NEA Book on Technetium Thermodynamics: anhydrous binary
oxides, hydrated oxides and hydrous oxides, Tc2 ,H120, pertechnetate
and oxypertechnetate salts, aqueous halide complexes, aqueous TcO4-,
and aqueous ions of Tc(VI) through Tc(l) (Rard, 1991).

5. Chemical Thermodynamics of Technetium V - Contributions to the
NEA Book on Technetium Thermodynamics: anhydrous binary
oxides, hydrous oxides, Tc2 O,0, pertechnetate salts, undissociated
HR04, and comments on Tc(M) and TcI) (Rard, 1992).
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6. Chemical Thermodynamics of Technediur VI - Contributions to the
NEA Book on Technetium Thermodynamics: TcO 2(cr), ternary
technetium sulphides and selenides, new oxyhalides, additional
calculations for TcF.(g), and updating of previous contributions (Rard,
1995, unpublished).

11.4.4 Chemical Thermodynamics of Plutoniun and Neptunium

Volumes covering the thermodynamics of Plutonium and Neptunium
were part of the initial NEA Review project design in 1984. When this
volume is complete it will contain a comprehensive review of material
related to the inorganic compounds of neptunium and plutonium and their
aqueous solutions.

YMP funding for this volume has not been continuous during the project.
There is no FY 1996 funding supporting the completion of the final draft. As a
result, YMP can neither gain access to the information that will be contained
therein, nor influence the priorities of the work of the review committee
members. Since this work is not completed, it can not be discussed in this
revision of the NFER but will be Included in the future.
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Appendix B
Identification of Q and non-Q data

The NFER and the LLNL conducted work reported in the NFR have all been performed
in accordance with QARD or predecessor QA program procedures and therefore the
material in the NFER is considered "Q". This dem on is in accordance with DOE
guidance dated 8/19/96.states "All reports, nalyses, or models must be done under the QA
program and are considered Q", if they describe, predict, or defend how the natural barriers will or
arc performing dheir fiuction to isolate waste (their safety fimction). These Q reports/analysestmodels
can use non-Q data that is clearly identified as such-dth report is still Q...."

The planning for the activities reported in the NFER has long recognized that studies to
understand mechanistic processes, lab tests on non YM materials or on non-qualified
samples, or scoping calculations and lab tests may not be used directly in license activities
related to Site Charaction, but will provide a basis for design, planning, or judging the
ranges of conditions within which the conditions of Yucca Mountain will fall. As such the
strategy incorporated in planning of these activities included a series of studies that were
performed under the LLNL approved QA program that implements the QARD or
predecessor YMP QA programs. The strategy provided for qualification of any data that
had been determined to be non-Q, but later was deemed necessary for licensing etc.,
through any of a number of possible approaches including: peer review; comparison of the
results with studies in which the stringent controls were applied; reperforming of the
specific studies that wcre found applicable, or review of the procedures applied to
determine if they met all requirements of qualified data. In keeping with the DOE
guidance discussed above, the Q status of data used or reported in the NEER are reflected
in Appendix C following the TDIF number. This Q status is listed to identify which data
would need to be qualified or verified for use in quality affecting work.

Model results (viewed by some as data, but not rigorously defined as data) fall into another
category which needs to be considered. First, for the results to be relied on, any codes used
in the analyses must be properly qualified. Qualification of the codes is only a small part
of the process of qualifying results of models. Other porions relate to whether the
parameters used were appropriate, whether the model itself (which includes the
conceptuaization and the abstraction process) is appropriate to, or valid for, Yucca
Mountain. The codes used in work reportedin this Rev 1 of the NFE are as follows:

Hydrologic Codes:
V-Tough Fully QA qualified
NUFI LLNL developed outside of YMP. Not

qualified, but comparisons to qualified
codes have been performed

Geochemistry Codes:
EQ3/6 Fully QA qualified
GEMBOCHS (data base) Some data qualified, some QA status

indeterminate
GEMBOCHS suite of codes not qualified--qualification left to user by

comparison with analytical solutions of the
appropriate sets.

SUPCRT92 (code) commercial/academic code-not qualified



(data base) Pblished (per reviewed) but not qualified
OS3I)1GRIRT Commercial Code-
REACT Commercial Code
Geomechanics Codes
FLAC commercial code-not qualified
ABAQUSconmmrcial code-not qualified
FRACROCK LLNL developed outside of YMP. Not

qualified
Man-Made Materials Codes
EQ3/6 Fully QA qualified
GEMBOCHS (data base) Some data qualified, some QA satus

indeterminate. Microbial will be added
GEMBOCHS suite of codes not qualified--qualification left to user by

comparison with analytical solutions of the
I appropriate sets.

As was the case for data qualification, the codes that are found to be of importance in
chaacterization of the Near-Field Environment, if not Already qualified, will need to be
qualified. The QA procedures for qualifying codes will be followed which will start with
an Individual Software Plan to determine the appropriate way to qualify the code.
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Appendix C
NEER Chapter Data Status
(TDIF and Q status of data)

Overall NFER--LL960807504241.012 (non-Q)

Chapter 1: Hydrothermal Modeling
This chapter does not report data, it reports results of modeling only, using data

from RIB or referenced data from other sources. Because the codes used in
the models varies, model information by section is listed.

Section 1.1 Introduction-no data
Section 1.2 No new data-refers to published data or data from other sources
Section 1.3 No data-model analyses only using V-TOUGH (This section is

Rev 0 and therefore was based on V-TOUGH prior to its qualification)
Section 1.4 No data, refers to work of others
Section 15 No new data, refers to work of others

Utilizes Log-Normal Model which is unqualified but used and
reported in outside literature

Section 1.6 No new data, analyses based on V-TOUGH prior to qualification
Section 1.7 No data, analyseshmodels only based on V-TOUGH
Section 1.8 No data, model results based on Qualified V-TOUGH
Section 1.9 No data, model results based on Qualified V-TOUGH

w Section 1.10.1-L103 No data, model results based on both V-TOUGH and
NUFT as well as hybrid modeL

Section 1.10.4 No data, model results based on V-TOUGH and hybrid.
Sections 1.10.5.1 through 1.10.5.3 used qualified V-Tough code.
Sections 1.10.5.4 through 1.10.7 are model results (no data) using NUFT

Chapter 2: Laboratory Determined Hydrologic Properties and Processes
LL950404604242.012 (non-Q)
LL950812704242.017 (non-Q)
LL960201404244.011 (non-Q)
LL960100604244.007 (non-Q)
LL960201304244.010 (non-Q)
LL960100704244.008 (non-Q)
LL950916504242.018 (non-Q)
LL950406104242.016 (non-Q)
LL940800704242.002 (non-Q)

Chapter 3: Geochemistry
None. Modeling only based on use of qualified EQ316 as well as unqualified

GMIRT and REACT.



Chapter 4: Geomechanics
LL960101004243.005 (non-Q)
LL960401704243.008 (non-Q)
LL960201104243.006 (non-Q)
Modeling results based on use of non-qualified codes.

Chapter 5: Radiation Effects
No new data.

Chapter 6: Man-Made Materials
LL950813104245.004 (Q)
LL940803904245.001 (non-Q)
LL960807404245.008 (non-Q

Chapter 7: Integrated Testing
LL960401051051.007 (non-Q)
LL960400951051.006 (non-Q)
LL940803851051.002 (non-Q)

Chapter 8: Electiical Potentials
No new data.

Chapter 9: Field Thermal Tests
LL950103004244.004 (non-Q)

Chapter 10: Altered Zone, Geochemistry (10.4)
Section 10.1, and 10.2 contain no data, model results only based on qualified V-

TOUGH code.
Section 10.3 No data
Section 10.4 LL960201004241.011 (non-Q)

Chapter I 1: Introduction to the Thermodynamic Data Deternination
Data from NEA sources.
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